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The word "contemporery" is used in the title of this study. 
This word, like "modern", hD.s o.cquired ~ queJ.itative sense 
which will be discussed in Chcpter 21 but it is to the 
chronologicol sense tho.t the title refers. Contempor~ry 
writers o.re those "of the SD.me histori~l period 11 : in 
this study the period from 1950 to 1969. 
Nineteen fifty provides ~ convenient stnrting point for 
the study of post-wo.r writing, for the Second World Wo.r 
produced few new writers of interest, ond th~ five years 
following it were, on the whole, unexciting from o. 
litero.r.r point of view. It wo.s not until the 1950s tho.t 
o. new genero.tion of novelists be~n to r:wke its mo.rk on 
the litercry scene. It is with these writers tho.t this 
study is chief~ concerned, for they reflect the ~rccter 
of the period more o.ccuro.tely than do the older writers. 
It would, however, give o. fo.lse picture of the contemporc.ry 
scene if the post-war writings of e.uthors who were elre~.dy 
est~blished during the 1930s o.nd 1940s were to be ignored. 
Of these writers, o. number ho.d ~ready produced their most 
importcnt work by 1950, so co.n be considered o.s pre-~r 
writers, and not ns contemporo.ries. Norman Douglo.s, 
E.M. Forster, C. fuy lewis, Eric Linklo.ter, Richo.rd 
Llewellyn, Chttrles Morgru1, George Orwell, Dorothy S:l.yers, 
Julin stro.chey, Helen Waddell and Anthoni~ White have 
published little - in some ~se nothing - since 1949, so 
have been excluded from this study. 
·-· ' .. 
There ~re some writers who hnve continued to publish 
regularly, but their influence on the contemporary scene 
ho.s been negligible.. 'lbis group includes A.J. Cronin, 
c.s. Forester, Stella. Gibbons, Ib.vid Go.rnett, No.omi 
Jo.cob, Roso.mund Lehorom, Sheilo. K;,ye-Sni th, Rose Mo.c~uley, 
)( 
Ngnio MD.rsh, R .H. Mottram, Victoric. So.ckville-West, 
G.B. Stern, L.A.G. strong, Fro.nk Swinnerton, Angelo. 
Thirkell, Sylvie. Townsend-Wo.rner, Rebecco. West ond 
P .G. Wodehouse., 'Ihey o.re o.ll outside the mo.in strec.m of 
contemporo.ry fiction, ~nd their novels ere of interest 
chiefly for the contrast they mcke with the novels of 
younger writers. 
Of the remo.ining writers who were est~blished before the 
wo.r, o. number are still sufficiently importcnt o.nd 
influentio.l to be included in o. survey of post-wor fiction. 
Some ~ve produced their major novels since 1949 so must 
·properly be included: Lo.wrence Durrell, Anthony Powell end 
C.P. Snow o.re the chief of these. Richerd Hughes, o.fter 
o. long silence, published on importont novel, ond interest 
in Christopher Isherwood o.nd Jeo.n Rhys wo.s revived when 
they too published new novels o.fter a. long silence. 
A few writers ho.ve continued to explore the themes and 
~terio.ls which occupied them before the wo.r o.nd hpve been 
seemingly little affected by the ~~es in the post-war 
world: Henry Green, L,P. Ho.rtley, Philip Toynbee, Elizabeth 
Bowen, o.nd the historical novelists Robert Groves, Mnr~ret 
Kennedy o.nd Henry Treece o.re the best-known wri tars of this 
group. Where relevo.nt, their works will be referred to, 
but no attempt is mo.de to discuss them in deto.il. 
-1 
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The lo.st group of novelists who were estc.blished before 
the w~r but are still publishing, are primerily sociol 
novelists. Their books reflect the changing social 
scene, end they o.re more "conteoporo.ry 11 th."l.ll most of the 
novelists listed previously. Nigel ~lchin, John Brophy, 
Joyce Cary, Normcn Collins, Monica Dickens, Po.mela 
Franko.u; Gro.h..'\lll Greene, James &nley, storm Jameson, 
Pomel~ Hansford Johnson, Compton ~ckenzie, Somerset 
Mo.ugho.m, No.ncy Mi tf ord, Nicholes Monso.rro. t, J ,B. Priestley, 
Mo.rgery Sho.rp, Nevil Shute, Alec W~ugh, Evelyn Wo.ugh o.nd 
Henry Williamson belong to this group. A number ore · 
referred to in this study, but they represent the older 
genero.tion of writers, c~d the emp~sis ~s therefore not 
been placed on their work, but on the work of younger 
novelists, The true "contenport~.ries" of the thesis 
title ere the writers who published their first books 
dter 1949. 
Although the title refers to novels written in English b,y 
British-born novelists, some considerction ~s been given 
to wri tars in English, po.rticulo.rly CommonwealHl wri tars, 
who have contributed to the character of contemporory 
.English fiction. Reference is ~de, too, to dro.mo.tists 
o.nd poets , o.nd to foreign novelists, whore their work 
throws o. light on contenporo.ry English fiction. 
The economics of the fiction tro.de have imposed cert~ 
limitations on the choice of novels for this study, ~ 
Wo.tt 1 esti~ted tho.t the cnn~l production of works of 
fiction wo.s o.bout seven in the ye~rs between 1700 o.nd 1740. 
B,y 1800 the figure ~d risen to forty o. yeo.r. In 1968, 
1 The Rise of the Novel, 1957. 
• 
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there were 31,420 books published in Britein, of which 
1 2 2,094 were novels. A, Burgess . sums up the present 
position with the reno.rk tho.t "• •• the twenty yeo.rs 
since the Second World Wo.r - ~s produced more novels than 
o.ny corresponding period in history • • • • " It would 
obviously be ~ sisypheon t~Sk to ~ttenpt to re~d, let 
clone discuss, this oountoin of novels, 
The teak hos been ronde eosier ~Y the activities of the 
South l\frican Boo.rd of Censors. Since the Boo.rd wns 
instituted in November 1963, it ~-s banned more thnn 
11,000 books - over two n day. A high proportion of these 
o.re works af·fiction, but they co.nnot o.ll be dignified 
with the nome of "novel 11 • The Boc.rd bans roughly two kinds 
of books: those t~t offend the nationo.l SU3ceptibili ties, 
o.nd those it considers to be pornographic. There is 
therefore a regrettable lacuna in this survey of 
contenporery English fiction. 
1 M, Br"dbury, Who.t is a Novel?, 1969. 






The Modern and the Contemporary 
1 
F.R. Karl sums up the most characteristic quality.of 
contemporary fiction td th the observation that: "the 
contemporary novel is no longer modern". "Contemporary" 
is here used in the chronological sense, but "modern" 
is used in the sense defined by Stephen $pender2 to 
characterise a certain quality of writing. To avoid 
confusion between the chronological and qualitative 
uses of the words, the latter will be written with an 
initial capital letter, even where quotations are cited 
TtThere the writer does not use this convention. 
Stephen Spender divides the writers of the first half of 
the ti-Tentieth century 'into two groups: the Moderns and 
the Contemporaries. 
He lists the leading Moderns as Joyce, Eliot, Pound, Yeats, 
lawrence and Virginia 1>loolf. 
The Modern ••• thinks of his own existence and way 
of feeling and thinking as being acted upon by the 
specifically modern world, which seems to him unprecedented. 
He is obsessed by the idea of living in a modern situa-
tion which is unlike any past one •••• He feels cut 
off from the past as a. result of his being so much the 
product of modern circumstances. At the same time he 
looks back and feels that as a writer he is in the line 
of the past and in some, perhaps mysterious, sense that 
he belongs to a past tradition. Yet, being entirely 
conditioned by the present, he cannot simply adopt the 
form and manners of past writers in order to connect 
himself with the past. He has, as it were, to create 
his own soul-relating experiences v1hich are entirely' 
of the present to values which are of the past. 
1 F.R. Karl, A Reader's Guide to the Contemporary English 
Novel, 1963. 
2 s. $pender, 'The Obsessive Situation', List., 11.10.62, 
18.10.62, 25.10.62. 
Spender regards Shaw, Bennett, Wells, C .P. Snow e.nd
7 
"in 
their different ways", Kingsley Amis and John Osborne as 
Contemporaries. 
They attack the modern world but they do so by standards 
which are of it •••• Essentially, Contemporaries 
believe in progress •••• What they write is rationalist, 
sociological, political, and responsible •••• The 
Contemporary is involved in conflicts, but fundamentally 
he accepts the forces and the values of today which are 
fighting one another, with the same weapons of power, 
ideology, and utilitarian philosophy and progress 
for different goals. 
Stephen Spender quotes an illuminating r.emark made by H.G. 
Wells on the writer: ''In his heart he classes himself not 
with artists but wi. th the teachers ·and prophets. 11 The • 
Moderns would have disagreed. The basic difference be~qeen 
the two movements lies here, in their respective views of 
the natura of the writer's relationship with society and 
his function in society. The Contemporaries engage in a 
direct, prosaic way with their social and political circum-
stances and if they protest against these circumstances, 
1 
do so ~ri th some degree of revolutionary optimism in the 
possibility of amelioration, an amelioration that literature 
can help to bring about. The Moderns distrust or detest 
their circumstances, to the extent of abandoning the hope 
of acting on them in a practical vre.y. Instead, such 
writers seek a radical transformation of conventional forms 
of communication, through which to express poetically an 
inner crisis of sensibility, a crisis which often manifests 
itself in the search for a tradition which has been lost 
or broken. 
Stephen Spender has been quoted at some length, for the 
distinctions he makes have been followed by most critics 
writing on the twentieth century novel. It is unfortunate 
that the vrords 11contemporary" and "modern" should now have 
• 
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both a quali ta ti ve or critical meaning., and a chronological 
or everyday one. Alternative labels have been suggested -
such as "imagists" or "prose-realists", but they have not 
been generally adopted, although as D. Lodge 1 points out: 
"The analysis of language is in fact the most precise 
way of indicating the difference between Modern and 
Contemporary writing • • • "• "Experimental" and 
"tre.di tional" are sometimes usei but the objection to 
these is that they suggest qualities of the novel which 
show the effect but not the cause, the means rather than 
the ends, of the differences in the hm movements. It is 
true that the novel of the Modern movement is character-
istically experimentnl, and the novel of the Contemporary 
is characteristically traditional, but ·these are surface 
differences. They arise out of two different responses 
to the same situation: to the predicament in which 
twentieth century society finds itself. Both groups are 
acted on and conditioned by their worlds, but their 
reactions are sharply different. 
Stephen Spender's distinction between the Moderns and the 
Contemporaries has been generally accepted, but the 
chronology of the two movements is disputed. Bernard 
Bergonzi3 puts forward a popular view that Vlysses 
"indicated exhaustive finality and. the end of a line of 
development "• Frank Kermode 4 says 11the 'Nineties were 
certainly precursors, but anybody who thinks about what 
Modernism now means <v.lll rightly look more closely at the 
period between 1907 and, say, 1925". At the other extreme 
l D. Lodge, Language of Fiction, 1966. 
2 R. Rabinovitz, The Reaction against Experiment in the 
English Novel, 1950-1960, 1967. 
3. B. Bergonzi, 'The Novel no longer Novel', List., 19.9.63. 




Cyril Connolly places the limits between 1880 and 1950, 
but his use of the word "modern" is unusually wide. 
Perhaps the most acceptable is the view that between about 
1922, the year in which Ulysses was published, and 1942, 
the Modern movement was at its height. 
Although critics differ as to its beginnings, they all 
agree that the Modern movement in English li tera.ture has 
not survived the war as a mainstream literature. The 
movement lost energy after Virginia Woolf and James Joyce 
and began to produce what J. Gindin2 calls "well-executed 
trivia". The 1930's and 1940's were a time of transition, 
with the Contemporary novel rapidly gaining ground over 
the Modern novel. As Margaret Kennedy 3 points out, it 
was not the fault of the original Noderns that their 
followers created a vogue for the "novel of sensibility" 
as it came to be called: 1'Amongst novelists the good news 
spread that they need no longer provide plot, comedy, 
tragedy, love interest nor catastrophe in order to get 
top me.rks. 11 
J. Gindin4 considers Elizabeth Bowen and William Sansom 
to be among the last of the true Moderns. 5 G.S. Fraser 
suggests that Rosamund Lehmann and Elizabeth Bowen mark 
the return to tradi ti.onalism and he mentions four novelists 
who were transitional: Graham Greene, who wrote symbolic 
melodramas and literary thrillers, Christopher Isherwood 
who developed the documentary novel "in which the writer 
makes use of his own personal experience and observation 
of various social positions to underline the lesson of the 
world's insecurity and the need for some positive and 
1 c. Connolly, The Modern Movement, 1966. 
2. J. Gindin, Postwar British Fiction, 1963. 
3. M. Kennedy, The Outlaws on Parnassus, 1958. 
4. o~ cit. 
5. G.S. Fraser, The Nodern Writer and his Vforld, 1953. 
• 
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constructive political faith", Rex Warner who wrote social 
allegories, Evelyn Waugh and Anthony Powell who wrote 
"farcical comedy with bitter undertones". George Orwell, 
although not mentioned in this context by Fraser, would 
of course be linked with Christopher Isherwood, but 
Orwell is no longer transitional. He is one of the first 
of the new Contemporaries. 
T.R. F,yvel1 explains the resurgence of the Contemporaries 
in social terms: 
Just as the writers of the 'twenties tried to hold 
society at arm's length, so those of the 'thirties 
searched, some of them desperately indeed, for ways 
of becoming integrated in their society- only it was 
still too early • • • • For the younger English 
intellectuals vrere not only being dra1m tovre.rds 
politics but, by contrast with the 'twenties, back 
into active contact with society as a whole. 
This happened via Left-1ring commi tmont, or through 
journalism, or often through both • • • • 
By the end of the Second World War there were few 
Moderns left, and the Contemporaries were forming the 
mainstream. 
Henry James and H.G. Wells, D.H. Lawrence and John 
Galsworthy, Virginia 11!oolf and Arnold Bennett demonstrated 
that neither movement was tolerant of the other, and both 
sides attracted partisans whose violence widened the 
rift. F .R. Leavis and Wyndbam Le1ris attacked Virginia 
Woolf and James Joyce, but it is their successors and 
imitators who have been the target of post-war writers 
and critics such as C .P. Snow, Pamela Hansford Johnson, 
William Cooper and John Wain. C.P. Snow, who came into 
prominence as a critic in 1949, can be regarded as the 
leader of the grnup. 
1 T.R. F,yvel, L~tellectuals Today, 1968. 
2.06 
In The New York Times Book Review; C.P. Snow gave some 
reasons for his dislike of the Modern novel. Snow, like 
Leavis, sees the duty of the novelist as being not only 
to face the problems of our technological age, but also 
to interpret them and to inform his readers. The Moderns 
ignored their moral and social duty: they were not 
2 teachers or prophets. P" West says of Snow and Leavis 
that they are '~nclined to let the novel be dull if 
only it 1..rill be comprehensible and moral"· D. H. le.~>rrence3 
warned of the dangers of imposing morality on the novel: 
"If you try to nail anything down, in the novel, either 
it kills the novel, or the novel gets up and walks away 
with the nail •••• ~~en the novelist puts his thumb 
into the scale, to pull dovTn the balance to his own 
predilection, that is immorality." Extreme views on the 
nature and purpose of the novel are too limiting. Tne 
truth lies somewhere in between the novel as poetry and 
the"novel as a morality, for the novel loses its 
richness and variety, its 'novelty" where its boundaries 
are too strictly defined. 
Linked with the charge that.the Moderns neglected their 
moral duty, is the charge that the Moderns alienated the 
reading public. The Moderns retreated into aesthetics, 
forming an exclusive literary clique which cared nothing 
for popularity. The exclusiveness of the Moderns seems 
to irritate Snow as much as their lack of civic conscience 
and he suggests, inter alia, that this is as indefensible 
for novelists as it is for scientists. In an article in 
19584 Snow declared: "I do not believe that, within the 
l NYTBR, 30.1.1955. 
2 P. West, The Modern Novel, 1965. 
3. Quoted by J. Colmer in Approaches to the Novel, 1966. 
4. TLS, 15.8.58. 
-• 
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foreseeable future, the novel in particula~ or literature 
in general, need become alienated from the intellectual 
life of the time". Tne Hoderns can justifiably be 
accused by Snm·r of arrogance tm-m.rds would-be readers 
outside their circle, and of.having caused a sharp decline 
in serious novel reading and 1ridening the split betw·een 
"serious" and "popular 11 writing. l However, Margaret Kennedy 
points out that this was not necessarily a retrogressive 
step for they: 
••• broke up the enormous novel-reading public, the 
public accumulated by the Victorians, into smaller and 
more manageable groups. TI1e tastes of readers have 
become specialized. There is now a large public for 
such vrri ters as Elizabeth Bowen and Eudora lfel ty, who 
would not, fifty years ago, have had a platform from 
which to speak. 
The danger in following Snow too closely is the.t the novelist 
can underestimate the intelligence of his readers - and the 
resulting books satisfy neither dons nor dustmen. Novelists 
are sometimes praised for their "serious intentions" rather 
than being appraised for their actual achievements. 
C .P. Snovr attacks the IV!odems for their use of the technique 
of stream of consciousness. As P. West2 points out: "The 
attempt to articulate the stream of consciousness was 
nothing new •••• What was new was the attempt, made by 
Virginia Woolf, Proust and Joyce, to base entire novels 
on it". C.P. Snow criticises the method on the grounds 
the.t it is unrealistic and, unlike Angus Wilson3 does not 
seem to recognise that its aims are the same as his own. 
The realistic or naturalistic novel admired by Snow shows 
the outer man: the stream of consciousness shows the inner 
man, and both are manifestations of the search for wider 
l ~1. Kennedy, The Outlaws on Parns.ssus, 1958. 
2 P. \'vest, The IVfodem Novel, 1965. 
3 1 The Dilemma of the Contemporary Novelist', Approaches 
to the Novel, ed. J. Colmer, 1966. 
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realism, a search which, according to Ian ir/att
1
, has been 
characteristic of the novel from its beginnings. Taken 
to extremes, both methods are self-defeating: there is 
little to choose betw·een a catalogue of the furni.shings 
of a room and a cata.3:-ogl.le of the furnishings of the mind. 
2 
P. West quotes from Albert Camus's Resistance, Rebellion 
and Death to illustrate the logical conclusion of the 
prose realist's theories: 
What is there more real, for instance, in our universe 
than a man's life, and how can we hope to preserve it 
better than in a realistic film? But under what 
conditions is such a film possible? Under purely 
imaginary conditions. 1fe should have to presuppose, 
in fact, an ideal camera focused on the man day and 
night and constantly registering his every move. 
The very projection of such a film would last a 
life-time and could be seen only by an audience of 
people willing to waste their lives in l-mtching 
someone else's life in great detail. 
P. \vest comments on this: "If art could be made indistinguish-
able from life, then art would not be North creating 
anyt>Tay". In Snm-1' s eyes the Moderns, in their use of 
the stream of consciousness, are again illustrating 
their failure to do their duty to their public. Snow3 
sees the 1'novel of sensibility 11 , as he calls it, as an 
"aesthetic cul de se.c 11 , for "the novel only breathes 
freely when it has its roots in society''· Snmr's attacks 
on the excesses of the follm-1ers of the Moderns was 
necessary, but the alternative he proposes is no less a 
· cul de sac. 
C.P. Snm'l' has been supported in his attacks on the excesses 
of the ~fuderns by his vdfe, Pamela Hansford Johnson. In 
1949 Miss Johnson was complaining4 that ordinary ree.ders 
were baffled by Modern novels to such an extent that they 
l I. \vatt, The Rise of the Novel, 1963. 
2 P. lvest, The x1odern Novel, 1965~ 
3 NYTBR, 30.1.1955. 
4 List., 11,8,1949. 
' 
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had stopped reading novels altogether. She urged a 
return to the novel 1-vhich told a story, which was 
intelligible : "\vri ting is not a private game to be played 
at a private party". 1 In a later essay she admitted the 
value of the work done by Woolf and Joyce ("After them, 
it was impossible for anyone to t·Tri te the dead physical 
descriptions of Jane Austen,. the dead dialogues of 
Scott ••• 11 ) but she complained that ''VIhat shrivelled 
e.-vra.y in their work was any contact betw·ee!i man and 
society". In a lettei she wrote that the "majority of 
young 'serious' novelists caught from Woolf and Joyce the 
tones of.their respective visual and aural sensibilities, 
and nothing else: and because they tended to throw· at-my 
all interest in society as a whole, in character, narrative, 
tension, their work became largely sterile and left no 
important succession"· 
William Cooper; in an essay on the experimental novel, 
suggests that the novelists of the French avant-garde are 
returning to the experimentation of the 'thirties. He 
sees the experimental novel as a retreat from writing about 
Man-in-Society to Man-Alone and deplores the consequent 
loss of character in the novel. Of A. Robbe-Grillet's 
The Voyeur (1959) he writes that the author "concentrates 
on visual impressions, on impressions of the eye alone, 
in fact on impressions of an eye so alone that you feel 
that there's no head at the back of it". The nouveau 
.!.ill!!:!l viTi ters have been attacked ra. ther than applauded by 
the English, in spite of the missionary work done by 
~lder and Boyars. Their work is seen as retrogressive 
1 Included in The Baldwin .Age, ed. J.' Raymond, 1950. 
2 List., 1.11.62 • 





rQther than progressive end the violence of the Englishman's 
dislike of the French experiments is a reminder that the 
Moderns were strongly suspected of introducing foreign 
importations, not indigenous growths;. Raymond Williams
1 
says that "the 1950's could fairly be characterized ••• 
as a period of return to older forms, and to specifically 
English forms" (my italics). The cosmopolitanism of the 
I1oderns was suspect, and was distrusted by the proletari&n 
writers of the 'fifties who saw them as members of the 
decadent haute bourgeoisie. Although I.s~rence Sterne 
can be fairly regarded as the first of the r·1oderns, the 
more commonly held view is that the Moderns learnt their 
tricks from foreigners. 
John 1rle.in
2 
is more moderate than Cooper but he sees Joyce's 
Ulysses as the cubnination of the Modern movement and 
"after this, the only direction left was to go down "• 
The experimental novels since Ulysses have been distinguished 
only by 11faddishness and an irritable search for new 
gimmicks 11 , although he excepts Flann 0 'Brien's At-Swim-
Two-Birds from this general condemnation. His quarrel is 
~dth the imitators rather than the originators of the 
~1odern moveme:c. t. 
Angus Wilson allows that experiment has its place in the 
novel and criticises Leavis and Snow for their insistence 
on morals and health of novels, but he states his o~m 
p:1sition clearly 3 when he livri tes: ''my own novels are 
essentially traditional in form and my preoccupation is 
strongly ••• a social and moral one." Wiloon, then, 
is guided by personal .taste rather than by artificial dicta. 
1 Audience 8:76, 1961 
2 'The Conflict of Forms', Essays on Li tere.ture and Ideas, 
1963 




The excesses of the Modern novel were such that some 
restoration of the balance was needed, but Snow and some of 
his followers have over-redressed the balance. They have 
produced inadequate and insufficient reasons for their 
total rejection of the experiments of the Moderns. The 
~'[oderns' investigation of the stream of consciousness led 
them to question the need for and the place of some of the 
elements of the novel which had always been regarded as 
essential - such as plot, story, theme and character. Their 
investigations of the boundaries between the novel and 
poetry and of the nature of time 1 are perhaps amongst 
their most valuable gifts to later novelists and it is a 
serious error to state that there can be no place for them 
in the contemporary novel. 
The attempt by some of the r1oderns - such as Gertrude 
Stein - to eliminate plot and story from the novel was 
made for ~io reasons. It was seen as an artificial device, 
invented and therefore untrue. A. Robbe-Grillet1 holds the 
same vievr: "the enlightened reader" discovers this and 
"fears he has been led into a trap". 'Theme' is equally 
inimical to the novel as Art. The rejection of story and 
plot in the novel was a necessary corrective to the 
contrived and complicated plots offered by such older writers 
as Dickens who showed little respect for causal probability. 
The second objection to the novel telling a story is 
insulting L"l its implications: the assumption that it wa.s 
only sheer curiosity about what happened next that kept the 
reader going right through to the last page. People were 
therefore reading a novel for the 'fiTrong reasons. Contemporary 
1 Quoted by \,f. Cooper, International Literary Annual, ed. 




writers such as Graham Greene have recognised that a good 
story can certainly be used to s>•Teeten the pill, but there 
can be few readers in search of story alone who 'l·muld not 
prefer an f~tha m1ristie to e. Graham Greene. 1 E.IJI. Forster 
reluctantly concludes that e. novel must tell e. story, and 
in this he is supported by most post-war novelists. 
As a result of this debate the melodramatic e.nd improbable 
plot has been largely abandoned to the popular dustbin, but 
one unexpected result is the. t some of the post-war vTri ters 
who have asserted most firmly the.t the novel must tell a 
story, have shown a curious ineptitude in the handling of 
plot in their ovm novels. Pamela Hansford Johnson shows 
little respect for the demands of plot, being seemingly 
content merely to provide one, and it is more often a 
feeble thread of story than a carefully constructed and 
articulated plot. She manipulates the story to provide 
situations which give an opportunity for moral lessons: there 
is no attempt to develop a plot in wl1ich such situations 
naturally arise. C.P. Snow·'s plots derive from the 
popular detective story, and \•lilliam Cooper offers the 
slimmest of plots. In contrast to their scarcely concealed 
disdain for good plotting arc t~e novels of popular writers 
where plot is everything. The resurrection of the 
picaresque novel has, of course, been a boon to novelists 
who vdsh to avoid the difficulties of good plot construction. 
One of the effects of the stream of consciousness technique 
was to alter radically the concept of character in the novel. 
P. lvest2 suggests that "the debate about the stream had to 
consider such anomalies as • • • the character v1ho is no 
1 E.M. Forster, Aspects of the Novel, 1927. 
2 P. 1vest, The r~odern Novel., 1965. 
• 
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more than a succession of instants, • 4 • the outside 
world as a reflection of the perceiving mind, and the 
self-regarding identities which lose themselves in introspec-
tion • • • ir ~1.artin Price1 wrote of the symbolist novel that 
the "characters tend to dissolve into the elaborate verbal 
structure of the work, becoming nodes, as it were, of 
images or motifs; or they dissolve into aspects of one 
central character, dialectical fo~ces within one situation 
or mind." The novel of manners, which gave us social man, 
was a characteristically English form but the stream of 
consciousness began, in P. lvest 's words~ "to satisfy a 
second curiosity and, indeed, to create a new type of hero: 
self-absorbed and rather ineffectual." The stream of 
consciousness became the "stock in trade of the anti-hero". 
1~s Wilson3 suggests that Catholic novelists such as 
Graham Greene were instrumental in restoring character to 
the novel for they "found the dissolution of personality 
that is involved in the stream of consciousness method 
something that did not respond to what they wanted to say 
about the relation between man's soul and God." 
The Contemporaries have, in theory, restored character to 
a central position in the novel, but they have often lacked 
the necessary equipment for building memorable characters. 
Mary McCarthy4 points out that there have been few such 
characters in fiction since Joyce's Bloom, and that only 
two recent ones have nstuck 11 : Joyce Oary 's Gulley Jimson 
and Iungsley Amis's Jim Dixon. 
Memorable characters are either eccentrics (an English 
speciality) or characters who are so fully developed that 
1 'The Other Self I, Imagined Vfor1ds. ed. riJ:. Mack and 
I. Gregor, 1968. 
2 P. West, The Hodern Navel, 1965. 
3 'The Dilemma of the Contemporary Novelist' , Approaches 
to the Novel, ed. J. Colmer, 1966. 




they come vividly to life in the mind of the reader. ·. · 
Dickens produced some of the greatest eccentrics in English 
litera~~e and his methods have been emulated by later 
writers ~1d by popular novelists who saw the value of 
eccentricity in fixing a character in the mind of the 
reader. Olivia Mlurning's Prince Yakimov1 and Joseph Kell's 
2 
Mr Enderby, as well as some of Angus Wilson's minor 
characters, continue the tradition. 
The second type of memorable character eannot be presented 
only from the outside (as the eccentr~c can), for this is 
only half-knowledge. Nor is he usually 5uccessful if he 
is presented only from the inside, as Virginia Woolf 
unwittingly demonstrated with Mrs Dalloway. c.P. Snow's 
Strangers and·Brothers sequence is built around the 
chara.cter of Lewis Eliot, but he is constructed from the 
outside and only comes briefly to life in the earlier 
more autobiographical novels. Only where there is a 
balance between the inner and outer men do memorable 
characters emerge. 
The Moderns' investigation of the boundaries between the 
novel and poetry led them to be called "imagists 11 by 
Stephen Spender3, for their writing belonged to the 
world of poetry more clearly than it belonged to the novel. 
Angus Wilson 4 ruefully says of this "and we do like in 
England to be sure that our categories are divided n. 
Lionel Stevenson5 writes: "In the past century a few 
competent writers have produced what they described as 
'novels in verse' •••• But, in the long run, 
1 Olivia MBJLDing, The Balkan Trilogy,completed in 1965. 
2 Joseph Kell, Inside Tl!r Enderby, 1963. 
3 S. Spender, 'The Obsessive Situation', List., 18.10.1962. 
5 L. Stevenson, The English Novel, 1960. 
4 'The Dilemma of the Contemporary Novelict', Approaches 
to the Novel, ed. J. Colmer, 1966. 
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the assumption that a novel is an imitation of experience 
is incompatible with the formalities of phrase and 
patterning that are inherent in verse." Philip Toynbee in 
his Pantaloon trilogy
1 
has unsuccessfully attempted the 
verse-novel and Eric Linklater in Roll of Honour (1961) 
uses free verse for his novel of reroiniscencG. However 
unsuccessful such experiments may be, it is important that 
they should be made. No experimentation can be equally 
disastrous and writers like C.P. Snow and Pamela Hansford 
Johnson who aim only for "intelligible prose" achieve what 
can only be termed a ''non-style"· C .P. Snow in particular 
is guilty of writing what F.R. Karl2 calls '~usinessman's 
prose''. Y..arl points out that although such writers gain 
in directness, they "lose in paradox, irony, density and 
significance of theme. 11 It is doubtful whether Snow even 
gains in directness, for this is not a quality usually 
found in bu-sinessman's prose. Snmr eschews linguistic 
experimentsJbut by doing so he is not only dismissing the 
verbal fireworks of a JoyceJhe is also ignoring the 
e:xs.mples of writers who have achieved a simple direct 
style. George Orwell, Christopher Isherwood, V.S. Pritchett 
and Richard Hughes write with a deceptive simplicity which 
avoids cliches and nonot:my aliko. Fortunately Snmv has 
few followers in this, for most contemporary novelists 
are aware that a non-style is likely to produce a non-novel. 
Perhaps one of the most valuable bequests by the Moderns to 
their successors has been their exploration into the meaning 
of time in the novel. They made time the servant of the 
novelist, not his master. As in the drama, the novel broke 
l Begun in 1961 with Pantaloon. 




away from the artificial Unity of Time which had been 
imposed on it. lau.rence Sterne was perhaps the first 
novelist to consciously ignore the convention of strict 
chronology, and the Moderns stretched or shr.ank time at 
will. 1 E.M. Forster warned that: "The time-sequence 
cannot be destroyed without carrying in its ruin all that 
should have taken its place; the novel that would express 
values only becomes unintelligible and therefore valueless." 
Gertrude Stein and later B.S. Johnson have tried to 
destroy the time sequence, but most novelists accept 
Forster's restriction. They have, hm1ever, benefited· 
from the experiments, and it is relatively rare to find a 
novelist today who exactly follows a chronological time 
sequence. The technique of flahback in particular, which 
has been enthusiastically adopted by the cinema, has been 
found invaluable by even popular writers as a method of 
in traducing suspense and mystery, e.s well as varying and 
increasing the pace of the tale. 
The vociferous and well-publicised attacks on the Moderns 
and their followers by i~iters of the 'fifties have misled 
many critics to echo Karl' s2words: "Tne contemporary novel 
is no longer ModGrn''• Those who find this thought 
depressing have added that it is also moribund. Of these 
critics Margaret Kenned;has unkindly - and justly -
remarked: ".As soon as a number of inexcusably bad novels of 
sensibility had been written, the opposition opened fire. 
The dogma collapsed so suddenly that those who had put 
their shirts on it had no recourse save to declare that 
the >'l'hole art of the novel must be, in such a case, defunct," 
1 E.M. Fbrster, Aspects of the Novel, 1927. 
2 F.R. Karl, A Reader's Guide to the Contemporary English 
Novel, 1963. 
3 M. Kennedy, The Outlaws on Pe.rnassus, 1958. 
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Some admirers of Joyce declared that he had achieved 
everything possible in the novel, leaving nothing more to 
say - a patently silly viewpoint, for in the novelas in music 
there are always fresh tunes and combinations of notes to 
play. 
Karl's statement has been accepted almost without question 
by critics whose view of the novel takes no account of its 
organic nature. Nothing in fiction is lost or destroyed: 
it can at most be obscured. During the 'fiftes the 
experiments of the Moderns were obscured by the Contemporaries, 
but I would suggest that this phase has now passed. 
English novelists have ah1ays proved intransigent to critics 
who wish to divide them neatly into Schools - indeed this 
intransigence has been the source of much of the novel's 
vitality (French novelists have been less fortunate). 
C.P. Snow's strictures have been ignored by many novelists 
and it is hoped to show in the next chapter that there are 
many post-war novelists who have assimilated and adopted 
some of the discoveries made by the Moderns. 1 Pft West 
wrote: "The sensible course is surely to throw avl8.y nothing 
useful while incorporating the fruits, if any, of all 
experiQents. If we do that, then the experimental novel 
itself will not be criticised for inept reasons. " 
2 S. Spender wrote: . 11 ••• and yet I still think that the 
Modern movement laid down a challenge to comprehend 
imaginatively the modern experience as a whole. I think that 
sooner or later this will have to be taken up again." 
In the next chapter it is suggested that the post-\~r 
novelists, particularly those of the 1960's, are again 
taking cognisance of the work of the Moderns. 
1 P. ~,Jest, 'llie Nodern Novel, 1965. 
2. 'Experience as a vJhole ', List., 25.10.1962. 
.e 
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Chcpter 3 Pnrt A: 
The Experioentn.l N'oveliots 
The "purest 11 group, the only one which could be called 
neo-Modern, is the Experioental, Like the original 
Moderns they question the whole concept of the tr~ditional 
novel .and their experiraents are not confined to any one 
aspect of the novel. Where possible, similar writers 
have been grouped together. In the first group are 
the most consciously experimental writers, Christine 
Brooke-Rose, Rayner Heppenstall, B.S. Johnson, Maggie 
Ross, John Berger, Philip Toynbee, Dennis Guerrier tU1d 
Joru1 Richards, Eric 'lhecker ood "~nthony ED.rnshew, John 
Fowles, Colin Wilson and Maureen Duffy. Tw:9 writers who 
are influenced by Ivy Conpton-BurnettJ Muriel Spark end 
William Trevor, e.re included at the end. 
CHRISTINE BROOKE-ROSE. The rliddleo!'n ( 1961), a sa tire 
on Pu.blic Relations Officers, psychietri·sts, journalists, 
television producers and their like, ~rks the end of 
a st8ge in her development as a novelist. M. Ratcliffe 1 
suggests that since 1961 she is ain practice striving to 
adapt the manner of the French anti-novel to the ma.nners 
of the English. 1' Ratcliffe quotes an illuminating remark 
of hers: 1'l~ovel re~tders, unlike readers of poetry, drift 
. through E>. novel. They read passively. I like to make 
r:ry readers read ecti vely ~ " Like the nouvecu ~ writers 
themselves, she is El nore persuasive theorist them 
practitioner, for a criticisn that Virginia Woolllevellecl 
at the realists could, ironic@~ly, be as easily levelled 
II 
at Miss Brooke-Rose: They write of unimportru1t things ••• 
1 The Novel Tbda~. 1968. 
2 Cou~on Re&der, 1919. 
• 
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they spend imnense skill oncl irnrnense industry 111<: king the 
tri vi&.l [.!lld the trt>.nsi tory oppe:;:.r the true ~11ll enduring. 11 
Beu~een (1968) is r.n ex~ople of Christine Brooke-Rose's 
.msture style. It is o. fc.ctuel treotnent of the :lEta of 
the consciousness of c. mid::lle-ngecl lady interpreter. 
Within the first few pages the unreality of the polyglot's 
world is ost~blished by her use of '~ree-runnir~ essocia-
tion, su·Perb ;:ml ti-linguol f:orgings, poopous reported 
1 
to..lk, word-plD.y 11 • 'lhis is en exD.l'.lple of her writing: 
2 'Ihe cloud has cle,;,red. Wr,ty down below the window-a'.)e.t 
through the rectenguhr window l'Ii th the rounded corners 
the set;. looks s:>lid enrth or cloy you could cut through 
with c. blunt knife pick up in h<mdfuls noulcl perhc:ps into 
a moon marine mother of lleath birth oenstru~tion or fecr 
of something else not ordered. Horoskop: Sie ha ben Appeti t 
c.uf Neues. Pnssen Sie zur Zeit so gut es geht d.em Partner 
D..n. 
In fact the bo.throom. door in pinewood fl,.nks the pine 
cupbocrcl to the right ;:mc1 stG.nJs D je.r, letting in too 
uruch light from 1'1 high gle.zed window in the wa.ll pink-
tileJ. t~ll the wo"y up vnd the curved edge of the black 
bidet. .Accorjing to legisle.ti:.n into effect you ne.y not 
bring the antiquity out of the country. 
She continues in this vein, constcntly vc:rying, reshr.~ping 
~u1d shuffling m;::.terbl to which felT new nd:li tions Dre 
rx:cle. '!here seens to be no r:dvc.ntrge in h1:1.ving written 
this in novel r~lther tht"m short story forn, for beyond a 
certcin point there is nothing nore to be gdned and 
3 
the worcl-plcy becones self-indulgent. A reviewer wrote 
of her technique: i'Jill 's flux, c. blend of oemory, desire, 
end whut you happen to be re::ccling on the cor:ofbkes packet." 
Pnother reviewer luvishecl pr~ise on it - the conflict 
between the Moderns nnd Con tem.port.ries is still lively. 
The 11nctive pr.1rticip1:tion" of the ret"<ler for which Miss 
Brooke-Rose nims is not Dchieved; rr>.ther the reverse 
hc.ppens. The lines hcve c. soporific, repeti tive,soothing 
effect - very different from whdt she irltencled. 
1 TLS 31.10.1968 
2 Ob. R., 27.10.1968. 
3 TLS 31.10.1968. 
I 
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RAYNER HEPPENSTALL's first novel, The Blo.ze of Noon, was 
published in 1939 and is, c.ccording to M. Rstcliffe \ 
rego.rded by sone Europecn critics :>s the first book of the 
nouveeu rorwn. His next two novels, The Con..11ecting fuor ~-nd 
The WoodShed ( which both appeared in 1962) pl8.ce him 
firoly in the French school. In 1969 he published u 
critical guide to the writings of Ra~nond Roussel and a 
translation of his L~pressions of Africa. He has also 
written a critical study of the nouveau~ writers in 
The Fourfold Tradition. In this he explains why he ha.s 
found his spiri tuo.l hone in France: 
I should have like£1 ta write, fron clay to day, sinply 
about the no~ent and its concerns anJ any past natters 
which pressed on the nemory, the prose being nerely 
careful, transpe.ren t, exact, easy on eye and ear, 
varied only by the vt~riety of the nind 's approt\Ch to 
what it scrupulously dealt "VTith, utterly shtlneless, 
wholly personDl. That it 1-TaS quite inpossible is due 
to the rigid for1nality of British literary customs. 
Heppenstall is, hmfever, ;::1ore tolerl'nt M).d less doctrint'ire 
than writers like JUain Robbe-Grillet lind Ndhalie Sarreute. 
rrr would be the last person to prescribe En1Y rules, regula.-
tions or lini tE:tions for TtThat the novel ought to be 
I spev.k only of whl\t I feel." 
2 
. . . 
He lws thought much Dnd written well ubout the nature of 
menory, and Sylvere Mono d. 3 writes: 1'Much of his originetli ty 
as a novelist depends on his ability to li~nipulate the 
events of his narrator's life out of their chronological 
arrenge:Jent while gro.duo.lly and efficiently suggesting to 
the r~eder the order in which they ectm.tlly happened. 11 
The Connecting Door is told in the present tense when 
He-rold returns to a place he has visited twice before at 
1 The Novel Today, 1968. 
2 Quoted by M. Ratcliffe in The Navel Today, 1968. 
3 'Rayner Heppenst3.ll Hnd the Nouveau RoDan', It:wgined 




critical periods of his life- and he comes up against 
1 his two farner selves. Sylvere Monad suggests that: 
"The thene of the book seens to be the imperr:umence of 
human persona.li ty ", 1Ul the cells of the body are 
replaced several tines during a man's life and the body 
of an old r~n contains none of the cells of his young 
body. Heppenstall seens to suggest thd such changes 
occur also in the personality, for his three 'persons" 
show little continuity. His treatnent of the theme is 
not entirely successful. Like the nouveau ~writers whom 
he adnires, his obsession. with the close notation of 
life,and with texture, grind the novel to a halt. 
B.S. JOHNSON, unlike Christine Brooke-Rose and Rayner 
Heppenstall, does not belong to the nouvea.u ~ 
school. He is vigorous, original and very funny and has. 
nore in conmon with Joyce and Sterne than with the 
exhausted arridi t,y of Robbe-Grillet. In each successive 
novel he ht.s taken experinenta.tion further, but not 
towards either obscurity or gir.u:ri.ckry. 
In 1963 he published his first novel, Travelling People, 
It is a sign of his Emccess c.mong 11ordinary :r rer:tclers tho.t 
both this and his next novel have been published in 
paperbcck. Travelling People was described by one 
reviewer very succinctly es en : 11 Inventive, shari1ly-
observed and very funny v.ccount of the t:.dventures of a 
. a 
hitch-hiking gradunte in/ghoulish Stronboli country club 
in We.les." 2 ilu1ongst other experimental devices, h$ 
enployed black pages as a way of ending, in deuth, the 
interior nonologue of one character. 
1 op.cit. 
2 Ob,R., 1,10 .• 1967. 
Albert Angelo (1964) tells the story of a young man who is 
by vocation an architect, but by economic eccident a teacher. 
His story is told in three sections es a kind of dranatic 
monologue, the outhor takes over in the fourth, end in the 
fifth the euthor finishes off the story. In the first 
three sections Johnson uses a number of experimental devices. 
One such is the division of the page do\'m the centre to 
set out two different levels of consciousness, and 8uother 
is to change the authorial viewpoint from 'I' to 'he' to 
give fresh perspectives. At one point ~~bert has the 
idea of letting the children write their opinions of him 
( uThis I hope will work out their hatred of me without it 
actually needing to cone to violence. How a.bout that for 
an ides. then?"). But underneath these lines the page has 
been cut - end the reader is given a preview of e later 
page which describes the death of Christopher Marlowe 
"t-Ti th the words 
1' 
struggled to te.ke back his knife, end inflicted Oi1 him a 
mortal wound above his right eye (the blade penetrating 
to a depth of two .inches) fran which he died inste.ntly. 
Through this device the reader is given a prenoni tion of 
Albert's death, the link be~ieen violence in modern London 
and violence in Elizabethan London is oa.de, end there is 
a suggestion that their lives .had other parallels. 
In the fourth section the author bree.krfj):J.• explaining to 
the reader: 
what in really trying to write r,bout is writing not ell 
this stuff about architecture trying to say sonething 
about writing rzy writing i.Ll r.zy hero · though what a 
useless appellation r~ first character then im trying 
to say something about D.e through hi:'J. albert an archi teet 
then whats the point in covering up covering up covering 
over pretending pretending i can say anything through 
hiD that is tmything I vroulcl be interested in saying • • 
1 'llie Australian Custot:J.s authorities held the novel, refusing 
to release it until they had been shmm the obscenities, 
which, they were convinced, had been cut out. 
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Faced with the enornous detail, vi te.li ty, size of this 
complexity, of life, there is a great temptation for 
a writer to impose his own psttern, an arbitrary pattern 
whioh·must falsify, cannot do anything other than 
falsify; or he invents, which is pure lying. Looking 
back and ioposing a pattern to cone to terns with the 
past must be avoided. 
Albert Angelo, then, is both an a.tteupt at autobiography 
and an exploration of the nature of the novel. Johnson 
points out some of the delibere.te fe.lsifications in the 
story as .Albert told it, for example: "'lhe one I feel 
sorry for is little Linda Tv.ylor, DB.de an epileptic, to 
suit ny ends, the poor little figment. 11 Of Jllbert 's 
story he says: "Life is not like that, is just not like 
the.t" - and this is his problen; how to tell the truth. 
Ieter he writes: "Faced with the enormity of life, all I 
can do is to present a paradigo of truth or reality as I 
see it: and there's the clifficul ty. " And ln. ter : 
• • • the novel nust be a vehicle for conveying truth, 
and to this end every device and technique of the printer's 
art should be at the co~1d of the writer •••• 
A page is an area on which I L'JS.Y place ony signs I 
consider to comnunicute !ilost nearly what I have to 
convey: therefore I employ, within the pocket of my 
publisher and the patience of my printer, t,ypographical 
techniques beyond the nrbitrary and constricting li1Jdts 
of the conventional novel. Tb disniss such techniques 
or to refuse to talce ther~1 seriously, is crassly to miss 
the point. 
~the end of this section he has destroyed the novel's 
illusion, but adm ts that even he ce.n 't leave his story 
of .Albert where it is - so he adds e very brief fifth 
section. P~bert is suomarily and swiftly killed by five 
of the boys he taught, and the book ends with a child's 
essay on e fun'iJrel she attended. The le.st lines E~re: 
Just e Shooking display of funeralizetion on behe.f of 
the furn that wns called in. 
Albert Angelo has been discussed in sane detail because the 
fourth section so clearly states Johnson's ains end interests 
in the novel. He says little that is entirely new, but it 
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is unusual to find it put across with such chara, sincerity 
and wit. ft~though Johnson laughs at the novel reader for 
believing everything ond e.ccepting fictions e.s truths, c;nd 
for demanding a tidy pe.ttern in the novel, he does not 
alienate the reader as do so oany other experimental 
novelists. He truces the render into his confidence: it 
is as if reader and viTi ter are exploring the lioi ts of 
1 
truth-telling together. 
B. S: Johnson's later novels show his dissatisfaction with 
the pP,ysica.l limits of the bou::d book;.,·. ·The Unfortunates 
(1969) is in twenty-seven unbound sections which the reader 
is invited to ree.d in any order, with only two sectior:s 
marked "first" and 11la.st 11 to provide a guide. The book 
is a collection of memories, co:Jing as rpnd01:1ly P.,s memories 
are supposed to, although reconstruction is not difficult 
for the mind creates its own order. A revievrer said of this: 
"This noverc.ent betw·een rando.m Emd order, past and present, 
is both the method and the theue of the novel." 2 The 
writer's .GJ.emories are centred on a deed friend who had 
helped the young lvriter to organise and refine his first 
sprawling novels - like his other novels, this one is 
strongly autobiographiceJ.. The sene reviewer said: 
One is made Bllare 9f the r~lativity of experience: that 
which comes before depends so much on what comes efter. 
vfi th the pe.perchase device, and his fast-running, 
scrupulously honest prose, he succeeds marvellously in 
bringing the very process of experience and rec£~11 to 
the reader's attention. But this technical self-
Etbsorbtion - for both author and reader - is fi:na.lly 
o.t the expense of the reality of othe:t· lives • • • I 'u 
not sure yet if it is a. failure of art, or life. 
l This seems to be one of the reasons for the failure of 
most experioental novels with the general public. They 
are resentful and suspicious that the writer is trying 
to confuse thc::'l in a display of intellectunl e.rrogance. 
Unless there seet1s a good reF.tson for doing so t:.te 
reader will not co-operate. Experinent Day be exciting 
to the writer but it CEw:l be boring for the reader if it 
see::Js to offer nothing nore then an ingenious brain-teaser. 
2 Titles sat. R., 15.3.1969. 
• 
B.S. Johnson L~Y not always succeed in his experiments, 
but he is a verJr good tradi tionol writer and his novels 
are enjoyable on this level alone. Above ell, his sense 
of enjoytlent, his love of pure pley, distinguishes him 
from his contemporaries and links him with ~rriters like 
Joyce and Sterile. He is not of theii; ool:ibJ?e, but he hus 
something of their spirit. 
MAGGIE ROSS The nsrrator of Mtlggie Ross's first novel, 
The Gasteropod (1968) is an obsessive collector of molluscs, 
but it emerges that his real life's work is catching ~rith 
his canera each ~herneral facet of his ~rife's existence, 
her every embrace with her lover, her every wrin~le over 
the yee.rs, in an imense archive of rJDnunentnl truth and 
perversity. The narrator is waiting for her in a portreit 
gallery: 
Without distortion I can see the long dark run of the 
floorboards stretching ewsy froi.l under oy heels, the 
length of the room to the arch at the end. 'fue arch 
is the entrance to this gallery; that is where I must 
concentrate if I c~n. The reflected floorboards ~re 
darkly red but if I turn _towards the arch they change 
to yellow with stains on ~then like the Dun Sentinel. 
His descriptions of paintings snd of the gallery Rre linked 
and interspersed vri th flashbacks (in no chronological order) 
which lead buck to the present. A reviewer1ccdled the 
fDro of the novel 11brilliant. • • • The icily detached end 
superficially normal way in which the gasteropod tells his 
ovm story underlines how devious and eerie his obsession is. 11 
In her descriptions of objects, beautifully and meticulously 
done, ~IJe.ggie Ross rcLtinds one of .Alain Robbe-Grillet 
( particulnrly in his The Voyeur, 1959), and she is cleo.rly 
one of the small group of English 't-Tri ters who have been 
influenced by the nouveau romanciers. L1 this novel the 
1 TLS, 8.8.1968. 
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influence has been beneficial, for the nouveau roman methods 
arne particularly well suited to her subject. 
JOHN BERGER. .Angus Wilson described John Berger as "• • • 
th...at very rare thing, tJ MPrxist, e member of the Communist 
Party, I believe, a declared dialectical materialist, who 
yet writes novels which are wholly experimental in form. 11 1 
He is also an art critic, which is the source of his novel 
A Painter of our Time (1958). The diary of a Ht.mgarian 
refugee painter is published and aru1otated after his 
disappearance, by a friend, The diary is an attempt to 
record one art in terms of a.'lother. It is a powerful 
attempt, but when it is compared to Joyce Cary's The Horse.!s 
~its ~hief defect is obvious. Berger's hero does 
not know when to stop talking. Gulley was en .. e.rt:i:st 
with words e.s well as paint, but he never allowed his 
enthusit•.sm fo:rtt t:. picture carry him on for peges. at a 
stretch. Janos is s.n abstract artist, which mvkes it more 
diffictut- Gulley's picturss could be imagined. Tne 
"story line 11 offers little relief, ets it is mainly the 
thoughts of the Ctrtist on poli ticel problems. 
In Corker 1 s Freedom ( 1964), Berger's third novel, the stret!rn 
of consciousness is hand.led with subtlety ~md to some 
purpose. Its theme is self~communication. Berger assumes 
that our a.rticulate thought speak only for part of our 
true selves- and that only the most formalisaJYctrt. Only 
by giving voice to other parts can the whole personality 
be r~leased. The e.uthor therefore puts words into the 
mouth and mind of a che.rncter who in reality would not 
know how to say them, but which express an undiscovered 
1 'The Dilernrna of the Contempornry Novelist 1 , Approuches 
to·the .. Novel, ed. J, Colmer, 1966. 
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part of the personality. Cork0r, who runs a small employ-
mont vg.;:ncy, is a conventional li ttlo man. But the things 
he says and thinks, and thG things hG knows without thinking, 
togother with a kind of floating fantasy-self, mako up a 
mu:n who is una.ware of his ossontial sGlf. While he is 
giving a travel talk to f!. small socioty, his office is 
burgled and his old life destroy0d. BLlt tho talk turns 
into a lecture on freedom - th(~ parts of Corker become the 
whole at this point. He has achieved a real freedom, and 
becomes a Hyde Park orator whose message is: "Unity in 
essc:mtia.ls. ld.berty in inessentie.ls. Charity in all.;, 
Tne experimental methods Berger uses (streams of 
consciousness, diEJlogue written in play form,. switches from 
the minds of one character to another, the all-seeing 
omnipotent author) are contrasted with and balanced by 
the firm ectua.li ty of the physical objects and by the 
liveliness and accuracy of his social observation. . 
PHILIP 'IOYNBEE In Tea With Mrs Goodman ( 194 7) Philip 
Toynbee experiments with superimposed narratives, using 
eight characters. The Ge.rden to the Sea ( 1953) explores 
the "fre.cturing of persona.li ty ", with the fragmented pe.rts 
of a single personality dramatised through separate narrators. 
J. McCormick said of this book that it communicates only 
''its own confusion to the intelligence 1~ and F .R. Kar 1 
deplored its allegorical patterning. 2 
In 1961 Phii~p~Tbynbee published the first four parts (seven 
are projected) of a sequence to be celled Pantaloon or Th.e 
Valediction (the first book bears the name of the sequence). 
1 Catastrophe and Imagination, 1957. 
2 A R:..:u.d,;r's Guid8 to thv Contvmporery English Novol, 1963. 
/ 
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. Two Brothers, th'J fifth part, was publish0d in 1964 and 
A warned City, tho sixth, in 1967. 
Thoy aru tho memorius of an old man, Richard Abborville 1 
told to a young Norwegian studont, Each section ropresants 
ono day of his outpourings. The style of tho three ranges 
from loose verse narration, interspersed with passages of 
11corrective prose 11 in Pantaloon, to the continuous narrative 
in stanza form in Two Brothers; 8nd in A Learned City t~e 
nerre,tive is shared behreen Abberville as a young man and 
his grandfather, the style is full of literary echoes and 
1 
pastiches. P. West suggests that Pantaloon is P!'.rt-epic, 
part-rne.sque, and that it attempts more than it can attain. 
Tne books themselves offer no adequate justification for 
preferring verse to prose - especially as the writer is 
a poor novelist and a worse poet. In en n.rticle 2 'fuynbee 
deplored the contemporary avant-garde in the arts, particularly 
in the theatre and visual arts, seeing their return to 
the primitive as re;~rogressive. He wrote: "• •• But 
the true development of all the arts is in the direction 
of greater complexity, not of simplification or neo-
primitivism, ••• In the local history of an ideal art 
it would be shown that every new genere.tion of artists 
used all the means <Nolved by their predecessors, plus 
those nevl implements vrhich they themselves hed invented, 11 
.As a result of such thinking he embraces so many of the means 
evolved by his predecessors that. ,hi:;. novels 
become exercises in experimental techniques. One of the 
means he does not embrace is the art of meking the 
complex e,ppear simple, 
1 Tne r1odern rJgvel, 1965. 
2 Ob,R., 8.1.1967. 
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DENNIS GUERRIER n.nd JO.AI'J RICHARDS In State of Emergency 
(1969) the authors apply the tec!L."lique of programmedlearning 
to the novel. The Prime Minister of a nel'T African state 
is confronted with a series of crises which offer several 
alternative actions that he can adopt. It is here that 
"reader participation" (the goal, rarely achieved, of the 
nouveau roroonciers) is required. The narrative stops, the 
alternatives are listed and whichever one the reader chooses 
directs him to a different page in ·~the book. But only one 
is correct and if the reader chooses incorrectly, he is 
told why and sent back to trJ again until he hits on the 
right answer and the book proceeds. It undoubtedly has 
possibilities as a new parlour game to replace Monopoly 
( "Be your own C .P. Snow') - and it is fl very enjoya.ble novel 
too. 
ERIC THACKER e.nd ANTHONY EARNSHA\v,. a l'IIethodist minister and 
an art te~her, published <m illustrated surrealist fantasy 
r.lusrum, in 1968. Mt.'srum is a. male gipsy mouse whose home 
is <om anti-l'rorld of non-mE•.tter. Musrumk ·Gi€mt Mushroom is 
stolen from him by the \feedldng whan·he pursues as far as the 
little kl10\tn Kingdom of Russia end carries it back to his 
own terri tory 1 In tersol. The "story u has a Tolkien touch 
but if there is a moral at all it is that things are seldom 
what they Beem end that events almost never he.ppen in s 
predicte.ble roenner. A reviewer suggested th.i.lll ''non-description 11 
of Musrum: 11e.n extended allegory incorporeting pseudo-homily 
and 8.n impressive array of non-axioL'ls, intricately blended 
1 
in a surref).list amtclgHm 11• No description can quite convey 
the extrsordina.ry effect, but these quota.tions mey indicete 
something of its 1.musue.l qua.li ties: 
1 TLS 24.10.1968. 
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Bella h£>.d Dpent her childhood ple.ying "'ri th clockwork 
models of herself. Now she allowed Musrum to wind 
her up ••• 
Musrum, having spent hu.lf his life looking for a needle, 
fonnd one by chance in a large haysta.ck. In less than 
three minutes he had sewn the tnissing button on his wheel. 
Seeing a crack in one of the huge metal CC~.sings, Musrurn 
inserted an imaginative fingertip into the flaw, only to 
have it sharply bitten by a savage lurking something. 
His wonnds took weeks to heal. 
Christopher Columbus often related a singular childhood 
memory, in which he was stopped, in a Genoan street, 
by a man who asked the way to Chicago. 
Needing time, Musrum accepted the offer of the year 1489 
from an itinerant pedlar. This gave him the opporttmity 
to construct the North llmerican continent. 
Resting awhile in a te.vern on the road to Cologne, Musrum 
declsred vehemently that the nle w~:;s ''Pure bog-water" and, 
suiting action to everment, dpshed the contents of his 
tankard egs.inst the wall ••• Cotton grass, saxifrage, 
angelice and cinquefoil now grow there in profusion. 
The lordly oastellan, r.rusrum, so admired a mountain view 
attainable from one of his inner rooms that he had the 
window moved into several different rooms aooorMing to his 
.. mood ••• •H .. 'Ihis windO'I had ul tim.&. tely to be sold 
to provide sorely needed oash. There are now no mountains 
in Intersol. 
It is the li tero.ture of the Absurd but it is more then a 
compendium of metaphysical wi ttici!UllS, It is a genuinely 
surrealist fa...'1tasy of words and pictures. Mervynrea.ke 1 s 
Garmenghast trilogy is possibly its closest literary confrere 
but its unlikeness to other contemporary books is more 
apparent than its likenesses. 
JOHN' FOWLES His first three novels, 'lhe Collector ( 1963), 
The JV'JagUs ( 1966) and The French Lieutenant 1 s Woman ( 1969), 
sho11• John Fowles to be one of the most exciting and 
accomplished authors to have been published in this decade. 
:J,'P.e · c81-l~or is a terrifying story of a deranged butterfly 
.Q61..ldect<n" who,, aaas a . .!girl to: his. collection; The Maggs1 
_ of -e.·· nWi. ci-u,gh:t~ up· in a wey ~f. illu~i~lfi:;' !the ··Jffenph tieutel18nt 's 
fl. Discv.ssed in chapter 7 a~ an example of the Gothic novel. 
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~ is a pastiche of a Victorian love story. Fowles is 
concerned with the evolution of freedom, with the "actions 
of men in pursuit of their end" and the belief that "life is 
only what vie within our hazard-given abilities, have made 
it ourselves.11 (these and other quotations from Marx form 
epigraphs to each chapter). Licl{ed with this is an attempt 
to pinpoint an historica.l change in consciousness. Jal'les 
Price 
1 
describes the hero's odyssey es "the process, in 
miniature, in which nineteenth-century men becomes twentieth-
century r:l8n, or fc:ils to ;'• 
It is an exrrao~naxily intricate book ~r.ritten in the style 
of "an uncensored and emancipcted ThA.ckeray - e. •Thackery 
who has considered the works of Freud, l1a.rx end recent 
historians, t:md feels free to discu~. fu.eir conclusions before 
2 a !lllLSS reedership of equals. 11 Like Muriel Spark, John 
Fowles in interested in the novelist-as -God and·the novel-
as -a-lie, discussing his problem 't'Ti th reeders in this manner: 
To be free myself, I must give Charles, and Tina, and 
Sarah, even the e.bomina.ble Mrs. Foul tenay, their freedoms 
as well. There is only one good definition of God: the 
freedom that allows other freedoms to exist. 
a:'ld 
The novelist is still a god, since he creates (and not 
even the most aleatory avant-garde novel has managed 
to extirpate its e.u thor completely) • • • • 
'.Ihe author provides two e.l ternative endings to e1.:rppert :tis 
point about the absurdity of VTriting novels end particularly 
of ending them; he draws liberally on quotations from 
contemporary wTiters; there is a gree;t dee:l of factuc.l 
matter and arcane information 3 ; and the author adopts 
and removes the mask of his Victorian narrator to elter his 
perspectives. 
1 The New Statesrnan, 13.6.1969. 
2 112 , 12.6.1969. 




Pnthony Quinton referred in an article 1 to John Fowles's 
recently published voluli.~e of nphorisms, The Aristes. He 
called them "certainly philosophical in the lt:lrge sense of 
the word. His idees are hurnane, thoughtful end fresh." 'Ihe 
novelist of ideas is rare in England - llidous Huxley was 
one such - t~1d it is even more rare for this to be combined 
with considerable knowledge and sheer writing skill. 
COLm WILSON The Outsider, Colin Wilson's first book, sold 
20,000 copies in the six months after its publication in 
1956. It 1-1s.s inordinately praised and the subcequent reaction 
ht>.d all the qunli ties of n hangover. The novels which 
followed illustrllte his fescination with the irrational and 
the demonic, with the deeply destructive influences at work 
in society. Like Alain Robbe-Grillet he turned to the 
thriller form. Ritual in the Iark 2 and 'Ihe Glnss Cage 
are two of his thrillers. The Philosopher's Stone (1969) 
is e Gothic fante,sy. Mem vli thout .!7 Shadow· ( 1963) is built 
around the sene chsrPcters es Ritual in the Dark, but it 
is more experimental then most of his novels. 'the prefece 
to this book is a long discussion of the novel and Wilson's 
dissatisfaction with it in its tre.ditional form. He deplores 
particularly thepr~cticc of story-tolling in the novel. 
\Vhet I would like to do -whet I feel it will be one dey 
possible to do - is to write • • • a book the.t is so 
dense thRt it can be read fifty times. Not a book of 
ideas ••• but a bcrbk: thet deals with life vli th the 
same directness that we are co~;1pelled to live it. • • • 
a good book should somehow be a living organism, with 
many levels of significance. • • • There ought to be a 
type of book that mruces a frontal assault on 'reality' 
as the novelist knows it, that is not realislil or fantasy 
or the novel of ideas, that uses ideas because batterir~ 
1 'Philosophy a.nd Literature', TLS, 27.7.1967. 
2 Discussed in the cha.pter on the Populo.r Novel, Chap. 7. 
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at 'reality' demands that the problems should be to some 
extent verbalized and yet which is less a book than an 
armour-plated bullet trying to rip its we.y through the 
surface of futility to e~ underlying meaning •••• is 
it not time tlw.t we cree.ted ~'~ new type of novel, the 
kind of novel that I could dimly envisage es I wrote 
this one? 
The earnestness end sincerity of Oolin Wilson's reflections 
on the novel are striking, but h0 lucks the technical 
equipnent of a conventional novelist and it is unlikGly 
that he will e.chieve the break-through he seeks. Man 
Without H Shadow is written as a diary, or rather as two 
diaries: one the writer calls "Sex Diaries", the other 
"Black Magic Journals 11 • PresurrtB.bly the first vras included 
to encourage the lip-licking reader to battle through the 
second, but only the most ne.~ve would find the "Sex Diaries" 
exciting. The women in Wilson's novels are either virgins 
or deproved animals and the diary writer's frequent copul8-
tions with both kinds ara e.s exciting to read as o. 
sex Da.nual. The "Black ~'lagic Journals" ore long pretentious 
essays pepped up with descriptions of sorcery of the 
kind which Denis Wheatley does so much better. Colin 
\:lilson has not the priillC!ry skill of the lrtri ter - the pbili ty 
to use words for communication - a.nd his sincerity f~nd 
desire to experi~ent with the novel form are insufficient 
compensation for this deficiency. 
MAUREEN DUFFY is e.n experimental ><Triter who aios at 
profundity in her themes but whose novels are most effective 
whore they are least philosophical or experimental. 
The Paradox Pla~ers (1967) suggested this theme to one 
reviewer: 
1 • • • the paradox which underlines the geEJ.es we play, the 
pe.re.dox which tm novel is e bout : to discover e rooli ty in 
oneself beyond the delusion of "getting and spending", 
1 TLS 28.9.1967. 
• 
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it is necessary to reduce life to simple survival: 
yet, in opting out of materialistic society, one risks 
believing in the permanence of ideals and ideal situa-
tions. The ivory tower, even when it is not solitary; 
cannot resist the cha:ngt'ng~world outside. 
'Ihe hero, Syn, he.s left his vTife, family end job to find e 
place where he can write. He joins e river-boat corrununity 
'tlrhich seems, nt first, to be entirely free of the conventions 
of the larger world, We.lden, M t;nerchic blusterer, ~~nd 
Sassie, a hemp-growing woDWrn who appears to have attained 
a perfect freedom from convention, become his friends. 
But in the end Walden nnd his long-suffering wife ere 
forced to recognise the demands of the "trel:!.d:nill", end 
Sassie destroys Sym' s illusion tho.t their particular idyll 
can last. The river-boat community breaks up and Sy'"'1 
leaves, with e. satisfactorily large pile of pages for his 
novel • 
The most successful parts of the novel are the descriptions 
of riVJer-boat life on the 'Th.anes. 'Ihe rigours and hC~rdships, 
and the peculiarly e~closed quality of river life are 
convincingly ao~veyed. The hard winter which freezes the 
river, and the th~w in spring, are described with a vivid, 
poetic exactness. But the three central characters nre 
unconvincing and lifeless and this is not concealed by the 
use of streams of consciousness, fla.ahbncks, cross-cuts, 
and pages from Sym' s diary. A reviewer of hor 
next novel, Wounds ( 1967) , ~a.:id : 
1 Illaureen Duffy hnndles dett1il so beautifully end ccm suggest 
what her chare.cters see, ir:tegine E.md reDember with such 
precision e.nd life thr-tt it is disappointing to find the 
u~.rger implications of her novel so <:'rude 1md uncertt?in 
by comPtt,rison. • • • Her gifts lie in the srec of split 
seconds of individue,l reeli ty, tmd she has spoiled the 
effect of these Vlith a smothering end intract~ble life 
view. 
l TLS, 3.7~1969. 
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MURIEL SPJ\.RK In c perceptive study of MUriel Si:>f..rk, 1 
F. Kem.ode drew o.ttention to her e:x:plorctions of the nttture 
of fiction. In this sense, ~s well ns in her crtistic 
style, she con be described cs on experinento.l novelist. 
She is evidently not of the opinion thnt the possibilties 
of the foro are exhnusted, since she is continuolly 
fi·\ding new ones. Her novels quite deliberntely ro.ise 
difficult questions cbout the stctus of fiction, but 
she hcs not been driven to violence in her ~ttempts to 
~swer them; she does not cut her books up or fold them 
in or try to noke then random. If there is to be 
ro.ndooness, she wonts to be in cho.rge of it. 
Kernode onclyses four of her novels to discover w~t 
questions she ho.s o.sked, o.nd who.t o.nswers she ho.s found, to 
the problens of the novel form. In o.ll of then she is 
seeking o. wo.y of reconciling 11tru th" with "fiction". 
The Comforters: 
( 1957) 
• • • is o. novel which looks into the 
question of who.t kind of truth con be 
told in o. novel. It creo.tes ~ quite 
powerful sense • • • ~t to make fictions 
is in tt wo.y o. presumptuous thing to do, 
beco.use the novelist is, unlike God, free 
o.t the expense of his cho.ro.cters. 
The Bo.llo.d of Peckh~n Rye: ••• The devil as father of lies 
(1960) is the patron snint of novelists; ••• 
Like o. novelist ~Douge!7 seduces people 
into wt-.nton or even self-destructive c.cts. 
The :&.chelors.: 
( 1960) 
Just o.s, in The Comforters, we o.re c.sked 
to consider the o~logy between the 
writing of o. novel and o. tenporury loss 
of so.n:i ty, we o.re here oode to see o.n 
o.ffinity between novel-writing o.nd 
nedillr:lship. 
The Prine of Miss Jean Brodie : • • • Miss Brodie • • • 
( 1961) o.ssllr:les n novelist's, or God's power over 
chD.ro.cter. 
2 In o.n interview with F. Kermode , Muriel Spo.rk enlo.rged on 
her views: 
I don't clo.in tho.t ~novels ere truth. I clo.in tho.t they 
o.re fiction, out of which o. kind of truth emerges. And I 
k3'3p in mind t~t who.t I o.n writing is fiction bece.use I 
~~interested in truth- o.bsolute truth- o.nd I don't 
pretend t~t who.t I'm writiUg is nore t~~ o.n i~tive 
extension of t~""!.t truth. • • • 'nlere is meto.phoricd 
truth nn ~1oro.l truth, ond who.t they cell c.nc.gogictU. ••• 
l Continuities, 1968. 
2 'Myth, Reo.li ty ~.nd Fiction,' The List., 30.8.1962. 
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ond there is o.bsolute truth, in which I believe things 
which ~e difficult to believe, but I believe then 
because they .-.'.I'e o.bsolute. fiction is one aspect of 
the truth, perho.ps, but in fo.ct if we o.re going to 
live in o. world o.s reo.sono.ble · JC'ings we oust co.ll it 
lies. But sinply beco.use one puts it out o.s o. work of 
fiction, then one is not o. lio.r, 
Muriel Spark's interest in the novel for~ is not confined to 
posing qu.;stions o.bout its relo.tion to truth. In her choice 
of no.teric.l, too, she shows heroo:hf to be seeking new 
possibilites for the fern and to be extending the trcditiono.l 
concerns of the novel. With the exception of Robinson (1958), 
The Mo.ndelbo.um Go.te (1964) end The Public fuep;e (1968) -
which o.re her lenst successful novels • - c.ll her novels ~re 
o.bout groups of chcrccters who ere linked by c single 
common factor. In n~ento Mori, (1969 ), for exo.mple, o.ll 
the chc.rocters o.re old people; in The Prine of Miss Jean 
BrQdie (1961) the cho.ro.cters o.re teo.chers or school-children. 
The deliberate bri~lH-togeth~r off.people of specific o.ges 
or oircumsto.nces, eno.bles her to explore the ooterio.l with 
c. thoroughness which is surprising in novels o.s short 
o.s theae, They o.re not subjects which are often written 
o.bout by English novelists, except incidentally. 
Muriel Spo.rk's style o.lso mo.rks her o.s on experi~ental novelist. 
She ~ost neo.rly rese~bles Ivy Co~ton-Burnett, both in her 
stylised dio.logue o.nd in the o.speri ty D.nd wit of her tone, 
These lines could well ho.ve come from one of Ivy Coopton-
Burnett's novels: 
'Mr Lowther is not o.t school this week. ' 
1 So I heo.r, ' Miss lUi son so.id. 
'It seems he will be o.woy for o.nother week ct leC~.st,' 
'Is he ill?' 
'I understo.nd so, unfortunC'.tely, ' so.id Miss Go.unt. 
'Miss Brodie is ailing, too,' so.id Miss Ellen • 
• • • It noy be tho.t Brodie ho.s the so.me complc.int o.s Mr Lowther,' 
Muriel Spo.rk is one of the nost witty o.nd enterto.ining writers 
in contemporary fiction, but it is difficult to see in who.t 
direction she will go. Her sole o.tteopt o.t the longer novel. 
ehowad her to be c. minicturist ill-suited to expansiveness. 
1 The Prine of Miss Jean Brodie, 1961, page 58 Penguin ad. 
• 
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vliLLI.AM TREVOR The Old Boys (1964), for which vlilliem 
Trevor wv.s awarded the H.s.wthornden Prize, ws.s u. striking 
first novel. It describes the power-games played by the 
School Old Boys Associ:> .. tion Cormni ttee - octogenarians all. 
The subject m~~tter of Trevor's novel is unusunl, but his 
treatment of it is more reocrkt:>.ble. In the spu,rseness tmd 
forw.li ty of his dio.logu .. e he resembles Ivy Compton-Burnett, 
but in his interest in the patterns of behf.l.viour c;nd 
the eccentricities of his charttcters, he is wore like 
Muriel Spark. 'Ihis is part of a dialogue between Je.rm.by 
and his wife. He wakes her D.t t-wo in the morning to find 
out whether the peaches they had ct dinner were Australian: 
u'Ihey were AustrD-lien pe;1ches. They ccme from the 
Antipodes." 
11 They could hardly be Australian and co.r;1e f:t'OFl elsewhere. u 
111 will not hr<.ve Australinn produce in the house. 11 
"So you say -. 11 
"'Ihe lthy go o.gninst EJY wishes? Why since you know them 
do you continue in your wu.ys?" 
"It is quite impossible to keep [J.n eye on everything I 
buy. I hove asked in the p11st El bout the butter ~~nd the 
bt.tCOn and the cheese. The people selling think me odd. " 
"They think you odd for other reasons. 11 
"Me.ybe, maybe. I do not go into it with theE1. 11 
The grumpy, nagging uccents of old e.ge E>.re beautifully 
caught. 'Ihe formal me.nner of speGch, the pedentic accure.cy 
and the slightly old-fe.shioned phrasing effectively convey 
the chc.re.cters of these old people. 
In The Bou.rding-House ( 1965) his characters s.re, for the 
most part, younger, end live in e nore close-lmi t comn.ru.ni ty. 
The lonely ~~nd eccentric are s.g<dn his subjects, but the 
range is irlder. There n.re sor:1e vivid comic scenes told in 
e ,_ skilfully dead-pan m::mner. 
The Love Department ( 1966) r:-LD.Y ho.ve been influenced by 
Ju.mes Purdy Is Cnbot vlright Begins ( 1964). There is the se.r:J.e 
r1ixture of funttJ.s~r o.nd surreD.lisril; und Trevor's hero 
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( 1-?ho resembles Purdy's Mulcolm 1 ) is given the job of 
tracking down an English Cabot lvright. The love Department 
is more diffuse EJnd less controlled then Purdy's novels. 
Trevor's style relllD.ins unchanged, but where it W~!S e 
success in his earlier novels, the subject n~tter here 
seems to Cttll for different treatment. The trick of 
portentous, office-memorcndWJ. -like descriptions and 
telephonic di~·~logue begins to be we~tryine; and his eye for 
oddities has become less sharp. The volume of short 
stories which followed The love Departnent, The Day We 
Got Drunk on Cake ( 1967) confirmed the suspicion that 
Trevor's style has become a gimmick. 
All of the novelists discussed so far hove experinented 
with the novel bect1use they found the tradi tions.l forn 
liliri ting. They r-:.re tul capable of writing a good 
conventional novel should they choose to do so. 'lliere 
is, however, n. group of young writers who have been 
seduced by the "pluy 11 element of experimentntion into 
believing that experinent is its own justificction. Their 
novels ure giminicky, their experiments to no purpose. 
Altm Burns, David CoYJlead, Paul AblernBn, Roger Siraon, 
Julian Gloag and Nichol~s Mosley are discussed in this 
group. 
ALAN BURNS is the recipient of un Arts Council award, 
which suggests that experimental writing is returning to 
favour. witn the literary establishment. But the rea.sons 
for the award ure not upparent to a reader of his Babel 
(1969). It is a pretentious collection of statenents 
like this: 
1 The hero of Molcolm ( 1960). 
• 
• 
the royal famly is Ec new name for God., The ari thm.etic 
country has no leader. There had been 8.J."1. emergency on 
the recommendation of the Priiae Minister. No return 
to rule is planned • • • • 
These ~re more t:leaniP.gful than most of his sentences, 
and the jokey pseudo-profundity is not ·cured by Burns's 
use of the Vlilliam BurroughS~ "cut-up 11 technique of sticking 
together unrelated sentences from newspapers. According 
to the publisher's advertisement, the techr1ique "reveals 
the Babel myth as the tragedy of 311 attempts to construct 
e secular Utopia." It. is also e tragedJ of ws.sted effort, 
the sort of book which makes C. P. Snow's nttacks on the 
followers of the Moderns seer.1 more than justified. 
DAVID COXHE.AD' s Run Come See Jerusalem ( 1969) coused u 
reviewer 
1 
to ask: 1'How often is experimente.lism tm 
excuse for evading the rigorous demands of creftsraanship ?" 
The author is so involved in this, his first,novel with 
experimental ''gim..rnicks 11 ( such as al terna ti ve versions of 
incidents, pondering what qualities to give to his 
characters, o.nd so on), tha.t it offers only a ragged ond 
confusing surface with no serious purpose apparent behind it. 
PAUL ABLEMAN's first novel, I Hear Voices (1958), showed a 
procrl.sing experimental talent. It is a study of 
schizophreniu in which "the first person narrator constructed 
sick imaginings which "til.errlea one into another in a continuous 
flow 'at once subtle, humorous and clinically ttuthentic 11 • 
2 
The 1Wilight of the Vilp ( 1969) u,lso has e nf'rrc.tor figure 
who spins fantasy, "but this time it is o, poor, diluted 
mixture of Sterne-ish jokes &nd perfunctory science-fiction. 11 3 
Poul Ablerrwn ht,s e.llowed the fescint~tion of exi>erimentd 
1 TLS 23.1.1969 




games to seduce him awey from the proper concerns of 
fiction • 
ROGER SIMON Heir ( 1969) is the diary of a man who 
accidentally kills his girl-friend. It graduall~ reveals 
his psychologice1 problems, breaking in the lf!st 
section into tricksy typography - broken words wander up 
end down the pages, form blocks, zig, zng, find finelly 
become a Star of I'avid. The ending is needlessly 
gimmicky. 
NICHOLAS MOSLEY Two of Nicholas Mosley's novels, 
Accident (1965) and llapossible Object (1968), are 
ba.sed on essentially banal si tuetions, a fact which is 
partly concealed by his experiments in making the 
narrative hard to follow. His style is extremely trying, 
as this extract fro!'1 Accident illustrates: 
A stw.ll brown room with two r.1odern ~rmchairs in it, f'. 
table, 8 .. high window 1 A sort of bdhysco.pe et dewn. 
Four pa.ces from the wall to the table. Four paces 
beck again. A picture of e. mountain-side with a fir 
tree. Putting your head out into the waste. A 
hospital. Pipes everywhere. 'Ihe patients out of sight. 
Eyes looking out of e. grom1d hole. Nothing living. 
No imagination, I thought - Now I understand >vhy people 
><~tmt it. A mechenism like t.~ clock. Bomb. 
Coupled with this is his ~rbi tre.ry practice of destroying 
a chronological tine sequence. In Impossible Object, eight 
short stories about tv10 lovers are shuffled md interspersed 
with surree.listic essays on such subjects as Nietzsche, 
bombs, population problems, and the influence of sexuality 
and childhood on w·ar and cruelty. The reeder is supposed 
to relate the lectures to the stories, which he may not 
be willing to do as they reEd like this : 
3.ll .. 24 
&> novT God sat among the raillionaires in sharkskin 
u.TJ.iforns and the old ladies like cornaercialised 
Christmas and he took the girls on his lmee and gave 
the1:1 diamonds. • • • One d<:Jy the boys fron over the 
river came to get him. They wrapped him in nylon 
and put electrodes in his heed c.nd heart. • • • But ell 
this had happened to God before. 
Mosle;y hes s pt;>nchant for pointless epigrrms: ttOnce men 
found it easy to be hurt; now they have to advertise in 
shop 1-1indows. 11 Julian Jebb 1 began his review of this 
novel with the remark: ''P~l honour to the novelist who 
tries to ilisplEJce tir::J.e. . . . . II But the displPcement of 
time must be done for' a purpose. The substitution of 
1'ttl'here does this piece go?" is no advance on the old 
''vThat happens next? 11 • 
J"LTLH.N GlOAG Naund.y ( 1969) is the story of an athletic young 
banker who becor,1es a sadist and e. pervert. llie narrative 
of Gloag 's novel is conven tiona.l-seemng, becoming 
increasingly nore odd as the novel progresses. The clinax 
is a Beckett-like speech at his mother's wedding. A 
reviewer, 
2 
intrigued ltl'lth his stee.dy repetitions of 
key words like "e.ir, fire, blood, water; glove, sock, 
raincoat 11 ond so on, s1:~ggested thr:.t if this novel were 
"an old rt11d adrri.red 'tvork of art 1 schole.rs would work hard 
to arrange the imcges and set the::J. in another order. 
But Maundy, in spite of its sinister fascination 
more of a crossword puzzle than e poe:n. 1' 3 
• • • is 
The last writers in this section on the experimental novel 
' 
in contemporary fiction can best be defined in opposition to 
the first group. Writers like Rayner Heppenstull and 
l Tir:1es Sat.R., 28.9.1968. 
2 TLS., 26.6.1969. 
3 Much the seJJ.e technique was used by Edgar Mi ttleholzer 
in Ie.tticed Echoes (1960), which he described Ecs "A Novel 
in the Lei tmoti ve Manner". 
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Christine Brooke-Rose are consciously seeking new ways of 
breaking from the traditional novel. They are experimenters 
first, novelists secon~ and are concerned more with how 
they write than with what they 1r1rite about. !n contrast to 
them are the novelists who are not consciously experimental, 
but who use experimental techniques where they feel they 
will be the most effective. Most of the writers in this 
group have written conventional novels, but these works 
will not be discussed here. The novels that will be 
discussed here are those which incorporate experimental 
techniques because the material seems to require such 
treatment. 1 
Julian Mitchell, Anthony Glyn, Jennifer Dawson, Sheila 
Macleod, Piers Paul Read, Shena Ma.ckay, 
and Jene Gillespie_ represent this group. 
JULIAN MITCHELL Imaginary Toys ( 1961), Mitchell's 
first novel, is composed of extracts from the diaries and 
thoughts of five Oxford sv~dents. He uses a stream of 
consciousness technique to expose them at a crucial moment 
in their lives, focussing on their sexual relationships. 
Since 1961 he hns written five novels which have established 
him as a very talented writer and one who shows real 
development e.s a ncvelist. In his later novels he 
combines experimentnl methods with such traditionDl concerns 
as firm che.ro.cterisation, ncrrative drive pnd socie.l 
comment. 
The White Jfuther (1964) was a traditional novel, but in~ 
Undiscovered Country ( 1968) Julian Mitchell returned to the 
experimentel novel. It is written in two parts. The first 
1 A number of novels which do this, but are more interesting 
as exnmples of poetic novels oro£ allegorie~are discussed 
in those sections. 
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is o. "memoir" of Charles, a friend of Julian's. It is e, 
fairly straight-forward account of their early relationship 
and of their infrequent meetings as theirlives go in different 
directions. It is not written as a novel, for it is 
crowded with ve~ifiable facts. and reads like <:m auto-
biography. The second half of The undiscovered Country 
contains a previously unpublished fre~ment of The New Satyricon 
which Charles wrote before he died (possibly at his own 
hand). In Julian's notes on the novel he gives this 
description of Petronius's Satyricon: 
• • • 'a potpourri or fe.rrago ·of mixed subjects in e. 
a variety of$yles', it satirizes, in the modern sense, 
various aspects of life in Nero's Rome, ond it is e 
'satyr-book' - that is 'concerned with satyrs, which 
is to say, lecherous, randy.' 
'!.he New Satyricon is aptly named. It tokes the nerrator-
hero through a series ofsurrealist edventures in e. VE'St 
hotel as he pursues the most beautiful creature (he/she, 
it does not matter )whom he glimpsed on e,rrival at the 
Undiscovered Country.. It is a quest which takes him 
through soma entertaining territory Dnd Mitchell's 
power of mimicry is considero,ble in the parodies of such 
diverse subjects as, emongst others, the Theatre of 
Cruelty and a marriage service. Juli~ provides a linking 
counnentary to the sections which guides the reader throt\gh 
what could be very confusing mt:-zes, and -vrhich also throws 
a new light on the Ch£trles/Julian rele.tionship. Charles 
was always cri tice,l of Julion 's writing talent, which he 
felt to be limited. He is Julien's ertistic conscience. 
He is also his morel conscience, for Julirn ft~iled 
Charles when he needed him. It seems then that Charles 
is in fact Julian's .?..lter-ego whose deeper failures ere 
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symbolised by Charles's worldly failure. On this level 
it is an intensely personal book, D. critical exccrnination 
of himself as a writer and as a nana It is also an 
hallucinatory comr.1ente.ry on sane of the foibles of 
contenpora:cy society. '!he "Modern" in Julian Mitchell 
is never e~lowed to overwhelm the "Contemporary". The 
balance he achieves is characteristic of a group of 
writers who appeared in the 1960's and who reject the 
extrene position of both movements while discarding 
nothing they find useful. 
ANTHONY GLYN '!he Termint~l ( 1965) explores the Ionesco 
theme of non-coa~unication in e witty and lively munner. 
· 
1'Everything is funny and serious both e,t OPC~ 11 is the 
key to .Anthony Glyn' s approach. A young man on his vmy 
overseas meets and becomes engo.ged to nn <:tir-hostess in 
Paris. He returns some tine lf!ter nnd str~ys with her 
felnily. With the help of their eccentric ount, grcdUPlly 
he realises that everybody has "stopped". '!hey ull lead 
apparently normal lives, going to the office and 
behaving no differently fron other people: but in their 
ninds they constently.ro..J.i ve the moments in their lives 
when they were happiest. Thus, his fiuncee, whose 
engagenent gave her an enviable status in the eyes of 
her colleagues, insists on returning every evening to 
the restaurant where they became engaged, eating what 
they ate the first time, and repeating their conversc.tion 
word for word. The nother talks only of her dHys e.s 
a menber of the WRAC during the war. The ft'.ther spe:;Ucs 




he was once commended o.t the office. Only the ailllt 
seems normal, but at the end she peints o tree that 
isn't there; it is a memory from her childhood. The 
yolllg lllBll succumbs too, ftfter a struggle, "stopping" 
a.t the day he left Paris with a new fionc~e and o. new 
job holding promise of a happy future. 
It is a. very <:.musing novel end short enough - about 
one hundred and eighty pages - for the idea not to 
become over-worked. M. Ratcliffe 1 called it: '~ 
novel of the imagination entirely rooted in everyday 
observation and continuously relevant to life as it is 
consciously experienced. It could turn out to be a key 
book of the sixties." He also t!'llks of the "iron 
narrative tradition of Kafka" being en influence on the 
book, but it seems to belong more clearly to e 
surrealist world like Lewis Carroll's. Although 
Anthony Glyn has written a nurJber of novels, including 
The Dragon Variations ( 1969), w·hic".1 is ~.!most o chess 
text-book, none of them repea.ts this modest formal 
experiment. 
JEN1UFER DAWSON. The James Tai t Black Memorinl prize 
was awarded to Jennifer rawson fo.r her first novel, 
The Ha-Ha (1961). It describes the schizophrenia of c 
young girl who is in a mental institution after a break-down 
following the death of her mother. Her mother was the 
only person with whom she could make contact, but when 
she meets another pntient, Alusdr.tir, o. relationship 
begins to develop. They first meet in the ha-ha, the 
sunken ditch which forms the bollldery of the institution, 




and Josephine's story ~s of her attempt to cross the ha-hn 
to the other side. She begins to venture painfully into 
the ''norrn.o.l H world ~md taste a joy ond sense of identity 
she had not known before. .Ala.sdair is discharged and 
leaves without warning, and Josephine has a break-down. 
She runs away and the ~ys thut follow blur into impressions, 
of drirucing in pubs, of trees, of railways, of sex. 
She is found and returned to the hospital where she makes 
a slow recovery, but runs away egain: ·~ot th~t I wanted 
to go very far. There wa.s no one calling, neither God 
nor mnn, not there", e.nd later, "I knew for certein thtJt 
I had not after all been extinguished, and that my 
existence hu.d been saved. " 
The search for identity, for contact, is a theme which 
runs through much of contemporary fiction, but it has 
rarely been explored so movi11gly. Josephine's schizo-
phreniu is a classic clinical case, told by the patient 
her-self. This calls for - and gets - some remarkable 
writing, mcld.ng full use of inpressionist techniques, 
fleshbacks, poetic imagery and telescoped time. 
I sat there and gazed - perhaps it WEtS weeks, perhaps 
months - at the brightness of everything; the bed-
ends that reared up in jets from deep shafts of 
glittering coal underneath; the walls like newly-
opened chestnut leaves; even the lino only needed 
a little w~ter, I saw, to send it springing up, too, 
like fields.of dark, shining spinach •••• I leaned 
back and let.the words flow over me- like flickers 
on a cineba screecn - and exo.mined the boundlessly 
beautiful shn.fts of bro~m tmd crenn and purple that 
composed the wooden arm of the chair. 
Jennifer Dawson hes her me.terial in complete control. She 
resists the temptation to sentimentalise or to indulge in 
flights of fancy - an nlmost irresistible tempt~tion 
with such :!lb.terial. It is a. profoundly moving book. 
• 
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Jennifer Dawson's third novel, The Cold Country ( 1965), 
is also ~n exploration of the theme of loneliness und 
the search for identity. There is a wider range of 
characters and the scene shifts with almost cinematic 
speed. In this novel she shows herself to be a fine 
satirist, with an uncornfcrta.bly acute eye for the false 
and hypocritical. The old, the sick, the outcasts, the 
misfits - her sympathy lies with them. This is a 
description of an Old Folks•Home 
The Matron had t< p.s.rticularly soft spot for the old 
ones; she had e. 'way' with them. When one of then 
had been out for the day, she would bustle down to the 
fro~door, pop her head round, and cry very merrily 
each side of her long nose: 'No hawkers or circulars! 
All bo.gga.ge round the back ! ' The old wonen had been 
numbered and counted, nunbered o.nd counted age in, end 
let loose in the Irl8le-block, for it was Christ!llBs, end 
enough was known about gerio.trics for the authorities 
to toke care tho.t the old were not just fed and 
clothed, but kept bright with cr~e pcper end coloured 
pinafores P.nd a sense of dignity preserved •••• 
'Now we went nice lively singing~ FUll of spurk and 
go! Clear, sharp words,' her thumbs rose with her 
voice. Her cheeks flushed. 'And all the actions; 
mind!' 
Straight-forward descriptive passages are contrasted 
with ones like these: 
'How are you Dickie? Still facing up to it all, in 
London?' 
'Still stri~ing nmong nll those grey people leading 
grey lives in their little subutopias?' 
'Like beetles fighting for space in their little cars!' 
'The great grey ~sses. The admass,' they ChiQed with 
. h t 
s~g s. • • • 
'We are norma.lly selfish people. ' Their breasts rose 
like flags being run up, 
'But we want to get something going. ' 
'We do feel 1i1e ought to hand on something of what 
,-,_··d, I we ve L= • • • • 
'We Wdllt to do something really dee, to get some colour 
beck into their drab lives. How can we get th~m into 
motion?' 
Jennifer Dawson is certainly one of the most accomplished 
post-war novelists with a full range of writing skills 
at her command. 
• 
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SHEILA MACLEOD's first novel, The Moving Accident (1968), 
offers an interesting contrast with Jennifer Dawson's 
The Ha-Ha. The wife of a pop-star is driven by loneliness 
and isolation to attempt suicide. The book is a mish-mash 
of fantasy, dream end reality. She is subj3cted to 
Kafkaesque inquisitors, telephone calls trigger off a 
series of wish-fulfilment dreams, jru~p-cut flash-backs, 
record3d voices and other experimental techniques ~re 
used, but the overall impression is patchy end uncontrolled. 
PIERS PAUL READ. Ge.me in Heaven with Tussy Marx, Piers 
Paul Read's first novel, was short, comic 
r:-.nd technico.lly enterprising. In 1969 he was awE:rded the 
Geoffrey Faber Memorial Prize for his second novel, 
The Junkers (1968). The narrntor, who is with the British 
Rg[kqssY in Berlin in .the 1960s, is instructed to 
inV:estigate the von Rur:IGelsberg fa1tiily, the Junkers of 
the title. This book is a record of his relationships 
with the family and his imugina ti ve end fhctua.l reconstructions 
of their pasts. Fictitious and rea.l chumcters minglG; 'lhe 
scene switches without warning, but with desi~from the 
1920s through to the 1960s. The chapters nre rnnde up 
of brief sections with headings like these: "Edward 
von Ru.rlli"'lelsberg: 1942" ' ''Klnus von Ruomelsberg/GUnter 
Strepper; 1943-1944". There ere no linking explan1..1tory 
passages nnd the effect is of e. series of snapshots 
'I'Thich gredually build up a conplete picture. It is c 
technically fascinating book. 
The ,'Dmkers is a family chronicle, but it is more tlwn 
th~t, for it is also about divided Germany, the generation 
who fought in the war, and the you_~ger generction whose 
~ttitude to the war and its afterBath is quite unlike the 
.... •• 
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older generation's. Read is curiously detached fro~ his 
material, and· '~s refusal to suspend the reader's 
disbelief, his straightforward insistence that he is 
merely making up a. tale, containing ideas, e.ll recall thut 
cool mood of the 1920s - made still cooler by his 
1 
rejection of explicit 1"20ral judgements. 11 
SHENA MACKAY was nineteen when her first book, two short 
' 
novels, Dust Falls on Eugene SchlUQberger and Toddler on 
the Run,· was published in 1964. 'Ihey o.re strikingly 
original end surprisingly mature novels, inspiring K. llllsop 
to this exuberant statm:1ent: "'Ihere is t:.t times the mind-
reeling sense that ~len Thomas 9 Ivy Compton-Burnett, 
Shelley Berman and TrU!lW.n Capote he.ve joined up es s 
fiendish writing teem. 11 1 
The first story is of the [•.bduction of a convent school-
girl by a beatnik advertising man, the second is about 
the flight of o.nother girl to a beach-hut with a criminal 
dwarf ("It's only his mind that's warped, he's got a 
lovely little body"). Her characters are pathetic misfits, 
prisoners of their ugly bodies and of their conventional 
upbringing. 'Iheir loneliness finds vn outlet in fantasy, 
but when they try to nt~e their fantasies real, they are 
crushed. Both books end in tragedy. 
Eugene was in far off hell and she was here. Around her 
forever stretched the black eternity. The howling and 
benting of fists had achieved nothing, neither would this. 
'Yes, ' she sa.id. 'I will lee.rn shorth::md <md typing' 
bece.use she lmew she was c.lrendy deed. 
2 
A reviewer of one of her later books, Old Crow (1967) · 
reoorked that "the verbal inventiveness toot !Jiiss Macke.y 
1 Daily Mail review- quoted i2 the publisher's advertise~ent. 
2 TLS, 15.6.1967. 
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displays so coolly in all her writing hhs deservedly 
received much praise •••• 11 Her verbal inventiveness 
is matched by her handling of plot and characters, and 
although she does not appear to have any literary 
models, she makes use of the techniques which the 
Moderns made familiar. 
JANE GILLESPIE is an unusually prolific writer, having 
published more than sixte~n novels since her first, 
The Vieir, appeared in 1953. In spite of this she 
shows surprisingly few signs of having over-extended 
hersel~. She is a verse.tile cruftsmDn cvpable of 
employing unusual methods for exploring her themes 
and subjects. Regard for Truth (1967) is more obviously 
experimental than her earlier novels. In it she investigates 
the nature of memory. .An old rru:m is forced by his sister 
to try to recall something that happened when they were 
young (exactly what is undisclosed until the end). It is 
a classic Freudian ~rna, but its treatment is far from 
straightforward. Memory is a shclcy thing, and people 
have different memories of the same events, as well as 
lapses of memory. The memories of the two old people 
and of e. "ghost" narrator who tells wh&t they heve forgotten 
or never knew are linked not by chapter, but by headings 
such as these: 
'~e could remember, if he found it ut all significent 
'"'Augustine Maxwell is writing in his notebook. 
"Dudley Headley talks to Marianne Meude: 
. . . 
"She has forgotten, beco.use even at the time it did not 
occur to her • • • 




rrhe shifts in time, the chc:mges of viewpoint and the 
recording of memories are hondled with skill - so much 
so thot it is not obvious that she is using techniques 
that some yee-l's sgo would h8ve caused her to be called sn 
"experinental novelist". 
There are r:J[;ny conter::1porc.ry novelists who certainly could 
not be called "experir::J.entcl" but whose novels incorpor.':lte 
experimentfll techniques. rrhe use of the streNn of 
consciousness end flpsh-backs, for exrr::1ple, hc:s becor::1e 
olmost stvndard prcctice cmongst even the most conventionD.l 
writers. It is less likely tho. t this cssioilD.tion httS 
come about through the direct influence of the Moderns, 
th<m tho. t it is ~:~s n result of the influence of the 
cinema on the novel. Fifteen years ego it was t~ssumed 
thv.t "the public" would not accept ..:~ything other thsn 
struight-forvrard filr:ring techniques, but today the most 
ordinary film displ~ys~echniques which the director 
would not have used fifteen years e.go. Surprisingly, 
some of the oost experir::J.entccl films have become the 
equivalent of ''best-sellers". Viewers accustomed to 
meeting experinentnl techniques in the cineoe hove no 
difficulty in understending therJ i'Then they rJeet them 
in novels. The public has shown itself to be both 
oore intelligent and less convantion<.~l than it wcs 
believed to be. 
• 
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Chapter 3 Part B: 
The Poetic Novel 
The writers in this group are distinguished by their 
1 concern with languaga. Stephen Spender suggested that 
the Contemporaries could be given the alternative name 
of ''Prose-realists", and that the Moderns could be 
cnlled "Imagists"· Strictly speaking, there are few 
post-war writers who could be described as Imagists, 
although most of them use imagery in their novels •.. 
There is a small group of novelists whose writing 
is poetic rather than prosodic. Most of them are 
published poets, nnd this is reflected in the 
language of their novels.1 Very often their novels 
are a succession of arresting images, linked by a rather 
tenuous thread of narrative. Their language is the 
chief source of pleasure for the reader, and it is 
the style rather than the content of their novels 
which lingemin the reader's mind. 
Lawrence Durrell, Anthony Burgess, Rosenary Tonks. 
Angela Carter, Josephine PJole and Randolph Stow 
represent this group. 
LAvrrurrNCE DURRELL is the nearest fictional successor to 
Malcolr::l Lowry. They are both primerily poets, rather 
than novelists, and their styles have the sane '~roque" 
flavour - rich, lush ·and heavily ornamented. They both 
1 Several writers who are published poets do not show this 
transference from one form to another. Roy Fuller, 
Philip le.rkin, D.J. Enright, John Woin ~md Kingsley 




use exotic settings for their novels - in Malcolo Lowry's 
Under the Volcano (1947) it is Mexico, in D~rrell's 
Alexandria Quartet it is Alexandria} Neither writer h.?.s 
an English temper~~ent: they seen to belong to an 
American and a. European tradition rather than to an 
Eng:J.ish one. 
Lawrence Durrell had been writing for about twenty years 
before his Alexandria Quartet brought him fame. 
Since then, Durrell's novels have attracted a great deal 
of critical attention, but they will be discussed here 
only in so far as they are examples oflOetic novels in 
contemporary fiction. Durrell is one of the most 
consciously experimental writers of the period, but 
it is his language which makes most impact on the reader. 
These extracts are fairly representative of his style: 
2 
The noon had grown old and feeble by the tine w·e 
reached Polis and a thin severe dawn threatened us fro~ 
the east, draining the sea of light and freezing the 
sky to a bloodless white •••• It was a good idea 
to surprise the dawn e.t this forgotten point in 
histo~J - the hollow curved beach with its great 
finger of rock raised in patient admonition - end to 
listen for a while to the oldest sound in Europeon 
history, the sighing of the waves as they thickened 
into roundels of fooo and hissed upon that ce.rpet of 
discoloured sand. 
In the fragile membranes of light which separa.te like 
yolks upon the cold meniscus of the sea when the first 
rays of the sun cone through, the bay looked haunted 
by the desolate and meaningless centuries which had 
passed over it since first the foam-born miracle 
occurred. With the same obsessive rhythms it beet 
and beat again on that soft eroded point with its 
charred-looking sand: it had gone on from the beginning, 
never losing momentum, never hurrying, reaching out 
and subsiding with a sigh. 
3 The atmospher~ of the village was quite enthralling; its 
architecture was in the purest peasant tradition •••• 
It had the purity and authenticity of a Cretan haolet • 
.And everywhere grew roses, and the po.le clouds of aloond 
and peach blossom; on the balconies grew herbs in 
1 The Alexandria Quartet is composed of: Justine, 1956; 
Balthazar, 1958; Mountolive, 1958; Clea, 1960. 
2 From Bitter Lenons, 1957. Page 170, Faber edition. 
3 ibid. Page 56. 
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window-boxes made from old petrol tins; ond crowning 
every courtyard like a messenger from my Indion 
childhood spread the luxuriant green fan of banana-
leaves, rattling like parchnent in the wind. From 
behind the closed door of the tavern came the mournful 
whining of a ~dolin. 
Durrell's style is intensely poetic o.nd baroque, tending 
to be excessively elaborate. The images pile up 
so rapidly that he achieves an impressionist picture, 
with the details blurring into each other. In his novels 
he frequently indulges his taste for poetry at the expense 
of other concerns of the novel. J. Gindin 1 suggests 
that his style "• •• is concerned only with its ovm 
balances and modifying discords, unconcerned with its 
supposed subject metter." P. West 2 criticises his 
tendency to over-elaborate, but he u.dmires the" ••• 
wonderfully precise, enD.Uelled ond life-enhancing 
qualities" of his language. Durrell uses imagination 
for its own sake, which can be exciting, but which 
can also be un irritant. s. Spender 3 suggests this 
with his co8ment on Durrell's "· •• complete self-
indulgence in the writer's capacity to exaggerate ony 
drop of real experience into an enormously inflated 
and glamorized piece of literature." v.s. Pritchett4 
considers the.t "even when the pedal is down 11 , his writing 
is splendid : 
• • • because the poetic image is the image of 
precision; and arresting, because contemporary 
English prose has either- in one of Durrell's phrases-
got a hot potato in its mouth or has been nibbled 
close by the bleak teeth of modern criticism •••• 
The vr.riter whose subject is illusion- Mr Durrell's-
is entitled to colour, image and fantasy. 
When his subject is not illusion but neta.physics, specuJ.~.-
tions nbout the eternal verities, his style becomes a 
handicap. 
1 Pos~~r BritiSh Fiction, 1963. 
2 The Modern Novel,l965. 
3 '.Anglo-Saxon Attitudes', The Partisan Review Anthology, 
ed W. Phillips and P. Rahv, 1962. 
4 The Working Novelist, 1965. 
• 
•• 
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Durrell is perhaps nost surely successful in his evocation 
of atnosphere • .Alexandria.cones alive,· not .as a geographicai 
entity, .. but .as a mood, an atnosphere, of decadent 
splendcmrand decay .• · F.R. Karl!. quotes .from an article 
. . . 
by': Dur~el~ where· he. says: 11I ha~e ~valved· a private notion 
' ·~ ·: ' ' 
about the ir:lportance of landsca~e, arid I v<~llingly' adni t 
to seeing characters alnost as functions of.a landscape •• 
• • MY books are always about living in places, not just 
rushing through thera 11 • V .s. Pritchett 2 culls his 
evocation of Alexandria, "one of the finer mirages in 
our writing 11. 
Durrell's chnracters cannot be separated fran their 
backgrou.11d. "In • .• • any less opalescent place than 
Alexandria, Mr Durrell's heroine would seem a denanding 
bore. 11 3 . Alexandria defines their actions and makes 
then what they are- which is not 11people 11• "They are 
vehicles of events; they are poet's notes; they are 
fables, subjects of one another's conversation and, in 
the case of the wonen, are seen only in the light of 
desire. It is Mr Durrell's point as an artist that 
they are fervid aspects of the city, created by its 
moments." 4 
· The the~ of the Alexandria QUartet is presuna.bly the 
exa.nination of nodern love in all its various aspects, 
but a closer exaraination reveals that it is not love, 
but sex, desire, narcissis~that raotivate and compel 
his characters frora bed to bed. Sexual love does not, 
for· Durrell, create conflicts or tension; it is a forra 
of freedon rather than inprisonnent. His striking 
1 A Reader's Guide tb the Contemporary English Noyel, 1963. 
2 Tine Working Novelist, 1965. 
3 S. $pender, 'Anglo-Saxon Attitudes', The Partisan Review 
Anthology, ed. W. Phillips and P. Rahv, 1962. 
4 V.S. Pritchett,op.cit~ 
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sexual fantasies offer no insight into "real" love, but, 
like Iris Murdoch's, they explore the erotic territory of 
the post-Freudians. Curiously, their sexuality is almost 
asexual. 
The reception of the P~exandria Quartet was enthusiastic 
in England, ecs~atic in France; but his next novel, Tunc 
(1968), the first of a projected pair,. had a nixed 
reception. It offers no adv$nce on the earlier novels end the 
writing is less exuberantly dazzling. In Tunc, Durrell 
pays closer attention to the theme and narrative line 
than he did in his previous novels. Charlocl~, a brilliant 
inventor, is lured by the founder's daughter into marrying 
her and joining her father's ''firm". 'llie ''firm 11 is en 
apparently benevolent body, but, as Charlock discovers, 
is it aJ.so autocratic. His marriage breaks: up and the 
book ends with Cho.rlock attenpt·ing to escape frolll the 
"firm"· 'llie 1'firn 11 clearly represents the culture to 
which we are all subject and by which we are modified. 
The novel is an inquiry into the nature of a culture and 
in to the possi bili.ties of freedolll within or outside it. 
Caradoc, a celebrated architect employed by the firn, 
tries to escape from it ond "go primitive". 'llie next 
book will presumably disclose whether or not they 
do escape successfully, 
In spite of ~s qythological structure, its references 
to theology, its syobolisr1, and so on, this book could 
fairly be described es ''a gentleman's roraa.nce". It has 
all the ingredients - bawdy; en enigmatic and desirable 
woman; an unenigma.tic and desirable women; mystery; 
suspense; adventure; intellectual chi t-chd; exotica.; 
erotica; arcane snippets of information; purple passages 
and farce. Even the title is a bar-roora joke. 
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ANTHONY BURGESS A reviewer 1 of one of 1\nthony Burgess's 
novels suggested that he "• •• has probably the :finest 
ear of his tine. 11 He nay vrell be right, vThich makes 
Burgess's failure to receive nuch attention from the 
critics particularly puzzling" 2 He seems to have all the equip-
oent to becone a great novelist: a fine ear and eye, a 
lively intelligence, a range of interests and st,yles, 
iooense reada.bilit,y even when at his nost experinental, 
fine narrative drive, the power to mc.ke his characters 
cone alive, wit and hunour. 1\nd yet only one critic 3 enongst 
those whose works were consul ted for this study 
did anything more than mention hin anongst a group 
of '~remising" writers. 
There are several possible reasons for this neglect, but 
the oost cogent one is that he has not fulfilled his 
promise. Because he is better endowed than oost of his 
conteoporaries, noro is expected of hio. Like Christopher 
Isherwood, he has not produced the oajor work of which 
he is capable. 
Inside Mr Enderb:v ( 1963) , perhaps his best novel, 
invites comparison with Joyce Cary's The Horses Mouth, 
but it suffers fran the coopar.ison. It is a caoeo rather 
than a full-sized portrait of the artist - excellent as 
far as it goes, but _it does not go deeply enough into 
the subject. All Anthony Burgess's books are short and, 
as Muriel SpD.rk has discovered, the novelist who writes 
briefly tends to be labelled as oinor. 
His particular strength is his st,yle, which is JoyceM 4 
1 OB.R. 26.5.1968. 
2 ~e oay be other reasons - he is a provincial; he does 
not live in London; part of his life was spent outside 
Engl!'md; his fecundity - 17 novelsin 14 years - is held 
against hio; he is a popular writer. 
3 M. Ratcliffe, The_Novel Toda:v, 1968. 




in its love of puns, literary and verbal allusions, 
parody, and, above all, the sound of wordsA His lrnowledge 
of linguistics and his ousical training have trained 
his. ear. A few exaoples fran sane of his novels may 
suggest something of his robust, enthusiastic and lively 
use of language. 
1 
He calls a Beatle-style pop-group: "Yod, Crewsey 
2 
and the Crewsy Fixers", "very religious boys". 
A description of, presumably, Willian Burroughs: 
He had shears with which he seemed to be busy cutting 
strips out of newspaper sheets 1 and he looked frowning 
at Enderby while he pasted some of these, apparently 
at randon, on a pawed and sticky piece of foolscap. 
• • • "There," said the nan, and he o.unbled what he 
had stuck and written down, something like: "Balance 
of slow oasturbe.te payments enquiries in opal spunk 
shapes notice of that question green ass penetration 
pha.ntons adjourn." 
3 On either side ~vere mean houses, in one of which a 
blue television screen did a rapid stichooythia of 
shot and dialoguep the window wide open for the heat 
• • • A street-lamp showed one cluop of flowers up 
clearly, a glow of red and lilac petaloid bracts. 
4 He was in a nanner tricked, coney-caught, a court-dar 
to a cozening cotquean. SO are all nen, first gulls, 
leter horned gulls, and so will ever be all nen, 
5 
&~en. It was easier to believe so, yet the real truth 
is that.all nen choose what they will have. 
Anthony Burgess's experiments with forn have been mainly 
in taking sane of the despised popular novel ferns and 
using then for serious purposes. A Clockwork Orange ( 1962) 
and 'Jhe Wanting Seed ( 1962) are science-fiction; Nothing 
Like the Sun ( 1964) is historical; Tremor of Intent ( 1966) and 
Honey for the Bears (1963) are spy stories, the first 
influenced by Johl1 le Carre reelisn, the second a tragi-
conedy; A Vision of Battlements (his first novel, which 
was not published until 1965) has an epic structure based 
on that of the iliad; and The Eve of Sg.int Venus (1964) is 
almost a fairy-tale. His experiments with forn, combined 
1 Fran Enderby Outside, 1968. 
2 ibid. 
3 Trenor of Intent, 1966. 
4 Nothing Like the Sun, 1964. 




with a·· consistent "rendabili ty" I:18ke hir:J. one of the few 
novelists (Grahan Greene is another) to have bridged the 
gap successfully between the serious and popular novel 
vTi thout making daooging concessions. He has also been 
able to combine and balance his interest in style and 
his interest in content. In his concern with language 
he is a Modern; in his concern with social problems 
and the contemporary scene, he is a Contenporary. 
"Life is interesting as raw naterial. But I find 
significance not in the world but in the ina.gino.tion. 
The world continually fails to live up to oy ideal for 
it, so all I'm left with is what goes on in oy 
• • t• II 1 
um.g~na ~on. 
ROSEMARY TONKS has published several voltmes of poetry, 
including The Iliad of Broken Sentences (1967). Her 
first two novels, Opium Fogs (1963) and The Bloater (1968), 
shovT her to be the kind of novelist whose conception of 
the novel is: "• •• o. series of images, 'poetically' 
conceived and placed in meaningful relationship one to 
2 
another." 
3 It was the season of perpetuo.l late afternoon when the 
rain londs on the pavement as though dripping through 
from a floor above. The streets darken like drawing-
rooms full of black furniture. Clouds, dirty beauties 
aloft, have long ago shod the ls:st of the peacock dews. 
You nove along drawing in your thoughts. On all_ sides 
are the magnificent new citizens who return fran cosoic 
hours abroad and live with flair and elegance, inexorably, 
for two or three days. In places the Metropolis has 
the depth of a glass of water. There are sheets of 
strong north light, on the slope. But the emotional 
fatigue of being a LbnJoner begins with the first 
downpour and the first intellectual who brings out of 
his boot-locker an idea as toxic as a bog of dust. 
For the purposes of conparison, these are the opening 
1 Quoted by M. Ratcliffe, The Novel Today, 1968. 
2 Virginia Woolf, quoted by J. McCornick in Catastrophe 
and Ioagination, 1959. 
3 Fron The Bloater, 1968. 
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lines of Virginia Woolf's The~aves: 
Behind it, too~ thP sk-J cl8ared as if th0 white 
sediment there had sunk, or as if the arm of a woman 
couched beneath the horizon had raised a lamp and 
flat bars of white, green end yellow spread across 
the sky like tho ble.dez of a fan. 
Both writers tend to pile up the images rather too quickly 
for a novel, and the effect after a while is dazzlli~ 
rather than refreshing or striking. The images begin 
to blur into each other and lose their clarity. In 
Opium Fogs, the thin thread of the plot is there only to 
link the writing into a novel instead of leaving it as 
a collection of poems. The characters are fl~ttened 
out and their dialogue is curiously stylised: 
"I must know what this has been for you - an escapade?" 
She -:Jas ravaged. . 
"Forgive o.e! But don't you see, for you, it could be 
a tenporary expedient for loneliness. vfuenever I'n 
talking to you I feel I'n fighting sane oad battle 
all alone~ You are always closing your eyes end hiding. 
Opiun Fqg§.. is a very entertaining novel as well as being 
an interesting exe>I:J.;;le of the post-war Poetic Novel, Her 
l 
second novel, Jll:,g_B~p_q:t_~J.:t was, o.s she admits in an interview, 
written prin~rily to entertll.in. "I wrote it like a child 
writing c, dinry - it 's the only way to be reD~ly humorous. " 
She is much conerned with what she neo..tly ce,lls, ''writing 
of light tenper ". . ''Hnndling things lightly is very hard". 
The Bloater was written in four weeks and although it 
succeeds as entertairuJent, it suffers fron over-hasty 
construction. The Bloater is less poetic than Opium Fogs, 
but there are passages like this: 
The wnter is just as it should be, full of noods. 
Down at the edge here it's a transparent.bro~m 
sugar aquarium with fudge-coated leaves at the 
botton. Over there, it's impenetrable, white, glossy, 
and the fishing lines go into it at m1·angle and 
disappear •••• 
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ANGELA CARTER Like Roseoary Tonks, Angela Carter wrote 
her first novel when she was already an established poet. 
Shadow Dance (1966) is packed tightly with poetic i2a,ges, 
but her writing is at its best in pemages where she is 
oore relaxed and not striying for effect: 
First the castles, one at each corner, like the legs 
of a cow. Then the knights - I love the knights; 
such proud horseheads, such flaring nostrils and, 
besides, they move obliquely. Now the reverend 
gentle~:1en, next to the caballeros. .And the Queen, 
the travelling lady; she's oy favourite piece, she 
can go anywhere on the board - zip, zip. 1\nd a fenr:1e 
fate.le she is, whose kiss is death. Uneasy lies the 
head that wears the crown, here is the king. Vulnerable, 
your King - in the last resort he has to hop off one 
by one, stage by stage, like Louis XIV escaping from 
Versailles. Morris shall be black and I white. 
There are our infantry, our pawns, nll ready to go 
over the top. Let's begin. 
The novel is an unusual L:J.ixture of :nelodrane., symbolism, 
surrealisD a.nd realisn. 'Ihe nelodra!:m. is at its most 
Murdochia.n 1-1hen Honeybuzza.rd kills Ghislaine in a 
deserted house lit with candles as in t church. Her 
deeth is a kind of vlish-fulfilnent. liS in Iris Murdoch's 
novels, the sy-:.1bolis:1 is often arbitrary and sooetines 
so obscure as not to yield easily to interpretation. 
The surrealist vision of tlB author is in strong 
contrast to the realistic technique she eaploys when 
describing the visits to cafes. and pubs. Her realis::~ 
extends to graphic descriptions of an inordincte quo.ntity of 
spilt blood, guts, gore and venit. 
Shadm-1 funce is o.ore of an exercise in experir'lental writing 
th~~ a novel, but in her third book, Several Perceptions 
( 1968) she hns greater control over her o.eteriol. Joseph, 
like his biblice.l nexnesake, is obsessed by cala1:ri.ty end 
sees t..h.e world as "a whirling carousel of strange forllls -




night, an inmaculate prostitute, mutilnted ghosts of the 
dioosters of W!l.r." 1 Joseph expresses his revulsion 
ago.inst the current nightrere not with protest, but with 
disgust: 
Joseph ~d the chance of n fine educntion but threw it 
nwny; he had free choice on the self-service counter 
and voluntarily selected shit, old men dying, pus, end, 
worst of all, most dreaded of encounters, the sweet, 
blue gangrene. • • • Every oinute of the lonely nights 
was filled with dreams of fires quenched with blood 
and bloody beaks of birds of prey and bombs blossoming 
like roses with bloody petals over the Mekong Delta. 
A reviewer wrote: "Having chosen to explore the oind of 
a. young r:mn, and to chc.rt his exploration of the ninds of 
an e.ssorted group of elders end coevals of both sexes, 
Miss Carte~ has deliberately opted for imagination in 
place of observation, poetic symbolism instead of 
sociology. The mind, in Hume 's inage, is a 'kind of 
theatre' in which the players, strutting, declaiming 
and vanishing, figure the 'several perceptions' of the 
title." 2 This reviewer also drew attention to the 
references to and parallels with Lewis Carroll's 
writings, which he suggests should be regarded n"less as 
pointers than as the authentic tra.de-na.rk of surrealisr1." 
Several Perceptions is a more coherent novel then Shadow 
Dance but, like the earlier novel, its action is what a 
revimrer 3ce.lled "not particularly pointful". 'lhere are 
a series of events - Joseph and a friend releasing the 
zoo badger,for exanple - which are in themselves 
neaningful, but which do not add up to a meaningful whole. 
1 Publisher's advertisement. 
2 The List., 1.8.1968 




JOSEPHINE POOLE 1 s third novel, The Lilywhi te Boys, was 
published in 1968. The story is slight and the action 
predictable (which is unfortunate,as the element of 
oystery for which she wo:rle.s is not achieved). It is, 
however, interesting for its style: 
The room cringed fron the weight of a painted ceiling, 
which once perhaps had glowed. But now it was dried 
to the colour of old blood, and rough in patches so 
that the shapes were difficult to follow; it looked 
at first as though a complete harvest festival had 
been blown on to the ceiling. She stared. Then under 
her accustomed eyes the separated fruits joined to 
make bodies in nnoro.us attitudes, I:le.sked by clumsy 
gauze, and surrounded by c skipping spawn of cupids. 
Where space reoa.ined, in the necessary angles of the 
human foro, lurked a cornucopia, or lute; and it was 
all tied up with ribbons like e. monstrous parcel. 
The two lilywhi te boys of the title are ambiguous devils/ 
angels whose literary ancestors are Miles, in Henry 
James 1 s 'Jhe Turn of the Screw, and Sinon, in 'Nillian 
Golding's Lord of the Flies • 
He had pond blue eyes, and his hair lay flat on his 
head like gucrmed silk. Robin picked his nose, but 
privately: Jereqy, detached in crystal, bit his 
cuticles enywhere until they bled; and his elbows 
and knees, poking out of fairyland, were also 
vulnerablfi. 
The tw;o boys evolve a religion around their mother, end 
hersecretary, Anna, becones their sacrificial victim. 1 
'Jhe stylised . dialogue and the isolation of the country-
\<)house setting are rentrlscent of Ivy Compton-Burnett's 
~ovels. Paradoxically, this helps to onke the improbable 
story more credible. But the final impression of the 
novel is that it is over-rich, over-written. Josephine 
Poole's talent is considerable, but like Rosemary Tonks 
and Angela. Cg,rter, she is perhaps a better poet than she 
is e. novelist. 
1 Murderous little boys, but no~ as ye~little girls, are 
beconing a popular subject with novelists. Jane White's 
Quarry ( 1967) D.nd Jillian Becker 1 s The Keep ( 1967) are 
two recent examples. 
• 
The last writer to be discussed in this group, Randolph 
Stow, is an extreme exaople of the poet-novelist whose 
novels ere extended poeos, descriptive passages linked 
with e thin thread of narrative. To The Islands (1968), 
his third novel, is a travelogue of the flustra.lian 
Out-Be.ck, 'When he is not being sentioentn.J., his 
descriptive passages are often very beautiful. 
There does not seem to be any very good reason for 
having written this in novel form, rather than 
publishing it as a voluoe of poems. Virginia. Woolf's 
conception of the novel ' 1 ••• a series of ioages, 
'poetically' conceived and placed in meaningful relationship 
1 one to another.,", does not provide an adequate reason 
for preferring the novel form to the anthology. There is a 
place for poetry in the novel, but the novel and poetry are 
not one and the sane. Without wishing to call on the 
history of the novel to support this statement, for this 
would suggest that the novel should be bound by tradition, 
it is perhaps enough to point out that the novel end the 
poen require a different type of attention froo the 
reader. The poet who publishes his poems in a novel 
does not get the close, concentrated attention his 
writing requires. The reader's eye is drnwn on by the 
soooth flow of the lines, and there is ~ tendency for the 
images to flow into each other and become blurred - it is 
in the end a. question of typography. The poetic novelist who 
limits the poetry in his novels is nore successful a.s a. 
novelist that the poetic novelist who dispenses with prose. 




Chapter 3 Pa.rt C: 
The Allegorical Novel 
1 Frank KerQOde traces the development of myth to its present 
status: 
The original function of myths, some say, was the 
maintenance of social stabil~ty by the recall of 
absolutely true stories which explained how things cume 
to be as they were. This is not, in our place and time, 
a use for myths; and whenever somebody tries to employ 
them for social or political purposes we expect mischief ••• 
But what gave myth its modern prestige? One landoark is 
Nietzsche's attack on Socrates •••• In a Nietzschean 
world of fiction, myths regain status; but they huve still 
no rea.l use, as they had for the archaic believer. The 
story of the rehabilitation of· myths for their use in 
explaining not only archaic societies but the dark side 
of the modern mind is familiar: it is a different, an · · 
essentially post-Nietzschean story ••••• Freudians ••••• 
and Jungians •••• are comrni tted to explano.tion in terms 
of hypothetical archaic origins. 
'lhere are ''e.rchetypal 11 myths, such as those of Prometheus, 
Job, Sisyphus, Samson, Oedipus, Narcissus; and there are 
myths where the story, rather than the situation, provides 
the ~odel, such as those of Philoctetes and Orpheus. 
The first group, the archetypal ones, "are ever-repeated 
: ..... ......... .. 
typical experiences rooted in the human condition!' !he great 
significant works in the history of fiction are variations 
of such archetypal situations and conflicts which first 
occur in mythology, and are re-stated in the specific 
l.arlguage of the period. 11 2 
It is the re-appearance of the second group in contemporary 
fiction which has been the cause of some controvers,y. 
J. McCormick 3 suggests that, traditionally, English and 
American novelists have been suspicious of the cons~ious 
use of symbols and their organisation into allegory, 
II • • • Recently, however, a group of novelists h~s adopted 
l'This Time, That Time', Continuities, 1968. 
2 A. KOestler, The Trail of the Dinosaur. 1955. 
3 Catastrophe und Lnagination, 1957. 
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syrabols and allegory n.s o. conscious device. 11 'lhe key word 
here is "device". The writers McCormick referred to have 
deliberately taken myths and re-worked them in contemporary 
terms; Whether their novels gain in significance from 
such tec!h~iques, or whether it is a spurious significance, 
is the crux of the debate today. 
Philip Rahv 1 summurises the argument: 
The exponents of oyth keep insisting on its seminal 
uses, appealing indiscriminately to Yeats and Joyce and 
Mann nnd other exemplars of the modern creative line, 
while the opponents point to the regressive implications 
of the new-fangled concern with myth, charging that at 
botton v-rhat it comes to is n kind of nebulous religiosity • 
• • • To be sure, not all exponents of oyth are of one 
type. Sooe make no excessive claios; others ••• blow 
up nyth in to a universal panacea, proclaiming that the 
'Teintegration of the myth" will not only s~ve the art 
but will lead to no less than the cure of modern ills 
and ultimate salvation ••• the cultism of myth is 
patently a revival of romantic longing. 
The "reintegration of myth" presents peculie.r problems for 
a vrri ter ;whose public, in contrast to the mediaeval audience, 
"does not believe that correspondences exist betwe~n the 
material and spiritual world, and they do not autom~ti~~ly_ 
expect every incident or object to have symbolic importnnce.t 
No conventions of allegory exist •••• " 2 The revival of 
classical myths to provide a ready-made plot depends for its 
effectiveness on the reader having some knowledge of the 
original story and, as a reviewer 3 re.m.a.rked, no such 
assumption can be made, for "classical cyths have been 
silently dropped as topics of literexy conversation." 
The re-writing of a classical oyth may be en exercise 
in ingenuity, but this in itself does not make the material 
significant, or the novel profound. Such works ~st succeed 
on the rehlisttc level, e.s novels, before they e.chieve 
s,ymbolic significance. 
1 ''lhe :r.zy-th and the Powerhouse', The Partisan Ra'rlew Anthology 
1962. ed. W. Phillips and P. Ra.hv ,1962. 
2 C.B. Cox, The Free §eirit,1963. 
3 TLS 2, 1963. 
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P •. '\>lest 1 wrote: '~th o.lone does not make good li tera.ture: 
but good literature of ony kind can profit from the presence 
of myth - and best of ~11 on a take-it-or-leave-it basis. 
The meaning is that part of the novel which keeps us busy 
while the myth works on us more intiootely. 11 
Some of the novels to be discussed in this section achieve 
this ideal stv.te, others do not. The nost surely successful 
allegori~tW William Golding, is discussed first. He is 
followed by a group of novelists who share a cocrmon approach 
to myth: Iris Murdoch, Janice Elliott, A.s. ~att, Janet 
WD.rnke and John Syruonds. 'lhe last writers to be 
discussed here do not form a group, although some of 
them ere linked to each other: Janet Frame, Robert Shnl'r, 
Nigel Den..'Ylis, P .H. Ne'I'T by, 'lhomns Hinde, 1\ndrevr Sinclair 
Bnd John Bowen. 
vliLLIAM GOLDD'l"G V.S. Pritchett 2 called vlillio.m Golding, 
"the most original of our contemporaries". He is one of our 
best poetic novelists, one of our liveliest and most 
successful experimental novelists; he is a good tre.di tional 
novelist, excelling in characterisation end ne.rrative drive. 
His originality does rot lie in any one of these talents, 
but in the total vision which directs their combination. 
The form of his novels is an expression of this vision. 
A reviewer 3, writing of The Spire (1964), suggested that 
there wns no adequate critical term for the form of 
Golding's novels• although he himself calls them myths or 
fables. Most commentators prefer to describe him as an 
o.llegorist, but whichever tero is used, it is inadequate. 
The massive metaphorical structure of his novels is not 
1 The Modern Novel, 1965. 
2 The Working Novelist.l965. 
3 TLS 3, 1964. 
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used to provide n. ready-n~.;~.de structure ( a.s in Janice Elliott 1 s 
'lhe Si.ngingHet~d, for exumple), or to provide e.n excuse for 
fvnciful excursions into the terri tory of symboliss ( £LS Iris 
Murdoch uses it). Golding's allegories are carefully 
constructed analogical expressions of moral ideas, mo~cll 
ideas which derive from such thinking us this: 
1 
2 
I believe that man suffers from an ap~lling ignorance 
of his own m1.ture. I produce my own view, in the 
belief tho.t it Ilk."W be sooething like the truth. I am 
fully engaged in the human dilem.IIlll. • • • • 
In all my books I have suggested u shape in the universe 
that may, as it were, account for things. 
Before the Second World War I believed in the perfectibility 
of social DUUl • • • • It is possible that today I 
believe something of the same o.gain: but after the war 
I did not because I was unable to •••• I believed then 
that man was sick - not exceptional man, but average man. 
I believed that the condition of man was to be a morelly 
diseased creation and that the best job I could do at 
the time, was to trace the connection between his diseased 
nature nnd the international mess he gets himself into • 
• • • Man is a fallen being, gripped by original sin. 
His n&ture is sinful and his state perilous. 
Golding, then,is concerned with the nature of man. He is 
"striving to move behind the conventional matter of the 
contemporary novel to a view of what ~~, or pre-man, is 
renlly like when the fncade of civilized behaviour falls 
awe:y." 3 To this end he isolates his characters, placi.."lg 
them in settings which are ret1ote in tioe or place (only 
The Pyrapid, 1967, does not have this quality of isolation). 
He thus avoids the t1erely contemporary, the social or 
the subjective. 
Although the essence of oJ.legory is tha.t it resists 
simplification and explication, some idea of the basic 
mythic patterns of Golding's books can be given. 
In Iprd of the Flies ( 1954), perhaps his nost explicit 
allegory, he suggests that evil does not come f'rom outside 
1 An interview reported in TLS 3. 1964. 
2 'Fable', Hot Gates. 1965. 
3 F.R. Ifrl.rl, A Reader's Guide to the Contempo~ .EQ«lish 
Novel, 1963. 
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(the "Beo.st"),or from other people ( Ja.ck), but as Simon 
perceives, it is present in oll men. The islc~d is a 
Par~dise; the children are Innocents, but the myth of the 
Fall is handled ironically, 
In 'lhe Inheritors ( 1955), the dying ape-men are innocents; 
innocent of both evil und knowledge, The New Men, who have 
achieved e high state of evolution, and of knowledge, 
replace them. They, the first homo sapiens, are not 
innocent: awareness and rational intelligence seem to be 
iner.tricably connected with human sin~ The First Man 
was a Fe.llen Man, 
In Free Fall ( 1959), Sa.m.oy Mountjoy, a modern rnan, tr±es 
to trace the moment in his life when he. lost his innocence 
and with it his power to chOose, . J. Gindin 1 suggests tho.t 
the metaphor is Faustian, for ~ finally loco.lises his 
loss of freedom in his decision, made out of pride und 
egoism, to pursue Beatrice. 
"If I want something enough I can always get it provided 
I am willing to make the appropriate sacrifice." 
What will you sacrifice? 
"Everything"·. 
By sacrificing Beatrice, he is sactificing his soul, and 
fron tha.t point his natural propensity to sin 1:r.ts hardened. 
I ha.d lost my power to choose, I had given away my 
freedom. I' cannot be blamed for the mechanical and 
helpless reaction of my nature. What I was I had become. 
The title refers to the momentous choice in Eden and seems, 
too, to imply that we a.ll h.a.ve to m!"ke the same choice; 
that we are all free to fall, 
Fincher Mfkrtin ( 1956) has links with Ji'ree Thll in its use 
of the Jm.ustian metaphor, for Fincher has sold his soul 
to Satan in. his monstrous pride and selfishness. On the 
rock he fights o.gs.inst the dissolution of the self, and for 
1 Postwar British Fiction, 1963, 
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seven d~ys his will crea. tes "an unreal hooven, a temporary 
1 hell, his escapG from death". 
I was oJ. ways two things, mind and body. No thing has 
altered. Only I did not realize it before so clearly. 
M:::·.::tin refuses to accept death, heaven, Divine Love - the 
allegory can be variously interpreted - for that would 
~ring loss of self. Both Sammy o.nd Fincher show the folly 
of trJing to control the world rationally, for both are 
unaware that re.tiono.lity csn be a kind of devil, especially 
when it is ettached to a voracious ego. 
In The Spire ( 1964), Golding returns to a remote setting -
mediaeval Salisbury - where he achieves an isol~tion of 
his characters much in the same way as he did in Lord of the 
Flies lUld The Jnheri tors. The central synbol here is the 
spire which Jocelin builds with the power of his will •. 
But: "There is no innocent work. God knm-1s where God may 
be." The spire is rrl.WlY things. It is a monument to man's 
aspirations to God, but it is also a phallic s.YQbol, for 
thty cathedral is both a diagram. of prayer and a. diagram 
of a ~1's body. It is built on poor foundations, with 
rubble-filled pillars. Although it tilts, it still stands. 
It is imperfect because man is inperfect, and the confusion 
of Jocelin's motives is reflected L~ the final structure. 
Although Golding 1 s metaphors can be read o.s orthodox 
Christian statements about the nature of man, he is not 
concerned with church dogmas. The priroo.cy of evil and . 
its concomitant, man's lost innocence, nre his chief themes, 
but he is a moralist and not a writer of moralities. His 
'~ith" is based upon his interpretation of the moral life 
of the individual, and 11he ~about the condition of 
1 William Golding, Mark Kinkead-Weekes end Ian Gregor, 1967. 
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human life even though he deals with the deprnvi ty of man. n 1 
2 
And there is .pity for the p~in they feel. In The 
Inheritors it is the obscure pain of a baffled~d 
dying group of ape men • • • • In Fincher Mar.tin .. ..:. ... 
is in the fight against physical hurt and loss of 
consciousness, in the struggle to put his educated 
will against his terrors. In Lord of the Flies • • • 
the pain is in the struggle between the boys who 
revert through fe~r to the primitive and turn into 
OO.W>,ge hunters, a11d those who a.re trying vainly to 
preserve foresight and order •••• Pain is sioply the 
whole condition of man. 
Golding's allegories are not patterns oanipulated by a 
master-aind, for he uses all his powers as a traditional 
novelist to make his situations real, and to make the 
reader feel the pain and care. It is perhaps this 
combination of allegorist and realist which makes Golding 
unique in contemporary fiction, In none of nis novels, 
even the oost ''difficult", does he forget "• • • the 
concrete in his search for symbolic action." 3 In Fincher 
Martin, for example, the rock is real, end Fincher's. 
physicaJ. suffering is real: On. one level this is a story 
of a torpedoed sailor fighting for survival. The shock 
the pain 
of the ending shows the extent to which the reader has been 
convinced of the reality or truth of this struggle. 
In smaller details, too, he convinces. 'Ihe conch in 
Lord of the Flies, for example, is a beautiful object, and 
the symbolic significance it acquires never destroys the 
actuality of the shell. 
There is in Golding's novas an overwhelming sense of detail 
of the physical world, and although this li1 itself is nat 
unusual in a writer, it is unusual in on allegorist. 
A reviewer wrote: 
4 the texture of myths and fables tend:! to be bare and 
general - GoldL~'s novels are full of sharp particulars 
t.md this is his unique achievement - he has invented 
a fictional form which con impose schematic morol 
1 C.B. Cox, The Free Spirit, 1963. 
2 v.s. Pritchett, The lrJ'orking Novelist.l965. 
3 C.B.,Cox, ~ipid. 
4 TL§ "3. 1964. 
• 
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coherence upon the actual texture of experience, without 
losing either. 
F. Kermode 1 , writing of k>rd of the F.lies drew 
attention to "• •• tln new s~apes produced by the pressure 
of a theme ••• it is a sharply inv~ined account, a new 
clear outline~ of what one vaguely knew ••• 11 J. Gindin 2 
has commented on the way his metaphors II • • • permeate all 
the details and events of the novels~' V.S. Pritchett 3 
SU1 sup Golding's unique quo.li ties with these percepti va 
remarks: 
B.1 their nature, his subjects • • • could easily become 
the pasteboard jigSG'.vT of allegory, ple£~.sing our taste 
for satire nnd ingenuity, but the pressure of feeling 
drives allegory out of the fb reground of his stories. 
He is a '1-Tri ter of in tens<: visua.l gifts, with an over-
powering since of nature and an extraordinary pepeeption 
of man o.s·· a physice.l being in a physical world, torn 
between a primitive inheri ta.nce and the glamour of an 
evolving mind. 
Willioo Golding has overcome the difficulties of 
constructing mod3rn allegories and has opened up new 
possiMlitiesJ for the form. He is certainly one of the 
greatest novelists of his time, and perhaps the only 
one whose place on Parnassus is assured, 
1 'The Later GoliL~g', Continuities, 1968, 
2 Postwar British Fiction, 1963. 
3 The Working Novelist, 1965. 
j 
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IRIS MURDOCH is one of the nost a~~red -and written 
about -writers to have been published since the war. Her 
first novel, Under the Net, was published when she was 35, 
in 1954, ~~d the naturity of her approach to a subject 
which was enjoying a. popular vogue at the ti:::1e, attracted 
1 the favourable attention of the critics. Or the ten 
novels she has published since Under the N"et, one is a 
love story ( The Sa::.1dca.stle, 1957) 1 one is an historical 
ror..ance ( The Red and the GreEtn, 1965), and the rest 
all display, some to o lesser extent that others, Iris 
Murdoch's fascination with the gothic rouance. 2 She 
uses the gothic ronance to construct e1legories., 'lhree 
novels have been chosen to show her developnent as an 
a.llegorist- The Flight fror:1 the EnchD.nter (1955), The 
Bell ( 1958) and A Severed Head ( 1961) 
The Flight fr01:1 the Enchanter hes the gaiety end the sense 
of ftm, of pure play, which distinguished her first 
novel, but it also seened to indicate that she w·as 
developing in an altogether different direction. All 
her characters are under spells or enchantnents, held in 
a lcind of enotional captivity by another person or force, 
but they are finally driven, by their own natures, to 
flee enchantnent. F.R. Karl 3 sees this book as falling 
between two cruJps, the frivolous and the serious. 4 G.B. 'Fraser 
finds fault with her characters, who are all strange, all 
surprising, It is 'perhaps precisely the lack of sooe 
representative of solid, conventional standards, sane synbol 
for everyd&y acceptance or discontent", which makes then 
1 Ui1der the Net is discussed in Chapter SA, page 41 
2 Discussed in Chapter 7, page 66 
3 A Reader's Guide to the Contenpora.ry English Novel, 1963. 
4 'The Solidity of the Norrua.l', International Literary 
.A.•mu.al 1959, ed. J. Wain. 
• 
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all seen puppet-like, }lischa, the central figure, constantly 
recurs in her later novels as a sinister, powerful and 
enigmatic force. 
Th~ Be~-1 is possibly Iris Murdoch's best novel. In it she 
achieves a successful synthesis of the traditional and the 
experimen td. !Jho novels 't-lhich fallowed have shown little 
real developoent from this point, and the most recent ones 
are· retrogressive. It would be needlessly repetitive to 
discuss all the novels which followed The Bell, so only 
brief mention of some of them will be made. 
The Bell is about a. group of people in a lay religious 
cornnuni ty. 'lhe setting is partly e. novel 1:1eans of 
assemblir~ diverse characters under one roof, which it 
does simply and naturally 1 but it is also essential to the 
theme, for the characters define and discover themselves 
in relation to it. In one way or another the lives of 
all the characters nra changed by the events of that 
summer. The chief event is their attempt to place a new 
bell on the towGr of the nearby abbey, an attempt which 
fails when it falls into the lake because n bridge 
has been tampered with. Dora and Toby, who are intruders 
rather than members of the group, find the old bell which 
had been lost for many years and recover it (there is a 
superb technical description of the rescue). 
The symbol of the bell can be variously interpreted. It 
can be seen as a postulant, a neans of entering religious 
life for each of the people involved. But the effort of 
human beings to construct ond psrticularise their snlvstion 
'is undermined by humtm enotion, e.ction o.nd behaviour. 
The menbers of the religious comounity are fundanentally 
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amateurs, coopronising between the spiritual and physical 
world, The old bell is sent to the British Museum as nn 
historical curiosity, which suggests perhaps that the 
tradition of the past is meaningful only for antiquaries 
and is renoved fron the central issues of experience. 
Iris Murdoch has been criticised for her use of the bell 
as a symbol, chiefly because it is an arbitrary one • 
.As C,B, Cox 1 points out, "• •• there is no inherent 
reason why the bell should represent absolute vnlues, 
and so her fanciful development of plot to illustrate 
this meaning often appears rather forced. This type of 
allegory can fully succeed only if the literal sense 
is dramatically coherent in its own right." G.B. Fraser 2 
wrote: "• •• one lms o. strong feeling of latent neo.ning 
there, ra.ther tho.n knowledge of the neaning." A. Burgess 3 
co.E~LJents: "• • • she took the dongerous wny of OD.king 
her own o;yths 11• P. West 4-remarked: "• .•• the tensions 
w1 thin the biBs.rre religious oor:n:runi ty prompt her into 
unhappy symbolist~.. " J. Wain 5, writing of her novels 
gener~lly, points out thD.t she sometimes ae~ma to 
construct her books fron the outside, "• , ,so thttt the 
story pivots on rether contrived pieces of s.ymbolisn.'~ 
\ 
The eynbolism in 'Ihe Bell is very much less contri ve'd tlum / 
! I 
the symbols of some of her l.o.ter novels, for it becd~.V 
genuine part of the structure. 
Iris Murdoch is more surely successful with the . 
traditional material of the novel. The two chief chnrncters, 
Michael, the leader of the coJ:JOuni ty, ood Dora, who is 
1 The Free SOirit, 1963. 
2 1 'llie Solidity of the Nornnl 1 , Interna.tiona.l. Li tera.ry 
.Annual 1959, ed. J. Wain. 
3 Urgent Copy, 1968. 
4 The Modern Novel, 1965. 
5 Essays on Literature and Idees, 1963. 
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only there because her husband requested her to cone, are 
the ones nost affected by eventso Michael is forced to realise 
thnt what he had thought to be his religious vocation, 
the divinely ordered pattern of his life, was largely a 
projection of a na!ve self-ioportance and a sublination 
of his homoseXUD.l iopulses. He learns the truth of the ouxin: 
"To leave the world is not to leave the tenptations of the 
world. " Dora, spirited, sensual and unintellectual, is 
a cheerful pagan who achieves a neasure of self-knowledge. 
Her first appearance in the novel is characteristic - she 
steps off a train with a butterfly but without her luggage. 
Her relationship with her husband (end with her lover) is 
based on sexual need. She is unsure of herself and of other 
people and only on the subject of painting is she confident 
of her judgementso Her 'worldliness" is in narked contrast 
to the "spirituality 11 of the community, but when the 
coomuni ty breaks up, it is Ibra. who has gained most fran 
her experiences. She leaves both husband and lover to return 
to her interrupted art studies ood to teach. The conrnuni ty 
has sho~rn up the fundamental nastiness of her lover, and 
it has also nade her realise that she herself is less 
shallow than she had thought end that she can change her 
life. 
The minor members of the coQffiunity are also forced into a 
self-awareness and self-honesty they had not had before. 
Cathy, who was. to enter the convent as a postulant, tries 
to drown herself when she realises th t her love is for 
Michael, not for.God. There is also Nick, who had been 
the cause of Michael's disnissal froo his teaching job 
years before, and now lives in a. cottage in the garden of 
the abbey, a oysterious, drunken creature. He kills 
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hioself when he believes that Michael is attracted to Toby. 
Toby, the youngest person there, strives to pr~ve his 
manhood and become accepted as an adult. The other 
characters are sketched swiftly and neatly - their presence 
is felt but they do not intrude into the foreground. Most 
of them are species of cranks, attracted by the refuge from 
the world that the coomunity offers. 
In her descriptions of the buildings, the bell, and its rescue, 
and in her characterisation, Iris Murdoch shows herself 
to be a fine traditional novelist. There is a strong sense 
of physical reality, and this is inportant for it ties the 
novel down and prevents it from flying off into fantasy. 
Although the symbolism in the novel is not al~~ys successful, 
she has it under complete control. 
Iris Murdoch has been influenced by Freud, Sartre and Proust. 
1 
In her book on Sartre , she writes : 
Sartre, like Freud, finds in the abnorna.l tho exaggerated 
forns of noroality. His more lurid characters are to 
show us, either by direct analysis ••• or half-
synbolically • • • something of the oolaise of the 
hurnen spirit in face of its freedom. Like Freud too, 
Sartre uses a oythology or picture of the Dind in terms 
of which the individual case can b ; described. 
Iris Murdoch's approach to her characters in her later novels 
is very ouch like this. In many of them the ~~bols become 
all-important, and there is a marked retreat away fron 
realism towards fantasy. Her characters became increasingly 
abnornal. As J. Gindin 2 points out, the central theme in 
her novels is man's divided nature: 
Man _ ••• is part creature, part ro.tiorw.l and conscious 
being. He has a strong need for the definition, the 
precision, his conscious nature can provide. But he 
also needs to linit the definition, to recognise that 
elaborate definitions, generalizations, make splendid 
targets for the she£ts of the creature, the separate 
and particular and often unconscious situations that 
make up hunan experience. 
1 Se.rtre. RoJ:Jantic Rationalist, 1953. C!lapter 2. 
2 Postwar British Fiction, ~963. 
• 
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The novels which followed The Bell focus on the irrational 
side of man, to the alnost total exclusion of the rat:ione.l 
with tho result that she is no longer writing about 
peop1.e but about impulses. Her novels becone increasingly 
oore stereotyped and stylised in construction, with her 
puppets perforning on intricate and carefully-patter~ed 
dance which exerts its o>-m. f~§lcination but is rar~ly, 
meaningful 
A Severed Head was described by F.R. Karl 1 as a: 
• • • Restoration bedroom farce transformed into modern 
cultural dre.oo. 'll1rough delineation of various patterns 
of love. both nor~ and perverted, she is tr,ying to 
explore the contemporary boundaries of freedoo end 
restriction. One critic said that she was atteo.pting to 
transcend ~eality, in The B@ll through religious synbols, 
here tb,~ough a EJ.etaphysical examination of love. 
H. Bradbury 2 suggests that the book satirises the liberal 
spirit, the Bloonsbury notion that personal relationships 
are all, that nothing should be withheld, and yet that 
the disorder and repression~behind our patterns of feeling 
can be decently concealed. 
The book revolves around Honor Klein, an anthropology don, 
who represents the prL~tive, non~ational id. The head, 
the centro of rational thought, is synbolicelly severed 
b~r her sanurai sword; re.tiona.l. expla.na.tions of human 
behaviour, such as Martin attempts, are shoW11 to be 
inadequate. 
Iris Murdoch is perhaps an acquired taste, but even those 
who have u.cquired it nust be disturbed by the extraordina~ily 
slap-dash writing in her nest recent novels. The Nice and 
the aood ( 1968) is discussed in Chapter 7 as an exao.ple of 
e. detecti va story, but in Bruno 's Dreap ( 1969) she ·has 
1 A Ree.der 1 s Guide to the Con tepporary Ehgli$ No vel, 1963. 
2 ''lli.e Taste for Anarchy', The~., 22.2.1962~ 
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written a. novel which has even less to commend it than 
her previous Christmas book. The novel begins well with a 
portrait of an old man, Bruno, and in the first few chapters 
it se8ms that the author is intending to explore new 
territory. But the fauiliar Dish-nash of thick s.ymboliso, 
oystery, sudden violence, puppet characters, fiends and 
abnormal sex takes over. vmat prooised to be an exciting 
study of old age becomes a WOJ:lf¥11S magadne-ish love story, 
or stories. At her best Iris Murdoch writes with beautiful, 
taut clarity. At her \'l'orst she writes like this: 
1 'Oh God, ' said Lisa.. 
'I love you, Lisa.' 
'I know. I love you too.' 
'Oh rJY darling -.' 
'I'm sorry, Miles.' 
1 Don't be sorry. It 1 s wonderful. ' 
1 I never thought yo..J. - why suddenly now, ~les, what 
happened?' 
'I don't know. I feel I've loved you for years only I 
was blind to it. You were so necessary.' 
'Yes, perhaps. But it wasn't like this.' 
'I knovT. 'lhis is sudden. And oh my God it's violent, 
Lisa. I feel I shall die of it.' 
He doesn't die, of course: 011ly Bruno dies, and the others 
live happily ever after, having survived some of the most 
tortuously contrived action Iris Murdoch has ever put 
into a. novel. As a writer she has become the vi.ctia 
of her own success, She has found a. foroula and is 
working it to death. Her allegories of the irrational 
in man have becooe self-indulgent sexual fantasies • 
.JANICE ELLIOTT is a disciple of Iris Murdoch. She has the 
same prediliction for Gothicisns, s,ymbolisn, involved end 
unlikely plots, and so on, but she handles dio.logue and 
description far less capably than does Iris ¥rurdoch s.t her 
best. 
1 Bruno 's Dream, page '160. 
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The Godnother ( 1966) shov1s an alnios.t·. ppint-by-point 
similarity with Iris Mmi.doch 's Bruno's Dtear:1 ( 1969 ),, 
but the sioilarities presumably arise bec~use the two 
novelists share similar interests. In TIT~ Godnother, 
an elderly spinster, Helen, lives ~one in a cruobling 
mansion. She is the focal point of the book (as Bruno 
is in Iris Murdoch's novel) and is visited by various 
characters, including e. sinister devil-figure, JO:ck9, 
who has appeared in verious guises in nost of Iris 
Murdoch's novels.-
There was n pattern. Till now so obscure, so shifting, 
as to be unrecognisable. But now d~fined as a stor, 
or flower shape. At the centre, fixed, Helen, the 
old womon, who now could no longer move froa her bed. 
And at the points of the crystal the others: James, 
Ibrothy, Anne. Even 1111's &.rold. 'lhey irw.gined, o.ll 
of the~ except perhaps Anne who dimly· knew otherwise, 
that they lived in a world of their own. Subaqueous 
or subterraneo.ri., each experienced, in his own way, 
below the recognition, a pull to the centre. 
This is also the basic pattern of Murdoch's novels, and the 
~ction is not dissioiler. Violence erupts, James's 
wife kills herself, the village children attack the 
house, and Jacko, who has disappeared, is reported to have 
killed an old woman. The novel ends on a sentimentally 
happy note with the right people living happily ever 
after. 
In 1967 Janice Elliott published The Buttercup Chain, which, 
in spite of its thick s.ynbolism towards the end, is no· 
nore than a girlish fantasy where ell the characters 
swop partners iru an ini ta tion of the Murdo chien dance 
in A Severed Head. Its subject is the kind of life made 
possible only if two things which were until recently 
thought indispensable, are dispensed with: privacy and 
guilt. It lacks the profundity to make this disturbing. 
A reviewer wrote 1 : "Miss Elliott writes very_:'rea.d.ably, in 
breathless little sentences you can alnost read a lisp 
into. • • • The talk is no:rJQzyllabic, \'Thich tires no one 
• • • it is ell as blend and meaningless as the adr~'s 
posed landscapes with figures, '' 
In The Singing· Hec.d ( 1968 ), Janice Elliott re-writes the myth 
of Orpheus in the setting of a college canpus on the 
Sussex Downs. The narrative is constantly broken with short 
quotations frou Ovid and Robert Graves, clues to the 
forgetful or unace.denic of how her "spiritual detective 
thriller" will be unravelled in subsequent chapters, She 
is courageous in tackling such a subject, particularly so 
in tackling it after Iris Murdoch 's failure in A Severed 
Head seven years earlier. Unfortunately, oost of her 
attention is given to the working out of the oyth, with 
the result that her characters, including her central 
one, ~~reus, have little reclity. ]l~rcus is given to 
endless introspection; his colleagues to endless c!'lcul~.ting 
and plotting. Jonice Elliott is less generous with the 
helpings of sexunl oddities than is Miss Murdoch, but she 
is equc.lly generous with pnsscges of b..~roque fontasy. 
For those who hnve not acquired a taste for the Murdochian 
gothic novel, there is little of interest in Miss Elliott's 
-novels, for there are none of the brilliantly written 
scenes which illuminate even Iris Murdoch's poorest works., 
The.t1~ke»e sliould be so nany points of reseoblance 
between the two novelists is disturbing, for it; 
suggests either that Janice Elliott is following a fashion, 
or thv. t the much adoired originality of Iris rJiurdoch is 
an easily-ioitated gimnick. 
1 TLS, 25,5.1967. 
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A.s. BYATT he.s written on expository study of Iris 
Murdoch, and the influence of this writer is apparent 
in her own novels, po.rticularly in her use of synbolis~ and 
fantasy, and in her exploration of "the_ dark unkndwn "• 
Shadov1 of the Sun ( 1964) is an anbi tious novel which does 
not succeed at all levels. A sensitive, misunderstood 
adolescent girl, Anna, lives a fantasy life in a household 
dooinated by her father, who is one of the greatest 
novelists of his ~y. Anna is seduced by her father's 
BosvTell, Oliver. There are violent upheavals, and the 
book ends on e. faintly pessimistic note with Anna recognising 
the.t her future lies with Oliver, and that she will never 
be truly ''free"· Anna is flat and negative, and her 
creative father is beyond A.s. ~tt's powers to oake 
convincing. The novel is interesting chieFLy because 
it offers a contrasting treatoent of oaterial which 
.Antonia Byatt 's sister, Margaret Dre.bble, has used in 
her novels. Where Antonia is over-sensitive and inclined 
to be dull, ·Margaret is down-to earth and inclined to 
be superficial. A.S. Byatt shows C18.!lY of the defects 
and oeri ts of the Moderns in her writing, Margaret 
Drabble does the saoe for the Contenporaries. 
In The Ga.r:::te (1967), A.S. Byatt handles her oaterial more 
surely. Two young sisters cone to terns with their 
irreconcilable antagonisn towards each other Qy evolving 
an elaborate Arthurian fantasy along the lines of the 
junior Bront~ chronicles~ They also develop a 
conpetititve attachnent to the sane young zoologist, who 
goes abroad. Cassandra becones an English literature don 
specialising in nediaeval ronance, and Julia marries, 
• 
• 
has children, and writes novels about doo.estic io.prisono.ent. 
The zoologist's retu~ ~they see hio. first on a television 
pro~aooe about snakes - affects each ~f ~hen d~fferently. 
Fo_r· ·~s$an~ he and his· ju.."lgle ·~cone part of '.her fante.sy 
•.• • t~ ., • ' • 
• 1 . . 
life, which is shaken when she eventually neets hin face 
to, face •. Iij.13 return re.oind3 Julia of her past, and she 
publishes a novel which "tells. a11". For her it is an 
act of exorcisn, but for Cassandra it is a betrayal, 
and she kills herself. 
J .ANET 1tf.ARNKE A Pursuit of :Fairies ( 1967) is another 
!~rdochian novel. · The central figure is on old wonan 
vrho, after four husbands and a travelling life, retires 
to a villa in &ri tzerland and collects a nu.-:J.ber of 
"oddities 11 around her, (a · ve~J well-worn o.ethod of 
asseo.bling diverse characters under one roof). 
"Systeo.a.tically and thena.tioolly there are odd 
affinities with Iris Murdoch: thet interesti...Ylg household, 
references to a 'demon lover', Vtts Dartley's unforgivable 
nusing, 'I ar:1 the widow of the century' •••• rr 
1 
JOHN SYMONDS Ke.thleen Nott, reviewing John Symonds's 
fifth novel, The Hurt Runner (1968) wrote: 
2 
••• it accomplishes a remarkable double-cross in 
technique. For if there is such n thing as an v.nti-
novel, this is the novel that c.bsorbs and transcends it; 
saying, in effect, 'Your world is mad indeed, a nere 
congeries of discrete effects and visue~ o.onents, but 
I will show you the o.ooents and events as the sworn of 
real lives!'. 
The ''rea.! lives" are those of "Baby", the dwarf illegitimate 
child of a proniscuous o.other who reads eXistential philo-
sophy, o. manic-depressive gra.ndoother, a hippie who puts 
1 Ob R. 21.5.1967. 
2 Ob R. 15.12.1968. 
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.Baby o:n LSD, and so on: a collection of grotesques. The 
bizarre plot has a similiarly fantastic quality. 3,ymonds 
seens to be experio.enting with IJa.teria.l and action rather 
than with style, for his treat~ent is firiJly naturalistic. 
It is this vThich saves the novel fran being a fairy story 
end which makes his people a..'1d their situations SilL:_. · 
JErSUes:ilrely real. The Murdochitm r:w.terial is handled in a 
witty and ·QQtter-of-fe.ct manner - e. disturbLrg combination. 
Baby's chief probleiJ is that people do not treat him as 
if he were a norna.l young 5an, which he is in his desires, 
needs and enotions. He and the other "grotesques" are not 
allegorical figures dreamed up by the author; they are 
real people. 
JANET F:R.P.ME is a New Zealander end her novels have local 
settings, but they aim at - and achieve -
universality. Her novels are essentially moral fables 
or allegories • 
.A State of Siege (1967) .. her seventh novel, showed e. retired 
art teacher living in a renote end beautiful island where 
she had gone to paint. But the bitter conclusion is that, 
after failing to create art in society, she cannot do MY 
better alone. 
The Rain birds ( 1968) is a neat inversion of the tale of 
Odysseus,or of leEarUs- a man returns from the dead to 
find that his f&~ly and friends heve adjusted to his 
absence, and that there is now no room for hL.'U. 
Godfrey Rainbird, an English-born New Zee.lrulder, is an 
ordinary suburban citizen who does his anxious best to 
become en unremarkable oenber of the ne.rrov1, smug, New 
• 
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New Zealand society; a societ.y which the nuthor neatly satirises: 
Godfrey soon discovered that everyone in New Zealand 
was born (or at least conceived) anong sa.ndbells and 
lupins, and from the time children were held naked 
~gainst Dad's legs while the water flapped over the blue 
with cold titty-spots to the early morning sneaking on 
gnarled manuka-stick legs down to the see. for 'e.n old 
man's dip ' , the people of New Zealand regarded the sea 
as they regarded the land: it was a personal possession. 
Godfrey is knocked down by u truck, declared dead, and 
wakes from his cooo in the mortuary. His return is an 
em~rrassment to his wife, relatives, employer - and the 
community. T.he latter is savagely satirised for its 
thoughtless conformisqwhich conceals a malicious,and even 
viciou~cruelty. Beatrice, Godfrey's wife, is a 
natural conformist: 
Beatrice Muldew of Matuatangi, South Island, was twenty 
two. Twenty one and the golden key on the kewpie-
ridden.six-tiered cake had not brought the prorJised 
rewards. 
She cannot cope with the new situation and kills herself, 
taking with her her pathetic secret - every week-end she 
had visited her husband's empty grave and laid flowers on 
it. Godfrey hinself has been effected by his experience 
and by the reactions of the press and public to it: 
"I don 't feel like an inhabitant of earth e.ny more -
I feel as if I've beenblasted back to where they kept 
telling ne to go when I first came here - remeJJber? 
II Go back to your OvTn country. 
He loses contact with the normal world, and even printed 
words becone gibberish, yet have e. crazy kind of relevance 
to his plight. The Lord's Prayer contains phrases like this: 
hollowed be they mane ; thy dingkuo. come • • • give us 
this day our daily dread end frogvie us pour press-· 
stares • • • 
Godfrey's withdrawal into himself is recorded in a streao 
of consciousness which is, at tine, over-ornate, but which 
contrasts interestingly with the asperity of the author's 
• 
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voice. The book ends with a copy of the Dunedin Tourist 
Office brochure which draws attention to the beautiful 
ceneterywhere the Rainbirds are buried. The Rainbirds 
has been discussed in some detail because it is one 
of the few contenporary novels to have incorpore.ted v 
oythic structure into a soci&l novel, .with.complete 
na.tumlness. Janet Frane has not had to torture her 
material into mythic shapes, as Janice Elliott liad to 
in The Singing Head, a..fl.d neither he.s she h~d to develop 
her own myths, as Iris !•iurdoch does. The allegory is not 
ioposed on intractable I3aterial~ it arises naturally 
fron the story. 
ROBERT SHAVl P. West 
1 
called Robert Shaw ''an apprentice 
Greene" and comoended his '~rilliantly imaginative and 
partly allegorical first novel, The Hiding Place ( 1959), 
and his ''e.lo.ost Dostoeveskian second performance, The 
Sun Doctor. 11 ( 1961), which he described as "alr:tost a 
burnt-out case"· v!est compares Shaw to Beckett in the 
profoundness of his understanding of dissolution, 
which Shaw achieves by heooing in his characters with 
colour and social fabric, Beckett by paring ~11 that away. 
In The Man in the Glass Booth ( 1967), Robert Shavl tackles 
- understs.ndD.bly a little tentatively - a highly eaotional 
subject. His hero is a Jewish property tycoon who dresses 
up in SS uniforn in secret, keeps waxwork effigies of the 
Nazi leaders, and drops quotations from Hitler into his 
noroally Jewish utterances., He behaves like a hunted nan -
and is kidnapped and taken to Israel to stand trial as the 
war crioinal furff. In the dock (the glass booth of the 
title), he boasts of his deeds, gives a list of his 




conpliant Je1dsh assistants, and accepts full responsibility 
for his actions. He is the first war criminal to tell the 
truth,not only about his own feelings,but also about the 
con11lici t-y of the Jews in the F.i.nD.l Solution. The self-
dec0ption of the judges, and the hypocrisy of the Germans, 
are both attacked. But a spectator recognises "Dorff": 
he was a Jewish prisoner, and the real Dorff is doo.d. 
The charade is over. 
As a fable or allegory it is not quite as pointed as this 
sWJCJary suggests, and the character of the hero is rather 
nore ambiguous. It is more successful on the level of 
a suspense story, ann here the hero's vigorous, fast-
talking Jevrish New York slang keeps the story lively. 
In 1969, Shew published A Card fron Morocco, a. less 
ambitious novel as regards subject and theme, and a 
less successful one. The key to both this book and to 
Shaw's earlier ones b given in these line:;J of speech: 
"Do you think if whatv:··nt on in your mind actually 
worked out it would be disastrous? ••• I oean i 
what if a night fantasy became real. What if one 
made it real?n 
The fantasies of the two heroes become real, or appear to, 
but ureal " is also a fantasy. r.Ihe result is a little 
confusing. The idea on which the novel is based is too 
flinsy, and it does not provide an acceptable excuse 
for venturing into fantasy. 
NIGEL DENNIS 1 s partly allegorical Cards of Identity ( 1955) 
explores one of the characteristic thanes of contemporary 
1 
fiction: the search for identity. F.R. Karl suggests 
that Dennis is returning to the themes of Ke.fka, Joyce, 
Conrad, Ie.wrence and Mann, "in whom the search for one 1 s 
1 A Reader's Guide to the Contemporary English Novel, 1963. 
• 
identity is the cosnic quest for what one is." Dennis is 
preoccupied with the dicinishing of the personality of man, 
diminishing not because he has lost his identity but.because he 
vol-untarily relinquishes it. In the past,every Q8n knew 
who or what he was; in the contemporary world he requires 
consUu1t exterior confirmation. 
Nigel Dennis treats this thene satirically and his oethods 
1 
are experimental, as befits the theme, but G.S. Fraser 
suggests that the satire is anbivalent: 
••• it is partly satire on modern means of mass 
persuasion, and on the uneasiness which many people 
feel. today unless they can adapt themselves to a 
steroetyped role. But the cruel and frivolous members 
of the Identity Club see~ to be regarded by Mr Dennis 
with a certain Nietzschean complicity, and the ruthless-
ness of the whole scheme is in the end distasteful. 
The plot of Cards of Identity is an exposition of the 
theme. The nenbers of the Identity Club hold their annual 
conference in a large country house. The neighbours 
who call are fitted out with new identities - butler, 
cook, gardener, and so on. The conference is held, case-
histories and papers discussed, a play by '~illian 
Shakespeare :1 ( 'J11e Prince of Antioch, or An Old Way to New 
Identity) is performed, and the novel ends in some 
confusion with the arrival of a suspicious policeoan. 
The club members discreetly leave and the "staff 11 regain 
thai~ old identities. 
The purpose of the Identity Cl~b is to oanufacture 
identities, and they themselves are adept at sliding into 
any skin which is more approprie.te or convenient at the 
time. 
2 Identity is the answer to everything. There is nothing 
that cannot be seen in terms of identity •••• Today, 
when it is rare to find any nan who can be said to know 
his self, it is clubs such as ours which tell these 
1 The Modern Writer and His vlorld, 1964 ed, 
2 Cards of Identity, Part Two, pnge lOO,(Penguin edition). 
• 
• 
sufferers who they Hre. • • • We • • • give our patients 
the identities they c~m use best. We can sake all sorts 
of identities, fran Freudian and Teddy Boy to Marxist 
and Christinn. • • • Other clubs • • • insist that 
they merely reve~l an identity which has been pushed out 
of sight •••• We are proud to know that vre are in the 
very van of modern development, that we can transforn 
any urilcnown quafut±ty into a fixed self, trnd that we·need 
never fall back on the hypocrisy of pretending that we 
~re mere uncoverers. 
Dennis repeats, expvnds and enlnrges on this theme: he 
provides case-histories which encompass the entire spectrum 
of contemporary man's nost significant activitiesJ he 
varies his o.pproach to, o.nd dist<'dllce fran, his mo.terie~; 
he writes in a variety of styles, often £:chieving excmiilent 
pastiche. But the case-histories become repetitious, the' 
jokes predictable, o.nd the chara.ctem ca-icatures. 'lhe 
novel is bnsed on n single idea ond everything else is 
. subordiooted to exploring this idea. F .R. Ke.rl 1 is 
perhaps right in suggesting that the novel becomes. 11an 
intellectual sport, a. literary eccentricity", for Dennis 
lacks the hUI:l&lizing touch which would give concrete 
significance to his Th~terio.l. It is a marvelkusly inventive 
and imaginative piece of work, but it is less a novel than 
a collection of essays and illustrations derived from 
a single ideu. 
P.H. NEWBY A Journe:y to the Interior ( 1946), P .H. Newby's 
first novel, is described by J. McCornick 2 o.s being 'Tich 
in present o.ccoBplishtlent nnd future possibility". Its 
subject and themes hk~ve been used ~in in several of his 
le.ter novels. It concerns the discovery of a. r:wn's self 
through o. journey or quest which has no logical motive. 
The motives are not merely nixed, but explosively contra-
dietary. During the quest sonething happens to rejuvenate 
1 A Bauder's Guide to the Contemporar.x; English Novel, 1963. 
2 Co:tastrophe and Inag:ino.tion,l957. 
• 
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the character and muke h~J fit for himself and fqr. 
society. His ch::>.ro.cters seek e sort of excl. ta tion. 
F .R. Ifur 1 
1 
describes Newby's typical hero t.ts : "a 
man who has lost his will o.nd the novelist shows how 
he can be brought back fron the interior self where the 
deeth wish has prevniled over the desire for life. 11 
In ~e B3.rbary Light ( 1962), Newby '~resents the 
conplict1.ted evil in man ••• e.s the product of e. pattern 
of distrust." 
2 
As a boy, t.'I-J.e hero had boarded o. ship 
which the crew said was going to the Barbary coast, but 
they were joking, and theyput hir:1 ashore e. few Diles away 
from home. The childhood betrayal dooinates his life, the 
unsailed voyage beconing nore real to hli.1 thett if it had 
actually happened. The novel begins years later when !1v is 
is a Chartered Accountant and due to appear before the 
Di~iplinary Corunittee. Instead, he goes to Tunis, leaving 
his wife and mistress. He is beaten up by robbers, 
returns home and discovers he feels nothing for his 
mistress but no~r has some understanding of hi'S wife. 
He has seen the Barbary Light for whD. t it was : a.n 
unattainable illusion, a worthless dream. 
In this book, us in his next two novel?, Newby explores the 
territory between drean and reality. Actuality and 
nemory, feat and fantasy, the things that happen and the 
things that might have happened, all coexist on virtually 
equal terms. The quest, his boyhood adventure and the 
haunting of his l'Tife by her dead husband have a hallucina-
tory, drean-like q ua.li ty. 
Ne~1by writes a. clear, straightforward prose, but makes use 
of a number of experimental techniques and shows 
l A Ree.der 's Guide to the Conten~rep:: glish Novel, 1963. 
2 A. Burgess, The Novel Now, 196r. 
• 
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II •• an adrairable cultivation of the meanings end 
implications of these techniques.. 11 1 A reviewer wrote 
that this book 11 ••• furthers his claim as a technical 
innovator"~ 2 He D.lso rema,rked on: 11 ••• the sense 
of pressure of unknown or half-apprehended forces, a feeling 
that all is not what it seens, th.e.t gives his vrriting 
its characteristic tension." 
One of the Founders ( 1965) is a more traditional novel, 
perhaps because it is a conedy., and in places u 
very good one. There is a brilliantly farcical scene of 
a duel between the hero and the JThan his former wife is 
now narried to, and the dialogue is often lively und 
ll.l:lusing. Like the hero in 'llie Bar bar:v Light, Hedges 
discovers that he has been pursuing the wrong aobitions 
and that his life is going in the wrong direction. With 
his m.o.rriage to a girl he has oode pregnant, he frees 
hio.self from the soxual spell woven by his wife, and 
he D.lso loses interest in a University building pro.ject 
which had, up till then, engaged most of his attention. 
It is os if his creative urge, his urge to build 
something, is satisfied in his new life. 
P .H. Newby was v..warded the Booker prize for Sonething to 
Answer For ( 1968). A reviewer 3 celled it: rr. • • an 
absorbing feet of narrative ingenuity, a study of 
psychological disorie~tation,which traces its plot-line 
i~th ino.ense skill and resource through the nist of nental 
confusion which besets its nain character. 11 The hero, 
Townrow, goes to Egypt in 1956 at the request of the widow 
of a friend to investigate his friend's death. Soon after 
his arrivtl.l, he is hit over the head, and for the rest of 
1 J. :Mac Cormick, Catastrophe and Imagination, 1957. 
2 ~. 1963. 
3 ~. 21.11.1968. 
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the novel he is never cleu.r as to what is "real" and what 
is not. The fevered brain of Townrow is the reader's 
"guide" through the action. 
in Books and Booknen.
1 
Newby discussed the novel 
The whole problen in this book was one of naking the 
situation of the central character, Townrow, and 
particularly his change of outlook, plcmsible and 
utterly convincing. So that I wanted to involve the 
reader in the si tua.tion with Townrow as ouch as I could. 
I could do that, I think, by subjecting the reader to o. 
certain amount of surprise and uncertainty hinself - so 
that he could rub his eyes and go back and say did he 
nean that, or so and so •••• I don't bel~ in 
cystifica.tion or conplication for the sake of the thing. 
But in this case I hoped by adopting a certain literury 
technique to involve the reader in the surprise and 
bewilderoent l-Thich the central cha.ro.cter is going 
through. 
As a result of his horrifying experiences, Townrow undergoes 
a change of moral outlook, nnd his search for identity ends 
on a note of exaltation as he drifts on e. small boat on 
the Mediterranean: 
He now knew he could not tct'ford to surrender the smallest 
splinter of judgenent to eny gO"Vernnent, organisa.tion, 
cause or campaign. He was to trust only the innedie.te 
perceptions, what the eye saw, the nose smelled, end 
his hand touched. 
In Books end Boakmen, P .H. Newby summed up his view of life: 
We're terribly vulnerable, week a.nima.ls in a cold cnd 
hostile universe •••• Life is precarious. Life is 
hell and this is ::mch more fundanental about a nan than 
MY thought about the particular social status he night 
happen to occupy. • • • ·. ·. · 
There's a quality in the Arabic language where unless 
you're very careful you're talking about something that 
doesn't quite exist •••• the Egyptian is ••• aware 
of a kind of contre,st between appearance and reality, 
which I found enomously interesting. 
P .H. Newby has become sooething of a. coterie enthusiasn, 
but his novels are less profound than his admirers clain 
them to be. 'lhe "search for identity 11 makes for a lively 
adventure story; the idea that a man me:y reforo when he has 
been through sane tre.umntic experiences shows no deep insight 
into che.recter; the contrast between appearance and ree.li ty 
is already overworked in novels. 
1 July, 1969. 
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THOMAS HINDE 's novels can be eli vided in to three groups: 
''contemporary", "exotic" and "symbolic"· 1 'lhey ha.ve 
in common a concern with social change, He is not interested in 
the changes theo.Selves ,but in the impact of social change 
o:~ the individual. In the third group of novels the 
emphasis is shifted awny from social ch81gesto what could 
be termed "social pressures ". 
Of the two novels which comprise Gomes of Chance ( 1965), 
the second, 'lhe Investigator, cen be taken as an 
exnnple of his method. It is the story of the breakdown 
of an ordinary little man who is e~ployed by u large 
at'nyrJous firm to invent ganes. He develops n persecution 
co~plex,and also suspects that the fir~ is not what it 
see~; that it is a front for some more mysterious 
o.cti vi ties. He starts to collect "evidence", but 
reaches a point of desperate disintegration, and is taken 
to an · asylum, which is whare he wri tea this book. 
The reader sees everything through his eyes end because 
he cannot distinguish between what is real end what is 
irn.a.g:ined, neither ca.n the reader. 'lhe careful docunen ta.~ 
tion and the unsensational, very reasonable, tone 0~ 
the book alflost convince the reader of the nan's sanity, 
especially as the things which happen are recognisable 
uncertcinties which beset real people. Colleagues cone and 
go unexpectedly; people attend mysterious "conferences"; 
the telephone rings but no one replies when you answer i~ 
the loudspeaker systen could hide a camera; the fir~ is 
huge and confusing: this is the sort of evidence which 
the narrator accumulates. He is eventually driven mad by 
his inability to come· to terms with a fundrun&ntally dishonest 
1 "contemporary": Mr NiCholas (1952), &pPY as larry (1957), 
For the Good of the Company ( 1961). ''exotic": A Place 
Like Ho~e ( 1962 )( 'lhe ~e ( 1962). "symbolic": Nin)ty . 
Double Martinis 1963), 'lhe U9.y the Call Came ( 1964 , 
Genes of ChD.nce ( 1965), 'lhe Village ( 1966), High ( 1968). 
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and progressively faster-moving society. The world of big 
business is to him incomprehensible, and therefore 
threatening and nysterious. 
The Day the Call ~~e is also an exploration of the K~ka 
nightmare, nnd again the reader she.res the hero's 
experiences. An apparently sone ~n, he believes he is 
employed by an unknOWl1 Master who tells him on his wireless 
receiver to "stand by", for what he only dicl.y knows. He 
begins to find .the behaviour of his neighbours suspicious, 
eventually killing one in a state hclf of conviction, half 
of desperation. 
The Investigator and The Day the Call Came are expressions 
of generalised anxiety, reflections of the helplessness 
of the individual in M elaborate bureaucracy. High is 
a further development of this theme. An Englishman lecturing 
in America, Maurice Peterson, writes a novel in which 
his own experiences ~nd persona.li ty are trsnsmuted into 
those of Peter Morrison, who is writing a novel a.bout the 
campus whioh bears a striking sinilari ty to a novel Maurice 
Peterson is reading about the campus • • • • Fantas.y and 
reality are inextricable, and the adventures are experienced 
by Peterson as the sensitive, ineffectual, badly behaved 
but victimised lover, and Morrison as the rumbustious, 
Thlsta.ffian man who lusts and kills in jealous rage. The 
hero seeks refuge in his fantasy self, his alter-ego, as an 
excape from,and a way of adjusting to, the unfaoiliar society 
in which he finds himself. 
Suddenly he was desperately frightened. Would he ever 
age.in know anything for certain without at the same 
moment knowing~ believing its exact opposite? 
Thomas Hinde is D. good conventional writer, and o.l though his 
material is mystifying, there £t.re no stylistic "tricks" ··· 
• 
• 
to nystify it further. Although Thomas Hinde's novels 
invite comparison with P .H. Newby's in their o.a terials 
and themes, the two writers treat their subjects very 
differently. Hinde's are less deliberately- end irritatingly-
confusing th4l Newby's e,re wont to be. His churocters are 
not driven-far afield to exotic lands on some ~~ely 
defined "quest"; they are very ordinary people who crumot 
cope with the complexities of the modern world. Their 
ordinariness, and the naturalistic style of his writing, 
Dk~e both them and their problems more credible and 
relevant than Newby's. Their experiences are comnon ond 
their reactions seem logical, with the result that 
Hinde's novels are more disturbing than the wilder 
fantasies of P.H. Newby. Hinde does not have to knock his 
characters over the head in order to confuse them as to 
what is real and what is illusory: to Hinde's characters 
the modern world is a nightmare. 
ANDREW SINCLAnt '1he BreDking of Buobo ( 1959) and My Friend 
Judas (1959), Andrew Sinclair's first novels, were comic 
canpus novels not unlike Kingsley An:is 's I.llcky Jim. 'llle 
Hallelujah Bun (1963) is n beatnik novel indebted to Kerouac 
nnd Nobokov. His next two novels, '.lli.e Raker (1964) and Gog 
( 1967) are illegorical novels. '.lli.e Raker is the name given 
to the D.M who collected the dead during the plague, and 
the hero of this novel, Adam. Quince, an obi tunry writer for 
e, newspo.per, meets a man who has this nickname. Denth is 
his business, and when the original. Rll.ker drinks henlock, 
Adan Quince tekes his place. 
Gog has e, rather more confused plot line, end the allegorical 
profundities are no clearer • Gog is e. huge mon dredged frora 
• 
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the sea in 1945. Acrnesiac, he has no means of identifica-
tion and only vague, dr9PL1-like nemories of pre-war days. 
He walks southward from Scotland (like The .Hallelujah 
Bm1, this is an entertaining travelogue), has various 
adventures en route, a~d in London finds Megog, the eternal 
oppressor. The spiritual war bevNeen ~.endMagog is 
a confront£~. tion between people (good) and Govei'Illllen t ( bed). 
Gog's journey through the mythology and ancient history of 
Britain is also a journey through post-wE>.r England, but 
the novel is highly derivative (Joyce, Tolkien, J.C. Powys, 
Willittt"J. Burroughs o.nd the cinerna. are anongst his s·ources) 
and, in the end, pointless. It concludes with Gog's 
realisation tht~.t: 
A nan is u. nan is a nan •••• He does not want Liberty, 
but to be free. He does not want Fraternity, but to 
have sone brothers. A nan's ribs are his own castle. 
There he dwells until he dies. As he con love his own 
person, so nay he love each person and all persons. 
It was a long journey to discover that. Andrew SL~clair 
is obviously aiDing at significance in his novels, but he 
has not shown hioself skilled· o.t handling o. eythological 
or allegorio~1 structure. Both these novels are, in the 
final aDe.lysis, fnnte.sies. They are interesting more for 
his vigorous, lively, and often poetic, style than for 
their nore pretentious "messages". 
JOHN BOWEN is another novelist who is at his best with 
conventional onterial. His two allegorical novels, 
After the Rain (1958), which· uses the Bibliool neta.phor of 
the F}.ood, nnd A World Elsewhere ( 1965), a reworking of 
the Philoctetes myth, are contrived and stilted. In between 
these two novels, Bowen wrote two which are virtually 




They are well-written and entertaining books, but too 
concerned with giving inside inforne.tion on the worlds of 
advertising nnd television and, in The Birdcnge, on how to 
cure sc~bies. The thene of loneliness runs through the 
novels but is not centrnl cs it is in his finest book, 
The Centre of the Green ( 1959). This traces c. cri tic~l 
period in the lives of four nenbers of the ~cer 
fonily. Bowen has achieved allegorical or nythical 
significance without striving for it. His chorecters are 
wholly credible,and although they illustrate classic 
psychological thanes, they are people first, types second. 
The possessive nether, the psychologically-disturbed son, 
the suicidal son, and the wenk, rejected father: they have 
a life which is not derived fron wythological significance. 
In this novel Bowen has derived the general fron the 
particular: the particular has not been developed to 
illustrate the genernl • 
e. 
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~1apter 4 Part A: 
Tile Chronicle Novel 
The chronicle novel, also called by critics the Bildungsro.ma.n, 
the~ fleuve and the epic novel, may be a portrait of 
e. family through several generations (as in Ga.lsworthy's 
The Fbrsyte Sagn) or it may be the life story of a single 
character(as in C.P. Snow's Strangers and Brothers). It 
aims at historical realism and its basic assunption is that 




o the facts of 
llie reeder is expected to rele.te not to cyth but 
life fictionally and voluminously compiled. 
Trollope, rather than Proust or ZoJ.a, has been the model for 
the chronicle novelists in the second ha.lf of this century 
(although Proust has ir£luenced such writers as Anthony 
Powell, end Angus Wilson has been influenced by Zola). 
Trollope 's "par lia.m.enta.ry 11 and Ba.rchester novels gave a 
compendious view of the nineteenth century 
1 encompassing nobility, gentry, and the extension of the 
nobility and gentry in the society of the Continent; 
la..-zyers, doctors, clergy.wen, an"'JY and navy officers, 
painters, architects; civil servants as well as govern-
ment officials of high rank; the publishil-:g end political 
world; the world of the prosperous middle classes, in 
trade, in speculation, or in property; the shabby 
genteel; commercial tr~vellers •••• Indeed, Trollope 
appears to have omitted only the considereble world of 
industrial CHpitelism and lr.bour, which he touches on 
indirectly. 
No contemporary writer has attempted so la.rge a canvas 
(few have had Trollope' s wide experience) end they have 
concentrEtted instead on smeller sections or facets of 
society. Trollope end later Gelsworthy WPnted to show the 
flow of life (hence~ fleuve) rather thtm to compel 
l Seymour Bet sky, 'Society in TI1a.ckere.y and Trollope ", 





life into narrative and plot. The modern ('dopter of the 
chronicle novel has changed the technique by giving the 
flow a direction, ''his apprehension of social fragnentation 
and his poli tica.l and ideological ideas acting· as the lidade 
for deterLJining direction. 11 1 Tae chronicle novBl is a 
revival of the epic ideo but with economic rather than 
heroic man in view. 
The structural problems of the form are enormous, and 
conte~orary writers have not always m1own themselves 
equal to solving them. It is an exceptional novelist who 
cen rnainta.in e high stsnda.rd of excellence throughout his 
work. The anbitious novelist who projects a long series of 
novels - five or more - is likely to find that the original 
impetus is lost in the early stages, 'lhe boredom of working 
on a single set of chere.cters end the stamina end patience 
required often affect·, his ~-1ork edversely. 
has pointed out: 
2 As A. Cocl'ort 
Only ~1 eye to reward, or a superhuman sense of construc-
tion prevents this sort of undertaking • • • froo 
becoming a. dar~ble chore to the writer himself •••• 
The vast novel-sequence is bound to sink, as it is 
sinking, out of the first linG of technical excellence. 
and be inherited by the good second-rater, who has the 
patience to do it, and whose personality is not likely 
to act in short bursts as that of the prioarily creative, 
intuitive type. 
The problem of loss of impetus is a. very important one and 
a division of the contemporary chronicle novelists based 
solely on the number of novels they intend to write or have 
written to complete thm r series, illustrates the effect 
of loss of impetus on the more ambitious novelists. Of 
the five novelists who have written five or more volumes 
in their series, or~y one, Henry Williamson, has shown few 
1 J. :!11cCoroick, Catastrophe and Ioaginatio!,l_,l957. 
2 The Novel and our T.ime,l948. 
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signs of flagging (and that perhaps because of the auto-
• biogmpucalnature of his work). C.P. Snow, f.,nthony Powell, Ibris leasing and Simon RB.ven have all written series in 
which the first books are uore vivid, fresh and: e.live than 
the later ones. This is partly because their nost receptive 
1 
stage has passed and the initial compulsion or inspiration 
is no longer so strong. At a:.: time when the English novel 
is generally criticised for the nerrowness of its focus, 
for the unambitiousness of even its best writers who· ~re 
often content to write what they know they can do easily 
a..11d well, it seeos unfair to criticise those who attenpt 
to enle.rge the range of the novel. 'Iheir failure is not 
in intention, but in execution. 
C.P. SNOW's strangers and Brothers series began in 1940 with 
the publication of the title novel covering the years 
1925 to 1933. The penultimate and tenth novel, The Sleep 
of Reason, set in 1963, was published in 1968. Snow's . 
opus then is aL~ost complete and it is possible to attempt 
an assessment of his achieverJ.ent. 
C .P. Snow's attacks on the Moderns were outlined in Chapter 2. 
His novels are in part a reaction to the Moderns, 811 illustra-
tion of his belief that the novel should have its roots in 
society, that it should have a. moral, even didactic 
purpose. His rejection of the materials end eiDs of the 
Moderns wes also e rejection of their nethods EJnd it is 
here that Snow's principal defect es e novelist becomes 
most apparent. Where the strean of consciousness novel 
tended to explore the UL~er end exclude the outer man, 




insofar as he does develop them, as socit'l1 figures nnd 
types, not indi vidu8.ls. Since Snow is dealing with 
motives which are often irrational, with nen of ambitions, 
with matters of conscience, the irrationel side of man 
needs to be explored, end not merely described or stated. 
&1ow offers rational explanations of the irrational 
behaviour of nen. The process of decision naking is not 
as susceptible to this treatment as Snow implies. Fbr 
exanple, in The Sleep of Rea.so1~ he rationalises the 
beheviour of the two young killers, but he oP.nnot project 
himself ~ginatively. 
'lhe most conmon criticism of the series is that Lewis Eliot, 
the narzo.ator~ is an unsfltisfa.ctory character. He is 
shadO't•T,Y', growing more dim f!S he grows older, slthough his 
· shadowiness gi vas hiB a useful chameleon-like a bill ty to 
act whatever pc..rt he is called on by the author to play 
(lovesick young man, enterprising barrister, cool and 
intalliegent 5overnment official, compassionate family man 
with his second wife, wise older Llall, and so on). As 
Snow has chosen (primarily for structu:3l reasons) to use 
a ns.rrator r.atlmr tha11 to be an ooniscient e.uthor, a greet 
deal depends on Eliot 's character. He should be a nan 
who interests the reader and he should also be a man whose 
comments, observations and insights into people and events 
are e.cute. For this he requires imagination - and Eliot he.s 
none. He is a very dull oon. Snow's "businessrwn 's prose 11 
eliminates irony end :Poetry end the tone of somewhet pompous 
sole11nity end earnestness is unrelieved. 
The one-dimensional view of Eliot that we have would oe.tter 
less if he had the power to make other chare.cters vivid 
• 
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and reel, but this he rarely manages (Roy Calvert and 
George Passru1t are possible exceptions). He has an infuriating 
habit of introducing each new character with a sketch which 
. does nothing to fix the character in the reader 's Elind -
which is important where the cast is lerge. 
1
He hed a plump face, leaur-like eyes, a quiet, subtle, 
nodulated voice. 
2He was'a large young nan, cushioned with fat, but with 
heavy bones and muscles llnderneath. He was already 
going bald, although he was o:1ly in his late twenties. 
The skin of his face was fine-textured and pink, and 
his srJile was affable, open, r.1alicious, eager to please 
and srJooth with soft soa.p. 
3I.ord Boscastle was both me.ssive and fe.t; there wes 
ouscular reserve underneath his ample, portly walk, and 
he was still light on his feet. 
~e we.s a 100.!1 of sixty, but his figure was well preserved, 
the skin of his cheeks fresh, rosy and unlined • 
. 5He was getting on for sixty, but he had kept his fair 
wavy hair, and he was well-preserved. 
6
The colour in his irises had faded, end they were ringed 
with white. Othe~nse he did not show the signs of 
extreme age: his cheeks were ruddy pink, his hair and 
beard silky but strong. 
A u1ore Dickensian approach would r:wke his descriptions 
ound less like a passport application: height, weight, 
skin (fresh, pink, brown, lined or Ul1lined), eyes (lemur-
!l.ike or blue, shifty or steady), state of hair (if male), 
colour of dress (if fema.le), state of preservation, estimated 
age, other distinguishing features. 
Criticism of Snow's crdlracterisation ~Y seem carping, for 
it is not prine.rily people that interest him, but institutions 
Page nTh~bers refer to the Pe1~n editions. 
1 Monty Cave, Corridors of Power, p.l4.chap.l. 
2 Tol71 Orbell, 'Ihe Affair, p.l., chap.l. 
3 1he Light o.nd the Jhrk, p.l9., chap.2. 
4 'lhe Master, The Light and the lllrk, p.l7., chap.2. 
5 Nightinge~e, The Affair, p.27., chap.3. 
6 Ge.y, The l'£fe.ir, p.l9, chap.2. 
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end "the power-relations of men in orgenized society" 1• 
However they cannot in a novel be separated fron the uen. 
who build and run the institutions; such an approach is a 
docmaentary one. .AB a docuw.entar"J novelist Sno~1 has 
considerable eppeal to readers 'iTi th a taste for arcane 
infor~tion: he gives guided tours to the privileged 
around Cwnbridge colleges, London society, scientific 
research stations, Parlianent, the Civil Service, the 
legal profession ru1d so on. The mechanics of college 
elections, of the process of governr.1ent end the process 
of the lew satisfy C•- curiosity whicb. novelists ra.rely 
ecknowledge. Snow c1so e.ppee.ls to the curiosity o"'f the 
reader Dbout whe.t goes on behind scenes, what lies behind 
the non-corami ttal statei:1ents in newspapers. 
It was suggested a.t the beginning of this section thet long 
novel sequences such fi.S this tax E> writer ' s stamina. There 
is a tendency to becone long-winded end repetitious, to 
becone dull and lifeless and, in Snow's case, · . also to 
become censorious. The series perhaps reached its high-
water r.Ja.rk with 'Ihe Masters ( 1951) which is set in 1937. 
The novels which followed (with the possible exception of 
The Conscience of the Rich ( 1958) which also covers his 
earlier years, 1927 to 1936) have been disappointing. 
The college election of The Light and the Dark is expanded 
in 'Ihe Master..§_ and re-written as the expulsion of a 
Fellow in The f\..ffEdr (1960). The pattern of the novels 
hes becor;1e stereotyped - they all he.ve the foro of a 
detective story with a conflict or test providing the 
starting point of the narrative. Not only the sene 
1 P. West in The Modern Novel, 19659 quotec.l fran an 
article by C .P. Snow in the l~enyon Review, .~ntunn, 1961. 
• 
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issues and conversations reappear, but even the same scenes. 
&1ow writes good, if over-long, trial scenes- but they 
appear in one forn or another in almost every novel. The 
novels leading up t c The Masters are more personal end 
autobiogre,phical, '1lore deeply felt, then the later ones which 
tend to be demonstrations of decision r~lclng in ~rious 
milieux, The young Eliot is involved; the middle-aged Eliot 
is less emotional, less perceptive, nore self-satisfied 
and smug - and more criticel of the New England. 
Most e.lerning of all is Snow 1 s roll8nticising of the power-
seekers end his wholly unironic attitude.to then. It does 
not apparently occur to hin that to the outsider these men 
night seen petty and even feeble. The issues they face with 
such earnesh1ess are not world-shaking. In The Light and 
the lark (1947), for exanple, he \'lrites: "'ll1rough most of 
the Easter tern, 1'!Tthur Brown was busy with talks, deliberate 
a.rguments, discussions on tactics, and bargains. There were 
talks in all our rooms, late L11to the sumrJer nights. 11 The 
.subject of these tEtlks between the Fellows of one of the 
centres of higher educECtion in Bri tein? lfuether or not to 
elect Roy Celvert to £1 Fellowship. If the College is to be 
taken as Et r.ri.crocosm of the higher centres of power, the 
only possible response is to be a.ppalled - and not, as 
Snow intends - to be ewed. 
Roy :FUller 1 s review· of The Sleep of Reason 1 ends with e 
fair sw:JI:Jery of Snow's achievement: 
• • • Snow is perhaps the only living English novelist 
who from the experience of l1is life could have oade sane-
thing lastingly significa11t out of the direct issues of 
the age rather than, as uost have to do with, the oblique 
effect of those issues on perso11al sensibility. But his 
work rer<J.ains in the category of the merely if honourably 
entertaining end perhaps he has only himself to blane if 
captious critics occupy thenselves in searching in it 
largely in vain for something higher. 
1 The List., 31.10.1968. 
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SIMON RAVEN began his novel sequence "4lms for Oblivion with 
The Rich Pay le.te ( 1964) and hs.s added e. novel to it evch 
year since then (ten are projected). His subject is the 
English upper Diddle classes after the war. 
1 
The series is not planned as one long saga; each ~olume 
will present an indopendent story. But the ten major 
characters a.re e.ll loosely cormected with one another 
by birth or upbringing. If there is one theme which 
will dor:rinate the series it is the.t human effort end 
goodwill are persista'1tly vulnere.ble to the ru..<~lice of 
tine, chance, and the rest of the hur:l£lll race. 
There is no chronological order, but the third, fourth and 
fifth novels to be published centre on Fielding Gray who, 
like Raven himself, was expelled from his school, an action 
which adversely affected his subsequent career. Gray 
develops as a plausible personality, but the others in 
the novels are selden more than cartoons. Simon Re.ven is 
an accot-:lplished thriller \-Triter (Brother Cain, 1965 is one 
of his best ·knmm) and he applies thriller techniques to 
what is essentially C .P. Snow ma.teriel. Friends in lmr 
Places(l965)for example, revolves ~round the possession 
of a letter which would throw e new light on Suez nnd 
e~barrassthe present government. The people involved range 
froo a gigolo to e prostitute, from a Cabinet Ninister v1ho 
agrees to L18ke a deel to a slippery editor with specif\1 
sexual requirenents, end lurkixl·g in the background is a 
megalomanisc g&l.bler. The action is fest-moving - too 
fast, for Raven only touches on subjects, such as the choice 
of a parliar:~entary candidate, which call out for a fuller. 
,., 
exposition. Simon Raven's attitude to his characters and 
their power-games is refreshingly different fron Snow's. 
),11 his characters are, in one way or a...YJ.other, rogues. 
1 l~_thor's note to Friends in Low Places. 
• 
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Expedience rather than conscience is the basis of their 
decisions - which is perhaps a sore realistic view than 
Snow's. It is a pity tha.t so often Sinon Raven is lured 
a;·ray froL1 his chief subjact in pursuit of a good story, for 
his cynical view of the power-seeker is a necessary 
corrective to Snow's soler~~ respect. ~~ether Raven will 
be e,ble to keep up the invention in the remaining five 
novels remains to be seen - he has already used QOre 
material and touched on lilore subjects than Snow's r,nd 
Pmrell' s novels put · together. 
~~THOlTY POI~LL ?~though Anthony Powell published his first 
novel, Afternoon Men, in 1931, it was not until 1951 thr-.t 
he emberked on his major work, his ~ fleuve, 'Ihe Music 
of Ti.me1 of which twelve novels are plenned and nine 
published, 01 the first page of his first novel in the 
series, A Question of Upbringing, Powell's description of 
a Poussin painting called 11A ])mce to the Music of Tine rt 
gives the key to the whole design of the work. 11It 
proposes thet we contemplate the intera.ction of these 
brief lives as constituting a loosely woven pattern with:i,n 
which parallels, contrasts, repetitions will occasionally 
occur, sot:1etirrres plam1ed by the characters, sor,1etines 
unexpected by theQ. Its eraphasis is on the relations of 
the dancers to the de.nce. 11 Anthony Powell's huna..l'l beings 
are participants in a dence, a donee over which they have 
no control because i tamovenents and their steps in it ere 
governed by the nusic of tine. 
Powell chronicles the lives of Society and Bohemia in 
1 A. Mizener, The Sense of Life in the Modern Novel, 1965. 
Powell's description is re.ther too long to give here. 
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in England after the First World vier. He is "interpreting 
with an oblique brillience the pre-wtr cebe.lle-. of snobbery, 
ca.ste marks, beheviourism., internal sceles of aev.surement, 
and the permissive eccentricities of the public school.'~ 
It is a "record .. of a casual yet intir:wote interlocking of 
very diverse social groups - the worlds of ooney, of 
fa.shion, of old-fashioned exclusiveness, of bohanian sleezi-
ness, of serious and futile a.ctivities in art and litera-
ture, of busy and yet often purposeless social and political 
IJB.noeuvering. 11 
2 
Po'irell 's intention seens to be to reveal 
the nature of an age, to show a society in a period of 
significant change.3 
With each successive addition to the oeuvre his intention 
becomes less clear and high-r.ri.nded, for: 11Whttt began as 
a panora.ua begins to sound like a gossip's column •••• 
One has the inpression that Jenkins, the narrator, has no 
4 other profession but to run ttbout collecting the news." 
Powell "descends from high, narrational ane.lysis to low 
gossip •••• pnd the sooiologicel lapses into Powell's 
Report on his Fictional F.&Luliars. 11 5 There are at lerst 
two dozen r.::~ajor characters end many rJ.ore mnor ones. The 
effort of keeping in contact 'irith ther.1 and preventing them 
from disappeering altogether from the scene end fran the 
reader's r.1emory, entails Jenkins in endlessly retailing 
and collecting gossip about then. As a result most of the 
action happens off-stage and Jenkins's function becorues 
to chronicle "a pattern of distant adulteries, advancenents 
1 K. J~lsop, ~1e Angry Decade, 1958. 
2 G.S. Fraser, The Modern 1r!ri ter and his World, 1964 ed. 
3 ~1is espect of his novels has been discussed in Chapter 5A 
(the contenporary hero). 
4 V .S. Pritchett, The vlorking Novelist, 1965. 
6 P. West, The Modern Novel_, 1965. 
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and declines; he records apparently uninportD.J.""lt attitudes, 
appearances and dis-appearances like a Front Line reporter 
who has never left GHQ. '' 1 
Evelyn Waugh strongly inf.luenced h1thony Powell in his early 
novels, but his later ones have ce.used hi1:1 to be called 
1la. dehydrs.ted Proust". G.S. Fraser2 suggests that the 
phrase "pays proper tribute to his power of working out 
large genere~ iillplications fran small incidents; and it 
suggests a dryness of humour • • • • " But the "larger 
implicr.tions" have beco~e lost amongst the collection of 
sm£<11 incidents. V.S. Pritchett 3believes that this is 
the danger of the~ fleuve when it leeks a strongly 
sustaining idea beyond the convenience of its own existence. 
"I an not sure that the idea of the decade~ ·c;,f &. cle:55 
anecdotally reviewed is strong enough." 
Opinions on Powell's novels have been given fron a nunber 
of critics becnuse they indicate how very differently 
Powell's novels appea.r to his ado.irers and his detractors. 
The Husic of Tit]Q. has becoEle v. coterie cmthusia.s:-:1. To 
outsiders who are not steeped in the nores of English upper 
class social life - or who are not convinced that they 
E>.re .w·orth detailing so rui.:.1utely - Powell seens trivie.l. 
Gossip can be enterte.ining, as Aubrey shmred, but it geins 
fr0i:1 being told about real people. Powell's characters 
are far fran real; they e..re dancers, performers, whose 
4 behaviour seet:lS wholly irrelew:mt to anyone but thenselves. 
Powell's ottitude to then is enbiguous. In his eerly 
1 M. Ra.tcliffe, The Novel Today, 1968. 
2 The Modern vlriter and his \"lor1d, 1964 ed. 
3 '!he lrforking Novelist, 1965. 




novels he keeps e. ss.tirice.l distance fron them., but in his 
later ones the impulse is nostalgic. He is a product of 
the societ,y he describes. 
·It is not only Pow·ell'ssubject r.m.tter uhich fails to attract 
the outsider. His style too, pretentious and over-wrought, 
is unva.ryingly tedious. Jenkins 11likes to describe every 
incident or episode with which he is engeged in the most 
neticulous detail, end to reflect on its morel iruplicE!tions, 
laboriously, end with an odd rJixture of penetr&tion ~nd 
1 
apparent ne.:tvet,y. n In A Buyer's Market (1952) he takes 
four pages to describe the pouring of a. sugar bowl over 
WidL1erpool's heed (school-boy pranks nre ouch enjoyed by 
these bored and eimless people). The Mili tE:ry Philosophers 
( 1968) opens with this typically mannered pa.ragr~ph: 
Towards norning the teleprinter's bell sounded. A 
vThole night could pass without a smlDons of that sort, 
for here, unlike the fon;w.tions, was no responsibility 
to wake at four and take dictation - SO!~le brief 
unidentifi€,ble passage of on the whole rmdistinguished 
prose - from the secret radio spider, calling and 
testing in the snell hours. Sleep was perfectly 
attaiz_nable \-Then no raid intervened, though recurrent 
vibrations fron one or both E18Chines affirned next 
door the sane restlessness of spirit that <:.tgi ta.ted the 
Duty Officer's rooD, buzzjJ,1g all the tine with 
desultory currents of feeling bequeathed by an ever 
changing tenu.ncy. Endenic as ghouls in an .'lrabian ceuet~ry, 
harrassed aggressive shades lingered for ever in such 
cells to inpose on es.ch successive im18.te their 
preoccupa.tions and anxieties, crowding fron floor to bed, 
invading and distorti1~ dreens. 
The high regnrd in which Anthony Powell is held is puzzling 
to non-English readers (none of the .Auerice.n critics 
consulted shered the fervour of sone of their English 
colleagues). They tend to see in it & reflection of the 
parochialiBL1, the narrowness of focus, the obsessive concern 
with the social, the tri vif'.l end the fleeting which are 
1 G.S. Freser, The IJ!odern 1fri ter end his i'lorld, 1964 ed. 
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characteristically English. It takes a considerable novelist 
to present the novel of nanners as sonething enduring and 
worthwhile; Powell 's novels of nanners seen as endurin...g 
as back-copies of the Tatler. 
DORIS LESSING In her introduction to the fifth and fiMl 
volume of Children of Violence, Doris Iessing wrote: 
"T.ais book is -vrl~t the GeriJans call a Bildungsro1:nan. 11 A 
reviewer 
1 
comnented: "But e · Bildungsrormn implies sone 
personal 6orel resolution, some answers to the questions 
ftSked or exenplified by the central, fina.lly gebildet 
figure. 11 Only biogre.phicd t>nswers are finfllly given. 
The sequence which started with the heroine the focus for 
the rentral theoes of the novel, baco:>1es in the ond 
the biography of Martha Quest. 
It would not be wholly m1fair to describe Doris Lessing 
as Gindin 
2
does, as a sociologicel journalist, for she is 
intensely coh~:ritted to active persuasion to reforn society. 
In her second, third and fourth novels (A Proper Merriage 
1954, A R.iJmle fron the Storn 1958, landlocked 1965) her 
political and social concerns push the 'novel;' into the 
backgrom1d, but in her first book, Martha Quest (1952), 
1t~hich is perhaps her mst e.utobiogrephice.l, she a.chieves 
a. balance between the novel and propt:'ganda. 
Martha Qu.est is the story of e young girl brought up on e. 
southern African farm. ( identifiably Rhodesian~. She rebels 
e.gainst her faoily, rm1s to the city ( Salisbury) end oakes 
m.istakes - her lJarriage is one - in trying to discover 
1 .!!§. 3. 7.1969 




As a portrait of pre-war Rhodesia it is u.llforgettable t· 
gathered at the Sports Club, ths tees on the verandah, cJ: 
sundo~mers, is a fairly representetive cross-section of 
colonial white society. Doris Lessi1~ directs her anger 
chiefly at their cooplacency and lack of political awareness, 
and she attacks the do-gooders and half-baked liberals 
with the sane venom. with which she attacks the stupid or 
me~icious. But her view of her che.racters is wholly one-
sided, her scorn so wide-spread that although the force of 
her attacks ensures that they are not ignored, the dame.ge 
they do is reduced. Strangely, she e.lnost ignores the 
effect of the Depression on the co1mtry, pe.inting the 
period as one of general affluence and contfort. 
Since the story is told by f1artha, with irritating authorial 
interventions to drive home her points, it would seen 
essential for Martha herself to be more admirable, nore 
lL~eab~ than the people she scorns. In the first l1alf 
of the book her frustrations and restlessness oake her a 
syrapathetic character as she struggles to for1:1 her beliefs. 
But her frustretions turn her le.ter into s whining, sherp-
tempered and apa,thetic crea.ture es silly as her feather-
headed friends~ But her feather-headed friends do not 
indulge in pages of introspection. There is no authorial 
distance from Hartha. She is never treated ironically P.nd 
she never laughs e,t hersrJlf. Nhere the reader feels only 
impatience, the author e:xpects hi111 to feel sympethy end 
compassion. furis Lessing's Marxist view that characters 
are alEmst completely conditiar:8. by tine and place, by 
• 
• 
their environnent, has led to an over-simplifica.tion of 
both her me.jor and: minor chera.cters • 
In A Proper Marriage there is a development of a theme 
which had not been central in the first book; the problem 
of the rights of women in e, world 11~de for. men. Ma.rtha 's 
feminism is expressed in a. sullen ~Tithdrawel, e passive 
acceptance of her role, broken only with flashes of 
vicious temper. Her not very bright husband is under-
standably bewildered. Towards the end of the book - a 
large part of whicl1 has been devoted to the detailing of 
the problet:ls of motherhood and housewifery - Martha finds 
her poli ticel hone. In the next two novels she acquires 
e.nd abandons another husband and becooes a small-town 
Marxist. The Four-Gated Ci t:y, seven hundred pages long, 
is set in London at the beginning of the 1950s. The focus 
of attention is shifted away from Martha and her problens 
to the fanuly she lives with. The wife has he.llucinations 
and hears voices, ~.nd Martha comes to hee.r them too. Her 
extra-sensory perceptions are described in detail. 1T1arthe, 
simply because of the swao.ping e:motations of her pS"'Jchic 
state, is never e 'character ' at e.l.l. She is essays, 
diatribes, sharp observe.tions, e novelist EJE~..nqu~: you 
can't l'te.lk round her. n 1 'lhe novel ends in the yaer 2000 
after the Catastrophe which l-iarths predicted he.s ttlken 
place. One reviewer commented: 11Ms is not a biography 
2 
(nor a Bildungsroma.n) but e. work of social pathology." 
Children of Violence is an 1..meven work and an a.nbi tious 
one, and it is perhaps only in the first novel that furis 
~ssing achieves a conpromise between Lessing the novelist 
and ~ssing the Sociologist a~d political anioal. 
l John Coleoan, Ob ._R_., 29.6.1969. 
2 TLS 3.7 .1969. 
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HENRY WILLIAMSON. The publication of The Gale of the 
World in 1969 completed Henry tflllianson's fifteen-
novel cycle, A Chroracle of ffi1cient Sill1light. It is the 
stor.y of Phillip Maddison, Williaoson's elter ego, from 
his childhood near Croydon in the 1880's to his 
soldiering in the First World War (these first five 
novels are his most successful) and to hisyeers living 
in the countr.y writing and fe.rning. The beginning of 
the Second World War(A Solitary 1-J'ar, 1966) found 
Maddison caught between loyalty to his country and 
a.dniration for Sir Oswald Hosley and Adolf Hitler. 
'll1e Ge.le of the ivorld, set in 1946, leaves Maddison at 
tho point where he overcomes a six-year writer's 11block'' 
and is embarking on a novel sequence. 
A Chronicle is an. intensely personal record- it is only 
incidentally a social novel. His Pantheisn, "perhaps 
the chief glory of ~Villianson 1 s writing, as of his life". 1, 
is attractive to those who share his pDssionate, mystical 
involvenent with neture and the English earth. Richerd 
Jeffries 1 s The Story of r.1y HeE".rt ( 1919) wr.s his origino.l 
inspiration. 
}ia,ddison 1 s politics a.re less easy to accept, not beceuse 
they are ''right" or "wrong" but because of his na!vety. 
The later novels reed in places like electioneering 
pamphlets, larded with quotations from Mosley (Hereward 
Birkin in the novels~ and although they serve as a useful 
rer:ri.nder that British opinion of Hitler w·a.s by no means 
un!tnir:1ous, their value is offset by his childishly uncri tice.l 
acceptance of even the most unlikely statements (one 
1 Tines Sat. R, 7 .6.lg6g. 
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character in The Gale of the World tells him thut Hitler 
ordered Rundstedt to halt the GerruUl tru1ks before Dunkir~, 
because of his fi'iendly feeling for the British, 11a 
cousin ru.;, tion n). Hero worship is seldon v. ttr~cti ve to 
the onlooker, and Maddison's is of a pe.rticulerly 
unattractive variety. He writ& s to a young nan who 
aspires to write an epic for his age: 
Will you show truly the luminous personality of Adolf 
Hitler in a roan with those who believe in hin? 
• • • find will you show this Lucifer, this light-
bringer, in a scene of Tblstoyan scope and sw8ep, as 
one in those early years of the 'thirties possessed 
harr1oniously by the highest spiritual forces, gentle 
and oagnaninous? 
If one sets aside Willirunson's politics- and this is 
hard to do in the later novels - and tr~es to assess 
his achievenent as a chronicle novelist one io faced 
with the problem of deciding whether the nerits of 
A Chronicle of Ancient Sunlight outweigh its defects. 
The sincerity and honesty of Maddison are impressive, 
there are os.ny fine pages of writing - particularly in 
the descriptive sections -and the agricultural life 
has rarely been so comprehensively shown in now.els. 
Against this is the grossly clw:13Y dialogue and feeble 
characterisation of the ninor characters. The women 
in Maddison's life are idealised end unreal, end his own 
obtuseness in personal relations make Maddison hinself 
singularly wooden. Willienson described fl1ilip 
Maddison as having the te~ent but not the tenperanent 
. 





A. Q::l.ufort wa.s quotGd Ct.t the beginning of this chapter 
as saying that the vast novel-sequence 11is bound to sink, 
as it is sinking, out of the first line of technicnl 
excdLmce , rnd be inherited by the good sacond-n; ter. 11 
Of the five novelists who hove ~ttempted such novel 
sequences since the vTD..r, C .P. Snow end Henry Williaooon 
could foirly be described as ."zoad' second-rnters". 
'llieir novels c;re sound an({ workr:umlike, constructed by 
cr;dtsr.1en rvther than artists. 'Ihe vest novel-sequence 
suits their tenperenent for it does not depend for its 
success on the excellence of any one volune but on the 
pHnoramic view built up by then all. Tile total 
effect is inpressive. 'Ihey are not "inspirational 1t 
writers, not who.t A. CorJfort c.:;~lls the "purely creative, 
intuitive type", end the chronicle novel can best 
acconodute their expansive style. 
lmthony Po1-mll and furis Lessing seem less able to cope 
with this dcrn_nding fon1, and the stre.in is narked 
in their later novels. Anthony Powell's degenernte: into 
gossip; Doris Lessing's .:1re p€1dded out with irrelevru1cies. 
'Ihey lnck e strong cen tr£> l thane to sustt.' in them and the 
effect is of shupelessness. Doris Lessing in po.rticula.r 
seens to benefit fron the greater discipline iraposed by 
shorter forr.1s, us h-eT volunes of short stories 2 show. 
Both Powell end Lessing have written very unevenly, ~nd sone of 
the parts of their chronicle novels are better th.~n·. the . 
..,.,hole. 'Ihey ure esscm tiv.lly uinspira tionoJ. u writers who 
are ill-suited to ru1 expansive forn. 
1 Quoted on Page 4A.02 from The Novel and Cur Ti::1e, 1948. 
2 Voices at Play, 1961 is one of her best collections. 
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'Ihe six volm1es of Simon Raven.'·s sequence which heve so 
far uppe~red suggest that he is not writing a chronicle 
novel but a nw~ber of novels which are tenuously linked 
to ea.ch other. A pattern may emerge as he adds to the 
series, but ~~s it stands each novel cs.n be read separately 
and without reference to any of the others. His range 
of ~.terial is wide but it is not explored or developed 
vli th the thoroughness which one expects from a. chronicle 
novelist. 
The re~tining novelists to be discussed in this chapter 
are less ambitious as far as sheer nw~ber of words is 
concerned. None of them ~as attempted anything larger 
than a four-novel sequence, and a conparison between 
these novelists and those e.lreedy discussed would suggest 
that this is probe.bly the optinum size for such prodects 
if the inspirational writer, the ~rtist, is not to be 
over-texed. The shorter chronicle novel at its best 
has a strong central the;ne which L'JDkes its overall 
construction firmer. 1 A. Burgess suggests that the 
"t-Tri ter of the trilogy or tetrP.logy " • is Tiore E>wr.re 
of syDfletry then the r:1an who looks down c long stretch of 
winding river; eo.ch novel hes e fixed ~nd foreseen relation-
ship with every other novel in the little sequence; the 
sense is of a solid pyrawid or tower rather than of an 
unpredict?,.ble work of nature." 
I have included in this group some novelists who have 
not written their books in series but who have written a 
single rw.ssi ve chronicle novel. f.,;ngus Wilson and 
Willian Ploac:r nre the- cbi.;.f of these. 
1 The Novel No#, 1967. 
• 
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Several writers who have published chronicle novels are 
discussed elsev1here in this study and will not be 
discussed here. Other ~spects of their writing have 
seemed more important or interesting than their use of 
the trilogy or tetro.logy. Mervyn Pellke 1 s Goroenghe.st 
trilogy is discussed as a Gothic novel in Chapter 7. 
Philip Toynbee 1s novel-sequence has been taken as 
an example of experinenta.l v.rriting ( Clw.pter 3A). 
Lawrence Durrell's Alexandria Quartet hus been discussed 
in the ch::1pter on the poetic novel (Chapter 3B) but 
sane mention of its structure will be made here becc,.use 
of the importance le.wrence Durrell gives to it. 
A number of novelists have only published one or· two 
novels of their projected sequences, and interio 
judgenent ~y be of little v.alue. They he.ve therefore 
been dealt with nore briefly than would be the ccse 
if more had been published und it were possible to 
gttuge the success ~f their schemes and overall 
putterning. Richard Hughes, Edward Upwt-trd, JilliE!n 
Becker,, Isabel Colege.te and Colin Spencer will 
therefore not be discussed in detail. 
Gabriel Fielding has begun a novel sequence with In the 
Time of Greenbloon ( 1956) which is very much less 
successful thv.n his The Birthday King (1962) which is 
discussed in the section on the Exotic novel (Chapter 4D). 
Neither this work nor Frederic Ruphael 1 s The Limits of 
love ( 1960), a Bildungsrooan of a. london Jewish fonily, 
will be discussed here us they do not represent these . 
nuthore at their best. For this rea.son neither Joyce 
Cary 1 s Chester Nimmo trilogy, which he completed in 1959, 
nor Evelyn We.ugh 1 s Sword of Honour trilogy, completed in 
1961, will be included. 
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LA1YRENCE DURRELL. In his prefoce to Balthpzar, the second 
novel of the .AlexGmdria Quc.rtet he explains the t the 
first three novels s.re intended to be "siblings", equal 
spo,tioJ. situations, md toot the fourth novel odds the 
dir:J.ension of tine. Du.rrell ains ct ttchieving o. fugue-
like simultcneity,with the first three novels develop-
nents of themes, the fourth o recapi_tuletion, 
Of course, ideo.lly cll four novels should be read 
sinultt~neousJ.Jr;.- ••• but as we lack four-dinensionul 
spectacles the reader will have to do it i~ginativc~, 
adding the part of time to the other three, and 
holding the whole lot in his skull, 
Durrell calls the work "a four-decker novel whose foro 
is based on the rele.ti vi ty proposition, " One of his 
novelist charecters, Pursewarden, expands on the theory 
which A. Burgess 1 has succinctly rephre.sed: 
• • • we view life, he tells us, from v necesst>rily 
limited point, but the limitation has nothing to do 
with our personal nmke-up, only with the ultinate 
facts of space and tine, We observe fron n given 
point-instant, but ~we observe becones different 
if we alter our position: 'Two paces west and the 
whole picture is changed, ' 
What this amounts to is thet, one novel of the 
Qu?rtet being concerned with tine, and the other 
three with the 'three sides of space', we can never 
see the whole of any given character or event in one 
novel alone. · 
The Continental critics have been nost enthusiastic about 
this appeal to the relativity proposition, but the 
English critics have tended to see his experimental 
method of the 'novel of sliding panels" in this light: 
2 , , • it would be truer, and sinpler, to say that 
it coBbines (often without warning) the stree.n of 
consciousness of several people, all of then doing 
their best to articulate recollections and their 
present impressions. 
1 The Novel Now, 1967. 
2 P. West, The Modern Novel, 1965. 
• 
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OLIVIA MANNING. In e discussion of the two books of Olivir-
Menning 1 s which iomedia tely preceded her 11&.lka.n Trilogy" 1 , 
A Different Thee (1957) and The fuves of Venus (1956), 
F .R. Karl 
2 cm~1lllended particularly her sense of place, 
which he felt to be Dare effectively conveyel1 than was 
her central character. In the Balkan Trilogy her sense 
of place is allied to a sense of histor,y and the result 
is a brilliant portrait of the disintegrating war-tine 
Olivia Manning is unusual in conbining what is called, for 
no ver::J good reason, a oo sculine intelligence, with a 
feminine sensitivity. She con essemble and present 
facts cleer ly, with irony end without hysteric. She writes 
a cool, elegant prose which f:t times becones poetry. No 
quotation could ll.dequately illustrate the way this 
coiJbination brings the Balkons to life at this particular 
point in its history, becE:use the portrait is built up 
in small ~ccunulating details. 'However this quotntion 
froiJ The Gree.t Fbrtune suggests something of her o.ethod 
of creating vtnosphere while at the se.r.1e tirJe conveying 
infornation: 
3 The dey before had been spent on famliar terri tory, 
even if the Orient Express had kept to no schedule. 
Harriet had watched the vineye.rds pass in the late 
SUDI'.ler sunlight. Pe.lls of greasy sandwich paper had 
macrrewed theaselves in the hee.t, eopty Vichy bottles 
rolled about under seats. \~en the train stopped ~~ere 
was no sign of a station-oaster, no porters carJe to the 
windows. On the deserted platfonJ, loud-speekers gave 
out the nurJbers of reservists being called to th~ir 
regi·ments. 
,~other quotation from the sane book Shows the way she 
links natural pheno!ilene. with historice.l events. 
1 The collective title WHS suggested by a reviewer, not 
by the author. The three novels Hre: The Gree,t Fort"ur,le 
(1960), The Spoilt City ~1962) and Friends ar1d Heroes (1965). 
2 A Reader's Guide to the Con ten ora En li h novel 1963. 




With late Novenber ca.oe the crivat. a frost-hard wind 
that blew fron SiberiE~. stra.ight into the open r:1outh of 
the Moldavian plain. Ie.ter it l'muld bring the snow, 
but for the monent it was merely a threat and e. 
discomfort that each day grew a little she.rper •••• 
At the end of Novenber there cane, too, ~ renewal of 
fee..r tJ.s Russia inveded Finland • 
.Against this vividly painted backdrop there is a finely. ·drewn 
study of the Lw.rrisge of a young British left-wing 
intellectual couple, Guy and H.a.rriet Pringle. 'lheir story 
is simple in outline. 'Ihe Good Fbrtune opens with Guy 
and his new wife going to Buche.rest where Guy lectures in 
in English. It ends with the fall of Paris. In ~ 
Spoilt Ci t:E ( 1962) war cones to Rumania ll.1J.d Harriet flies 
to Athens. Guy joins her there in Friends tmd Heroes 
but w'hen the Germans erG six hours froB Athens they leave 
on a boat for Egypt. 
Guy is tl. conplex nan under his a.ppo.rent sinplici ty. He 
is inpulsive, generous, gregarious, ideelistic - a St 
Bernard of a Dan - but he is also an abstracted, unconsciously 
neglectful husband whose charity begins anywhere but at 
home. Harriet, watchful, sensitive a.nd gu.c.rded, is his 
anti thesis. Most of the events ere seen: fron Harriet's 
viewpoint and her·reticence about her emotions is renerkeble 
in a WOD£!Il. novelist, but it ~tlSO makes Harriet eppeer 8. 
little chillingly inhw:JBn. She is attracted to, but does 
not respond to, the warmth of her husband's personality. 
A brief nention of her childhood - spent with en aunt 
who did not love her- gives 11s e clue_to the source of 
her withdrawn, dispassionate und lonely ~ture. Olivic. 
Manni1~ has been criticised for her portrait of Harriet, 
who is ess~ntinlly unknowable, but it 1~1y be a failure-· ·. 
1 Pe.ge 107, Panther edition. 
• 
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on the part of the reader, not the writer, for Harriet 
is unlike any other heroine in fiction. She does not 
fit into any preconceived ideas of whnt heroines should 
be, e>"lthough l'lomen reeders find her wholly credible. 
If there were $.ny doubts about Olivia rlf~lnning' s ability 
to croote chnracter, her portre,it of Prince Yekimov would 
dispel theu. Prince Yak:inov is one of the most menoreble 
characters in contenporary fiction. 'Yeki' is e White 
Russian emigre who arrives in Bucharest r- t the same tiue 
as the Pringles, and he is shot before they le~we Athens. 
Yclci is, like the others, an alien but he is also a 
synbol of the past, a relic who does not survive the 
cataclysn. 1 He is not unlike WilliarJ Plooer's Toby d'Arfey 
in his elegance and light self-nockery~ He too has a 
fund of preposterous stories which depend for their 
success on the EJ£mner of telling rnther than their content. 
Yuki lives off other people and he is n CQDning scrolUlger, 
but he is also courageous, stylish, pathetic in his 
hur:dlity- snd very fmmy. Ynki is tho urch Survivor. 
In all rlfiss Ma.m:.ing 's novels there are survivors - people 
who cadge ftnd sponge outrngeously to L1tdntdn stend~rds 
of living they ctmnot begin to e.fford; wives who feel 
neglected but shore up their tTharriages out of sheer grit; 
woebegone provincial girls who refuse to be defaeted by 
the Cl'lds e.nd ca.testrophes of bedsi tter life. Guy and 
Harriet ere also survivors: 
2 
They had crossed the Mediterrone.sn vnd now, on the 
other side, they knew they wer;e refugees. Still, they 
had life - a depleted fortune, but a fortune. They 
1'1tere together and would remain together, a.11.d that ':'~s.s 
the only Ct=Jrtainty left to then. 
1 Museum Pieces_, 1952. 
2 Friends and Heroes, pe.ge 315. 
• 
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This is their Hgre~tt fortune 11 • .A reviet-Ter ~rri ting of 
a simler book (Sarah Gainha.u' s Night .lfulls On the 
~ 1967) wrote: 
1 
Survival against v.pparently invincible forces of terror, 
degr:;\do.tion, tmd inhuoani ty is no nore than en instinct: 
we adLure it, and we cling hopefully to the thought 
that merely by surviving a hurosn :,eing can preserve 
something of a way of life destroyed. 
That is, in essence, Olivia Manning's theme. 
Olivia I~nning's triloerJ is one of the ~jor works of post-
war fiction. Its subject and the period it covers oakes 
a conperison with Evelyn Waugh 's Sword· of Honour trilogy 2 
inevitable, but it shows up the thinness, the bleakness 
and the lifelessness of the latter. It does nore thun 
chronicle cl period a..11d plHce - it brings therJ to life. 
RICHP.RD HUGHES. After twenty-five years (;Jf silence, 
Richard Hughes published the first book, The Fox in the 
Attic (1961) of a projected sequence to be called TI1e 
Hwnan Predicanent. In the preface Hughes 1rrote: 
il'fue Human PredicaG1ent is conceived t>..s &. long historicvl 
novel of cy own tirJes culninating in the Second lnforld 
War. 11 P. \rlest 3 describes it as 11Proustiem 11 , ancl his 
style of writing is not U11like E.M. Fbrster's or 
Christopher Isherwood's. The Fox in the Attic is in 
three perts - the first set in England, the second in 
Bavaria e>.nd the third in both. TI1e period covered is the 
weeks of Hitler's unsuccessful putsch in 1923. 
TI1e book opens dranatical1y with Augustine, the chief 
character, carrying a dead child over his shoulder. 
A Burgess 4 suggests that the chi.ld is s, syubol of the 
1 TLS 16.3.1967. 
2 Me; at J\..rr.~s ( 1952), OfficGrs und Gentlenen ( 1955), 
ancl TJncondi tional Surrender ( 1961). 
3 The Hodern Iifovel, 1965. 





dood pest, a watershed, as it were, between one. era and 
the n~xt. 'fue death is also e device to set the ne.rretive 
in notion, for the reaction of the village to the death 
encourages .Augustine to visit sor.1e GeroEm cousins until 
the feeling in the villt:tge ag£dnst hio has 'changed. 
Augustine is an e.ninble yot-mg IDEm, OXford-educded <md 
churning, but in Gemany he finds that he is Dlnost totally 
ignorar1t of people and politics. The glib Ul1dergraduate 
fornRtlae do not fit his new experience. One : - perhaps 
the central - thene of the book is the difference between 
the English and the Geroans, particulerly in their attitude 
to politics, for while the English are discussing the 
possible reconciliation of two warri1~ politiciens, the 
Gero.ans are witness:in,g the rise of Hitler. In sualler 
details too the English and GerLl£1ns are diffenmt. In 
England .Augustine is en enthusiastic duck hunter; in 
GerLIDny hU11ting of the boa.r is e.n Dl together wilder, 
less precise sport. 1minal iW£.gery pleys an ioport0nt 
part in the novel. The seco!l.d book is called ''I'he lrlhi te 
Crow' a::1 reference to Hitler, the third is called The 
Fox in the Attidwhich refers to the fox which one of the 
Baverien cousins keeps in the attic of the schloss, to the 
politicol reft~ee who lives there unkno~Tn to the reut of 
the fanily, Emd to Hitler who flees £tfter the failure of 
the putsch like a fox to his bolt-hole. 
In the preface, Richard Hughes wrote: H'lhe historical 
characters and events are as ~:tccure.tely historical as I 
can IDE!ke theiJ., 11 '!here is a great deal of historicv.l 
detail, sonetines given in the form of lectures, so::.1etines 





Munich), and sometimes it forws a natural pert of the plot. 
The very short chapters ennble hin to be discursive, 
which becones tiresoue in the Gerr:wn section where the 
novel is often subordine.ted to the historical exposition. 
The o.uthor is or:miscient, and souetiues intrusive. The 
very large cast of characters range through nationalities 
end classes and the links between then are not nlways 
strong - presw:wbly this will bccone clearer in the 
later books. A~g~stine is at present too shado~rf to 
be interesting, too young emd ililiwture. 
In the preface to this book Richard Hughes wrote: 
rn·H~ recdor· ~Y wonder v1hy a novel designed as a 
continuous whole rather then as o. trilogy or quartet 
should appear volu.oe by volu.'lle: the plain truth is 
I am such a slow ,,Triter that I have been urged not 
to wait. 
An interio judgerrent of The Fox in the Attic can only 
therefore be nore thr,n ususlly tentative. It nmy vmll 
prove to be the finest work of this decade. 
ANGUS \viLSON Only in his uost recent novel, No leughing 
Matter ( 1967), hes Angu.s ~vilson writttm what is cleprly 
a true chronicle novel, tracing as it dous the lives 
of six people from childhood to lete r:ri.ddle-e.ge. But 
nost of his earlier novc;ls have a uassivenvss, a width 
of range, which links hin with the: contG;:aporary chroniclo 
novelists. He acknowledges the sese influ8ncos (Trollope, 
Dickens, Zola and Proust) as do writers like Anthony Povmll 
and C.P. Snow. He is prioarily ~social novelist, with 
an unusually conprehensi v0 view of socioty. It se<cJi::lS 
justifiable, then, to discuss his w·ork alongside that of 
th:.:J novelists hG nost resenblas. 
• 
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~1ere is one inportant 'distinction between "~gus Wilson 
and i'Tri ters like C .P. Sno111: ltJ'ilson is technicelly very 
versatile. He has edopt'ed many of the stylistic discoveries 
pf the ~~oderns ( fle.shbacks, strea.r.1 of consciousness, 
stylised dialogue, drar~tised scenes and so on 1 ). But 
it is not his style which iiT~edintely strikes the reeder 
and a.l though e, case could be ITl!'de for discussing his 
work .as an exanple of experinental writing, he is nore 
certainly a Contenporary. Angus Wilson is the kind of 
writer Stephen Spender hoped would one day energe-
e. Contemporary who has a.ssimilated the fictional techniques 
of the Moderns into his o~m oaterial • 
. Angus 1vilson is one of the :J.ost highly regarded novelists 
of the post-war period. He is also one of the nost 
coraplex. It is not possible - e.s it is not with 
nllian Golding - to discuss these coraplexi ties in the 
detail they deserve. Hm>Tever e brief nention of the 
uali ties which ore r.1ost often cormended by his critics 
r~y indicate sonething not only of his meke-up es a 
novelist but also of the character of conter:1porery 
English fiction. J.ngus 1vilson is e.cl.':Ured chiefly for 
his originelity- he is seen to possess the qualities 
which ere so often lacking in his contenporcries. In 
praising these qualities the critics ere drewing ottention 
to whnt they believe are deficienciies in other writers 
and to what direction they hope the novel >'lill take • 
.Angus 1Jilson the social novelist he s been praised not 
only for the accuracy of his social observation, for this 
is not unusual, but for his range.2 In his novels there 
1 No le.uithing Matter is his most experinental. 
2 J. Gindin, Postv1ar British fiction, 1963 and F .R. Karl 
A Reader's Guide to the Contenporary. English Novel, 1963. 
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characters fran all social classes and nany professions, 
although he natura.lly feels mst at hone with the niddle-
classes. To take only one book as an exarJple of his wide 
renge, the characters in Anglo-Saxon Attitudes (1956) 
include: a group of Medievalists, a farner cloak-roan 
attendant, e property owner, a waiter, a secretary, e 
radio celebrity end journalist, a conpany director, an 
ex-actress end suffragette, f.l. ledy's conpanion, c. coa:ch-
nan end chauffeur, a merket-ge.rdener, e farner nlJvel 
petty officer ( novT a garage proprietor), a sociologist, 
a housekeeper, a biographer and a sculptress. In an 
interview, AngtlS Wilson gave these reasons for his 
Dickensil:m range of characters: 
1 
.~1 fiction for oe is a kind of magic and trickery -
a confidence triclc, trying to nake people believe 
sonething is true that isn't. And the novelist, in 
particular, is trying to convince the reader that he 
is seeing society as a whole. This is why I use such 
a lot of r.ri.nor characters and subplots, of course. 
• • • because they enable me to suggest the existence 
of a wider society,the ripples of a society outside. 
• • • I try to nultiply the worlds I put into the 
books •••• You believe in ~Shakespeare's tragedies_7 
Dore because thoS(7 others fror:l outside confirn then. 
• • • The third reason for ell the cheracters is the 
Proustian one • • • that the strf-!ngest e.nd nost 
unlikely lives e.re in fsct interdependent. This is 
especially true in tines like ours when the old 
boundaries and deoarontions ere beconing blurred. 
Although ABgUs Wilson is a social novelist he is not 
concerned with detailing the ninutiae of class distinctions 
(this alone sets him apart fro:n most contenporery social 
novelists). The psychological, not the sociel, problems 
of his c.h.ere.cters interest hin. His view of charccters 
is markedly Freudian, and o.gain this is unusual in an 
English novelist, though not in eJl Anerican. 2 
1 '1/'ri ters at 11/'ork, 'Ihe Paris Revie1r1 Interviews, 1958. 
2 Martin Green L~ 'British Marxists and Ac1erican Freudians' 





"Sinple, natve people I 'n inpatient of, because they 
haven't faced up to the main responsibiltty of civilized 
man - that of facing up to what he is and to the Freudian 
motivations of his actions. 11 
1 
In rJE.lny of his novels 
his characters have to obey inpulses which give them no 
freedon of choice. Berne.rd Sands, an ideelist, hero· 
of Heolock and After ( 1952 ), is very much tn"lare of these 
influences. He 1'becomes afraid that though he i:lay have 
escapedfrom the straitjacket of religious orthodoxy, 
his actions are predetermined by his own psychologict.l 
2 
needs. 11 In .Anglo-Sr.,xon Attitudes he shows the effect 
on the children of their parents~.: probler.1s, c . .nd ]'Jo Ic.ughing 
rlfatter is alnost n co.se-book study of the inpcct of bo.d 
pcrents on their six offspring. The Old Men ct the Zoo 
( 1961) explicitly emphc.sises the ps.rcllels between mm 
tml8nir:w.ls in their instinctucl beh~.viour. 
In line with Freudicn thinking, 1qllson suggests thc,t G 
luree part of the hur~n persondi ty is built upon the 
fc.lse o.ss1mption of roles. He endee.vours to sepcrate the 
11person" fror:1 the 11persona "• "Self-reD.lizution was to 
becor.1e the thene of ell ny novels, offering det>.th to 
Bernord Sonds ••• life !!ind releese to Gerald r.liddleton 
••• rmd to Meg Eliot. 11 3 Of these three only Meg 
Eliot, the heroine of The !·li.ddle .Age of Mrs Eliot ( 1958 ), 
cones convincingly to life, perheps beccmse,· as-he admits, 
he consciously identified himself ~·Ti th her. Berncrd Sr.nds 
hod for the nost pt~rt ir:wgine.ry end li tersry smirces, 
end this is apparent in the novel itself. 4 
l Writers at Work, 'lhe Pe.ris Review Interviews, 1958. 
2 C.B. Cox, The Free ~)irit, 1963. 




.Angus Wilson is one of the few cont.:;..':l.porl!ry .GJ.s.le writers 
to h.r:-ve written convincingly a1)out wo=aen, neither 
ror:umticising then nor degr~ding the;:J. He hc,s not chosen 
the eo.siest teethed, thDt of <JDking his heroines extro.-
ordino.ry: both r4eg Eliot rmd Sylvin, the heroine of 
kte Call ( 1962 ), &Te very ordinnry wouen. 
The doo.th of Meg's husbc.nd Cl.nd her altered social end 
firJ.&ncictl status force her to D.ttenpt to create her ovm 
existence, to develop her Olin ~ttitudes and velues. 
J. Gindin suggests thct it could be described rs 118. 
1 
novel of sensibility in tn nlnost Jl'nesipn sense r'. '!his 
hc;.s been achieved at the cost of n certoin leek of drc:r.10tic 
interest, and there is ro.ther too ouch com.1onploce 
observation, but it is & synpHthetic study of a wouan 
struggling with what Christine. Rossetti called 11the 
black death of living ulonc". 
ln Late Call the peripher&l chcr~cters nre stronger end 
offer a distraction and relief fron exploring the 
sensibilities of the heroine. $ylivo. is even less 
intellectl..l8.1 and nore "ordinaryu than Meg. Her e.ilnents 
force her to retire froc her job es D hotel rmn~geress 8nd 
to live t-ri th her vridowed son end grandchildren in t Nmi 
Town. They e.re ldnd to her and her difficult husbtmd, 
but she feels redu:nda.nt, inadequste end useless. She 
is not wanted, neither as a grandnother nor a. housekeeper, 
and she has no answer to the problens of retireuent .sfter 
an active life. '!he generetion-go.p is further widened 
by the intellectucl gap, for $ylive. is not clever or 
well educated as her rele.tives are. She finds the New 




'rown stra.n.ge and unco:Jfortable, designed for the young 
and progressive. The story traces $ylvia's gradual 
adjustaent a.nd the grmrth of a relationship between her 
and the other o.enbers of the fanily. $yli ve is one of 
the nost. fully-drawn and fully-realised hsruines in 
contenporary fiction. 
1-iarga.ret Dre.bble vrrote of Angus tnlson: a. • • it is 
hard to think of eny other writer who can co:Jraunicete 
1 
so easily on so intelligent a level. 11 ·She is of course 
exaggerv.ting, but the point she makes e.bout Angus \-Tilson's 
intelligence is an iDportant one. He is a thinker, an.d 
the ther!les and subjects of his novels are never trivial 
or r.1erely fashionable. Tho Old Jl1en at the Zoo is 11a Snovr 
2 novel -v.rri tten by soneone vTi th nore talent for fiction. 11 
It tests the liberal principles of the ageing in pow8r 
against the facts of the post-war vwrld, with Leacock. 
advocating 0lini ted liberty" e.nd Falcon v.dvocating the 
restriction of liberty. The power gaoe played by 
these end other ch~.recters, including the orgenise.tion 
mm Sinon, perellels the struggles for poner in other 
governnentel spheres. Ang_L:-Saxon Attitudes is 8. 
conplica.ted stateuent on the nature of truth, with the 
hero Gerald coDing gr~'ldually to ree.lise. he hEJs Gva.ded 
truth ell his life. L11 HenJ.ock and llfter the central 
ther:1e is the contradiction between the need for euthori ty 
and the distaste for power. Berns.rd struggles ~vi th his 
conscience in a constant effort to reconcile his public 
and private behaviour and to exenine the nature of his 
hu:Jani:s·~l. 'Ihe violent excitenent he felt at the arrested 
1 Penguin Book News, Hay 1968. 





young hooosexual's terror jolts hin into realising his 
hunaniso does not go far cn.ough. In The i'liddle Age qf 
Mrs Eliot Meg and her brother David "represent respectively 
the hur:Ja.nist possibilities of the active and the pa.ssi ve 
l "f li 1 J. e • I.e.te Call is a statenent of fe.i th in humanity. 
Syliva, with no special gifts, is de;J.onstrably superior 
to the others who are consciou~ of their 8oral duty to 
society but llhose personal relationships are a oess. 
No lo.ughing Matter is conceived as e fe.ble for the century 
- each che.ra.cter, though en individual, represents a 
politicel or social type. A reviewer 2 suggested that 
the central argunents are ''e.bout laughter, what things 
it is proper to laugh ·at, and in what style." 'Ihe 
children's self-defensive nockery of their p8rents 
becoraes nore then a gene when they grow up - they 
become the characters they ple.y in their nocking 
charades. A less recondite interpretation is the.t the 
children were driven by their reaction to their parents 
to seek fane and weo.lth, but their hateful childhoods 
have destroyed their ability to love. 
1mgus \:Tilson recognises tho.t: 0 T'ne nyth ele::.1ent has 
grown stronger with ne as I've lTri tten. ;, 3 There ht1.s 
been en epidenic of conteoporary novels which are 
et ther based on cle.ssica.l nyths or, nore in teres tingly, 
attenpt to construct nyth froo the contenporary scene • 
. Angus Wilson in The Old Men at the .E?.Q. and Uo le.ughing 
Matter tries to do the letter 7 but e~though it hos 
helped with construction probleos - construction is 
1 C.B. Cox, The Free Spirit, 1963. 
2 TLS 8.10.1967 
3 In e.n interview with Frank Kermode, 'rJlyth, Reality 
emd Fiction', The List., 30.8.1962. 
4 See Che.pter 3C. 
• 
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not An~1s Wilson's strong point- it also tends to falsify 
and distort. The inposing of a rigid pattern oakes for 
lifelessness and i~ dangerous in a writer whose intellect 
tends to swaap his iuagine.tion. His best novels - The 
Middle £!..ge of r-1rs Eliot and Ie.te Call - are his least 
intellectual and contrived, and his nost coapassionate • 
.Angus \filson the liberal h1manist does not ah'lays allmv 
his feeling for hu.manity full play. His chief defect 
as a novelist is his coldness, his leek of pe.ssion. 
The sense of i!fel t life H is often r:ri.ssing fro!!! his 
characters. Excelli:'lg in so ;:w.ny other ways, he fails 
in this. His f011dJ1ess for eyth is u.Llitely to cure it. 
Angus Wilson is strikingly original, but he is also very 
often dull. 
1rHLLIAM PLOMER. Tu.rbott \volfe established Willian PloEler 
as a South P.:frican writer of international standard. 
Ti1ere is a clear Dotif running through this and three 
of his later novels 
1 
: the sense of estrangenent, of 
hunan beings looking for a hone but not finding it. 
In. MuseQs Pieces (1952) he explored a related irresoluble 
conflict - that between past and present. 'Ihe book 
begins in the 1920s em.d ends with ~vorld \-Jar Two. It is 
a portrait, ftS the title indicates, of two Ed'imrdio.n 
MuseurJ. Pieces, Susanneh Mo1.mtfeucon l'!nd her son Toby 
d 'Arfey. They are \vrn;gh end Powell che.rt,cters; firistocrt,tic, 
eccentric, extrnvc.gant and talented, but where Vfaugh end 
Powell caricature and satirise such figures, Planer 
develops then: into wholly convincing hunen beings. 
1 Sado (1931), set in Japa.n, The Case is .Utered (1932) 




His approach is frac'l.k:ly nostalgic. He likes and adwires 
them for their nstyle 11 and "flair" and for their courage • 
He regrets that they are nuseUD pieces. He has wisely 
chosen not to narrate their story hir1self, but to tell 
it through the eyes of a youngish wooan who becoo.es their 
friend. She has a. sharply critical intelligence and does 
not cone fron the same ~ristocratic 1Jilieu, so she is 
able to view then with greater objectivity. 
Of Toby, who tries to put his talents to use in an 
increasingly vulg~>.r cor.uercial world she writes: 
Toby's life seemed to have been the expression of an 
insatiable appetite for sonething unattainable,· some-
thing that included peace and power and order, sene-
thing of the confidence that his ancestors ma.y be 
supposed to lu.we sonetines had. • • • What his life 
had lacked, biologically, 1vas the power of ada.ptP.tion. 
Toby was e. civilized man. He was elvmys on the 
side of creators against destroyers, he was an enemy 
of the banal, and if he ha.d strayed in see.rch of eesy 
ar:mseuent, he knew and always returned towards whet 
was enduring and vigorous and best • • 
Toby's liLutations are seen as clearly as his virtues 
but he e.ttains a g"~nuinely tragic stature with his 
suicide. The passing of Powell's characters- who are 
essentially the sene - is not o. e1etter for regret; the 
passing of Plor.:ter' s is seen as the p<:~.ssing of nuch that 
1-ras best in Engla.'Yld. The book ends 1'fi th these lines: 
.A..s I looked back, that one precarious life seened to 
ne even in its frivolity to ho.ve had a certain grcmd.;-mr, 
like a joke wade on the scnffold by a c1an about to be 
put to dee.th as a punisht:1ent not for what he has done 
or not done but for what he is. 
SYBILLE BEDFORD .qithough S,ybille Bedford belongs to 
the older generation of writers, her first novel, A Leg~, 
was not published until 1956. It was l1ighly praised by, 
among others, Evel:y-u \!laugh and No.ncy fJI:i.. tford. Her appee.l 
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to those two writers was predictable, for she writes of 
the aristocracy end upper-classes of the turn of the 
century with the sane sureness and skill which they 
display. Unusually for an English writer, her charecters 
are not English, but French or Geruan. 
In A Legacy ~ young Geman gir 1 tells the history of two 
faoi1ies, her father's and his first wife's. The 
wife's fanily, the Men 1 s, ere Jewish . tn>Der-bourgeoisie; 
the Von Feldens nre Catholic landed gentry. The period-
before the First World War - is convincingly evoked,. but 
it is in the latter half of the novel, the history of 
th~ Von FE:~ldens, the.t she displays her rer.1a.rkable insig<'J.t 
into the German cninil.; traditions --~nd history. .Jcihannes, one of 
the Von Felden brothers, is sent to a. cadet corps: "the 
rigours of the Prussian cadet institutions were notorious 
a.rd intentional. 'll1ey >'Tere places where boys • • • were 
left to spend seven or eight years in a for~~tive 
atnosphere of orgenized hm1ger, brutality, and spiritual 
devastation. 11 He escapes, but is retur.ned by his autocratic 
father. His adored yollilger brother is killed trying to 
catch the train Johannes is sent back on, and Johannes 
hiuself goes r:1ad. In contrast to the Von Fe1den 1 s, the 
Merz 1 s ere pcin ted in 1.ro.rner colours, but they are 
nenbers of c deccying :?.nd decndent ckss. The fonilies 
~re two of the strands uhich go to El.."'lke up the Germr.n 
chvracter, a subject which has fEscine;ted ru-ny English 
1 
novelists, but few hove written on it so well. 
Two of Sybille Bedford's b.ter novels, A F£'vouri te of the 
Gods ( 1963) tmd A Conpass Error ( 1968 ~- .e.re linked with 
1 Gabriel Fielding's 'The Birthdo Kin (1962), Piers P~ul 
Read's 'llie Jmlk:ers {ig68 , Richerd Hughes's The Fox in 




each other, the first being the nether's story, the second 
her daughter's. They are curiously dated, irrelevant and 
rJannered novels. TI1e period detail is faultless, as in 
A Legacy, but it is impossible to feel synpathy with the 
sophisticated and elegant charccters and to cere deeply 
about their raorDl intricacies, "One is uncoofortably 
aware . . . that, for the world which fvscinates Mrs. 
Bedford, it is all too easy to talk about sex ron love 
and passion and despair, but that wine ~Jld intelligent 
conversation and debonair good teste are 'I'Thct rei..lly 
1 
count." It is difficult to take her chc.recters et 
their own, end Mrs Bedford's, high valuation $nd the 
sensitivity of her writing is inadequ.a te compense.tion 
for the r~ longueurs. Sentinental nostalgia for the 
past golden age is a. trap for the older novelist, and 
Sybille Bedford has not, in her later novels, oonaged to 
avoid it. 
N.AHCY MITFORD, The nostalgia with which Nancy ru tford 
writes of the upper-classes of her generation is teopered 
with well-bred elegance and wit, Her style, subject and 
characters are not unlike 1'velyn Waugh's, but where tv~ug h 
S3!itirises the essuopticms end presuuptions of the ruling 
classes, Nancy Iti tford sees then as Dateri~l for good-
natured entertainnent. Her novels provide a necessary 
corrective to \vnugh 's for she eoph:: siaes the considera 1)le 
charo end elegance of a society where class .snd breeding 
reol.ly mattered after <',11, Her characters meke no clain 
to be profOUl1d, as do Sybille Bedford'~and she h&s not 
the tre.gic sense of VJillian Planer, but she has ~ fine 
gift for conedy. She ho.s the knack of LJ.Sking ; · . 
• 
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the outlandish seen nc.tural, the noturol bizarre. 
'Ihe Pursu:it of love ( 1945), perhe.ps her oost successful 
novel, v-ms, on her ovm ednission, l.Drgely autobiogrt:~.phical. 
It introduced the Rndlett fo.r1ily 1r1ho reappeared in 
'Ihe Blessing ( 1951) and Don't Tell .Alfred ( 1963). The 
last book is set in Peris after 1945 and ~ number of 
young post-we~ ch~rccters are introduced. In spite 
of her attenpts to meke thew contemporery (two of then 
are beDtniks, for exru1ple) she is obviously uncomforteble 
end ill ·at ease vTi th a species which·is so foreign to 
her. Her heroine Fbnny h&s becone more like the heroine 
of o, wooon's !JID.gczine story, or~lim:ry rr.:.ther th['n eccentric, 
end nuch of the vi to,li ty u...~d exuberance of her eo.rlier 
novels is ~:ri.ssing. ..'ls D. social novt•list and entertl.i.iner 
Nency r.li tford deserves t: niche in li terc.ry history, 
but her refuso.l to toke a strong noral standpoint he.s 
been, perho.p s undeservedly, held ng!linst her. She does 
not deplore the extravagance. and selfishness of the 
class she depicts, a class which took its pl~sures and 
conforts seriously, and in this she in unfashionable •. 
Her novels offer an interesting conpnrison·with .tmthony 
Powell's Music of Tine series, e series which hfls recEiiived 
almost un!'ninous n.cclein. Next to her Powell seei!lS 
artificial, his che::.racters cardboard, end his style strains 
after a wit and elegance which Nancy Mi tford E~.chieves 
a.pparently without effort. 
P.AMELA HANSFORD J'OHNSON hes e.ll the quelities thet oake 
for e novelist popular with [riddle-class fe~le reeders. 
She is a stern Doralist, appalled at: "The all-pernissive, 
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tho. 'swinging sociC?ty': undor its Big Top, the whole 
garish circus of tho now froodo~ to revel, through all 
kinds of nass media, in violence, in pornography, i~ 
sa.do-oasochism. 11 
1 
She writes a wholly undistingut~ed 
prose which follows her maxim : "Writing is not a privnte 
2 
game to be played at a private party" - there are no 
stylistic eccentricities which Bight alienate a reader. 
She avoids satire which she once defined as "· • • the 
revenge of those who ccnnot revlly conprehend the world 
or cope with it." 3, but her books Dre lightly sprinkl~.d 
with huuour. There is even a dash of sexual titillation, 
t~stefully presented, which shows her to be, like her 
re:.dors, o. wooon of the world. Her subjects nnd churacters 
~re those which vrould interest her re~ders (to usG D.. 
doctor os the hero of lrn Error of Judgeuent, 1962, vrns 
chors.cteristically r:stute). Her novels ure neither light 
nor heavy, :md w'hile they do not ~tin D.t cbstroctions, 
they are consciously intelligent ~nd sociplly cwore. 
The Unspeokcble Skipton ( 1958), Night t>..nd Silence! '\rJho is 
Here? (1963) r,nd Cork Street, Next to the &tters (1965) 
are written around e set of chorecters flnd ,o::l though the 
novels are not obviuusly plnnned as o trilogy, they r~y 
be regarded as such. The first book is plessently 
entertaining e.lthough the che.rl'cterisetion is thin. In 
the next two she abandons frivolity for ~" firm nore li ty. 
In Cork Street she offers an ene>.lysis of the st~te of 
culture in Britain today. · .A nice cleen-li ving young 
tik"Ul, Ton, decides to write e play to de;:mnstrv"te that 
censorship is necessary, the.t there is n linit to whe.t 
1 On Iniquity, 1967. 
3 Quoted by I\llthleen Nott in an a.rticle in Encounter, 
February, 1962. 
2 ~, 11.8.1949. 
• 
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audiences will accept. (It is not explained how he 
knew enough to write the most pornogrrr.phic play in English 
li ters.ture). Predictably, the pl£.-y is accepted end the 
critics persuade the public that it is profoundly 
sie,-r:Uficant. Tom .emigrates in disgust' ( to Jlnerics., where 
the best p:ornography is written ! ) • Another thread of the 
story provides the opportunity for exposing the nodelling 
profession, for delivering a honily on the crinint-11 
classes end for jibing F-t t1odern poetry, the r;l~ss medie 
and fashions. Presunc.bly nodern pa:iting end sculpture 
will be attacked in a later novel. The book W$S a best-
seller. 
In The .Survivt>l of the fittest (1968) Pamela Hansford 
Johnson hes written tho story of the lives of four young 
people fron 1930 through to the 1960's. It is a thinJ.y 
disguised autobiography but in her deteroination to 
fictionalise her oaterial she has destroyed its interest 
as en autobiography, and it is too dull and lifeless to 
be considered e.s a novel. On ths evidence of this 
chronicle novel and the earlier trilogy, D,}r lan '.lhooas 's 
description of her has a hollovTly prophetic ring: 
1 
lmd why the desire to look like everybody else? If you 
were the usual gutless, uninaginative, slang-flinging 
flapper, your adherence to a conventional style of 
looks would be excusable. 
r<II\RGERY SH.ARP rlfargery Sh<>rp is a very prolific writer 
whose o.pperd is to tho sa.we group of roaders as T·liss 
Hansford Johnson's - the middlo-class fe;.w.le. Anongst 
her novels 1is. a series written around the character 
of Martha., en ertist. All Na.rgory Sha:rp 's work is 
1 He was coor,1enting on a photograph of hor in r. lett0r 
to her in late Octobor 1933. Published in Solected 
L::tters of Dylan Thonas, od. C. F.i.tzgibbon, 1966. 
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entertaining, light and undemanding a.TJ.d sh(:; has none of 
the intellectual pretensions of Pe.oele~ Hansford Johnson, 
but her skill end craftsnanship e.re usually underestiuated. 
Since VJB.rgery Sharp is one of the better \-TOBen novelists 
to cater for what is essentially a conservative fer~e 
readership, a brief exar;rl.na. tion of ThG Eye of lt!ve ( 1957) 
the first of the Martha series, uay serve to illustrate 
some of tm ingredients necessary for success with this 
group. 
'Ihe Eye of Love is in essence ~. ronentic love story 
between a pluop niddle-ageu furrier end e decaying, sera~~ 
woman he calls his Spanish Rose ( s.l-J.e calls him King Hal). 
'lheir lw.ppy idyll is broken vrhen his nether decides he 
must oo.rry into e. oore successful firo of furriers in 
order to save the business. IV'Jflrgery Sharp's portrei ts 
of the oatriarchal Jewish faoilies e.re a far cry from 
the sort Philip Roth paints, but the sane "typical" 
Jewish charecie rs appear. The fElther 1:md 'King Hal' foru 
a synpD.thetic alliance e_gaj.nst the woDen. There is c 
crisis, but tr-ue love conquers all. Marthe. is a. nin()r 
charocter in this nv-vel - she is a young girl living with 
the Spanish Rose. 
1\s can be seen frou this sur7lr'mryJ the plot is slight but 
stuficient and the darker side of the eSfair is kept to 
the winir:ru.c1. But it is not entirely e. Hforaule 11 novel 
and the characterisotion is nore than Adequate. It is 
ar1using without being giggly and just avoids being 
sentinentel. In the later novels, of which riJartha, Eric 
and George,(l964)is one, Martha develops into s fuller 
charncter. vfuolly devoted to her art, unconventionel and 
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ugly; she is e far cry fron the "wooan 1 s "'aga.zine" artist 
while not attenpting to be a fene.le Ghlley .Timson. There 
in not nuch to choose between the Martha novels and 
Panela Hansford Johnson's The Unspeakable Skipton ( 1958), 
as far as craftsuanship goes, but Miss Johnson has the 
advantage of being accepted as a serious novelist fvr 
reasons uhich are based less on her actual perforEJa.nce 
than on her pronouncenents as a morP,list. Marge;:ry Sharp 
is usue.lly disoissed es a oere "enterteineru. 
The next two novelists have explored the sane themes: 
the decline of the British Ewpire and its effect on 
those involved. It is R theDe which see1:1s peculiarly 
well s.dspted to lengthy treDtuent, but it hss not 
yet attracted a great novelist. 
DESMOND STEWART. 'Ihc Sequence of Roles , a trilogy 
by Desnond Stewart, centres on three genere.tions of D. 
Scottish-Irish f&L~ly, covering the period froo 1890 to 
the present day. It is a parable of the decline of the 
British E:Jpire and the tale of one fru:rlly 1 s protracted 
love-affair with Eg--JPt. In The Round Mosnic ( 1965) Andrew 
louJaX goes there with h..is wife and children. He is a 
visionary, but a practical one who puts his theories to 
the test by building sn oasis in the desert. His ~rand 
of inperialis:n is contro.sted 'I'Tith that of Kitchener end 
his followers. The deeth of l!ndrew 1s brother forces 
him to return to Scotlend. The I:vrar:ri.d Inch,. ( 1966) is 
set between the yeEtrs of 1919 and 1932, and ends with 
filldrew's death. Reooved from his beloved Egypt, he hr.d 
spent his last yelJrs on trivie. His wife, ~. monstrously 
• 
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selfish woua.n, her sisters and their children are the 
central characters ~n this book, and it is at this point 
that one feels Desmond Stewart is straining his naterial 
to illustrate his thenes. The cast of characters is lergo, 
but the book is too short to do nore than sketch then. Q!'lly 
the. · 3r.ah.aeologist son Jay shares his father's love 
for Eb"J'Pt. The I'fur:mlukes ( 1968 )
1 
the concluding vohmc, 
is also the nost disappointing. The fir::1 grasp of geogra.phical 
and historical atnosphere which nade the first novel 
convincingly authentic has been smothered by his concern 
to keep the story noving. He continues to follow the 
far.uly's love affair with the Middle East but the 
characters are only nanes. 
The trilogy fails, pertly because in the second and third 
novels Stewart hes r..ttenpted to paint too large e pono.reDF 
on too srJ~ll a canvas. He conpresses where expension 
seens called for. Part of the failure is due to a 
determnation to illustrate his theoes, which leads to 
an over-scheDatic organization. In The Manelukes he 
writes: 
The novels of this sequence • • • illustrate two 
i:W,jor theues: the conception of the nediaeval Arab 
philosopher Ibn Khaldu_D that three generations can 
reduce a dynasty fron vigour . to. dece.dence, and the 
older concept of Pythagoras that there are three 
kinds of nan: the nan who ta.lces part in the ganes 
( h1drew), the uan vrho conteaplates then (Jay) and 
the nan who applauds the contestants (Willian). 1 
In The Sequence of Roles Desnond Stewart hss not nanaged 
to avoid ell the pi tfdls of the chronicle novel, but 
he has avoided the r:1ost cormon one - tediousness. 
PAUL SCOTT he.s written two oassi ve novels, The Jewel in 
the Crown ( 1966) and The fuy of the Scorpion ( 1968 )J and 
projects a third to co::::tplete his study of the decline of 
1 The hero oP The f.fuJ.nelulms. 
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British Indio.. 'fue 1hy of tho Scorpion is not exactly c. 
sequel to the first book, ro.ther it is o refinement, ~ 
reflection. The sac1e events are followed out end extended. 
The central situc,tion of the first book w~s a love affair 
between en Indian brought up in England and an English 
girl who was re.ped by a gang of Indions. 'Ihe case becomes 
conplicated by the disturbances !l!1d tensions of 1942 
when the war against the Japanese was going bv.dly o.nd 
leading Indien poli ticittns were arrested after the Congress 
Cor:m ttee had pnssed Gandhi's Quit India Resolution. 
The Des of the Scorpion gives new inforrwtion ubout these 
events o.nd their oftermeth, but essentially it is ~n 
e.ttempt ·to !lU.."'lyse their oecning. 'Jlle novel is obout 
the CI'UElbling of rn enpire,rnd the ~ttitudes of those 
• who hcve served it v.,s soldiers end tdr.ri.nistr<>tors, those English l'Tho hove no other home, rnd the Indi:ms who c,re 
\'lai ting to tcke over. TI:le char~cters, and there ure a 
cr large nu.J.b.-;r of them, represent not only thenselves as 
individUE,ls but also represent typical ettitudes ~~d 
personalities of those involved in Indin. 'Ihey are 
\n tnesses to history. 'lhere is, for exa.mple, t> conventiowl 
oolliGr, u young officer of the old school who believes 
the uagic of the regirJent 's ntme will bring back its 
deserters. He dies in en ambush. A spinster nissione.ry 
sets fire to herself 7 dying becr>use her Indin is dee.d. 
Two Indion poli ticiens, one c: humcne ide~list, the other 
a slippery opportunist, ''l'atch from the side-lines. 
Paul Scott's achioveo.ent is inpressi ve. ALthough there 
• 
inevi tnbly are dull po.tches end passnges of exposition 
by characters who owe their presence to the attitudes 
• 
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they represent, his ambitiousness is justified. Scott 
never loses sight of his central concern in the rJeze of 
detail and this gives his 1.-rork a solid overall structure. 
His teuperarJent seer:ts well sui ted to the chronicle novel 
but it is questiona.ble whether he accm:~plishes mre than 
E.M. Forster in his very much briefer A Passage to L~dia. 
The remaining novelists in this section h£,ve not 
completed their sequences and it is not always possible 
to see patterns energing, so only a tentative guess can 
be Il18.de as to whether they will become enduring additions 
to the chronicle novel. 
JILLIAN BECKER. Tne Keep (1967) is the first novel of 
a projected trilogy by a young South M'rican -vrri ter. 
Her choice of_. subject rw.tter - the lives of e Russic.n-
Jewish fe;Jily in Joha~nesburg before the war - ~es 
comparison with Duris Lessing, Dan JE:cobson end 
!<Tff(l.:Lne_ Gardiner <:tppropriate, but her concern is less with 
tho politic~l scene th~1 with the fcmily ~nd their 
rol~tionships with e~ch other. The father, a law.yer, 
has grundiosc poli t~cnl cnbi tions ond rhetoric to r:w..tch; 
tho mother ho.s pretensions to culture and &. nos;talgia 
for her roncntic youth. Their two children, Josephine 
and Sir.1on, scare ely inpinge on thoir 1i vcs end grow up 
olone. Simon is o. r:torc brutc.l version of Henry Jones's 
}tiles 1 , o. type which occurs frequr.:ntly in contcnporary 
f . t' 2 ~c ~on. Sinon is r;.ngelicdly_ bil~utifu~ :::nd totslly · 
evil. His sr..disn, which is crhown developing throughout 
l The Turn of the Screw, 1398. 
2 Writers like Richard Hughes and Williwn Golding h~ve 
explored this further, but there e.re elso a nUBber of 
writers who use the alittle Gonster 11 for comic effect 
- lZingsley Ar:U.s e,nd. lliuriel Spark do this. 
• 
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his childhood r:nd youth, culo.inating in his wdching 
his mother die fron sn~kc-bitc. His sister Josephine, 
who worships hin, is the or:..ly person who cr..n communictte 
with hin. The portr'i)l'cl of an evil person is o bold 
venture, and Sinon is not s.lways convincing, but Jillioo 
Becker's portrait of the parents, their relotives and 
other rJ.inor chc.ro.cters · :i'wve a credi bil tiy, :;m authenticity, 
which Dllrk her r..s a potentiolly fine sociel novelist. 
She mru1a.ges, too, to keep her poli ticel thcoes under 
control; forrning an essential p~rt of the baclcgrom1d 
but not, at least in this novel, becoming an intrusive 
foreground. 
ISOBEL COLEGATE is G.n r.,ccomplished historical novelist 
(a.s she showed in Statues in the Gcrden, 1964) end Orlando 
King (1968), the first of o projected trilogy, is set 
in Europe in the 1930s. It follovlS the fortunes of :? 
yom1g oon brought up on n remote island by F retired don 
who te~ches him to shun mr,teri~l things ~nd to love the 
simple life. But ~lando is restless end goes to London 
with letters of introduction which st~>.rt hiD on u oeteoric 
career in Business, D1dustry and Governnent. He adapts 
to his nevr life with alarming rapidity. 'lhe coming of 
war forces hin to re-e~L1ine himself - and the book 
ends as he returns to the iolend. A reviewer wr.ote 
a'f this book: 
WrlGre Miss Colege.tG persuo.des us conpletely into the 
suspension of both disbelief and cri ticis:J. is in her 
attention to detail, both historic ~~d stylistic: 
there is hardly c sentence to fault, or a SUD.tch of 
dialogue to ir:1prove on, once the re~der he's ttccept~J 
Orlac'1do and his contenpornries es the spokesnen of 
a generation now, thankfully, being put in perspective. 
1 ~ 19.9.1968. 
• 
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EDWARD UPWARD. Nearly thirty years after his Kafkaesque 
last book, Edward Upward erabc.rked on a trilogy of which 
only In the 1hirties (1962) hns been published. 1 It is 
~ record of what it w~s like to be a young Co1~unist in 
the 1~'30 's. The book records the conflict be~1een the 
young hero's ir;u•gin.D.tive life (he Wt:ts c.n cspiring poet) 
c..nd his poli ticnl life which gr2dunlly corroded his 
natural gifts. The proof of his thesis lies in the book 
itself. Its overwhelning dullness, its deternination to 
lea-ve nothing out end its very lir:li ted Dpped ru:ke it 
~, literu.ry curiosity. It cc>n be rend as a politice.l record, 
r-:n e.utobiogrrphy or :J soci~l study - but the material has 
not been tr::msouted by the imcginc.tion into c novel. 
COLIN SPENCER h~s >Hi tten two novels in his projected 
tetr;.logy 't'Thich centres cround the lives of the Sinpson 
frJ::1ily. A reviewer 'I'Trote of The +Yr!'nny of Love ( 1967), 
the second volune, thnt the 11intricate and sonetines 
hilarious tension of suburbn.n po.ssion is well convey,t:d. 
by Mr. Spencer in flnt, even ::~onotonous, nnrrntive o.nd 
1 dinlogue." This story of o. young r.JD.n 's hntred for his 
f~ther s.nd the effect this h~s on his life rmd loves, is 
told. &lso in exh~.ustive detcil • .As in D.H. kv;rence's .§ill1§. 
c.nd Lovers, the portrc .. it of the f~.ther is painted in such 
blc.ck colours th~t the render perversely prefers hin to his 
feeble son. 'Ihe fnther has a vigour and vitality which 
m.r.kes him more interesting than the younger man who hcs 
La1qrence's habit of presenting dacrning evidence against 
the father whenever possible -and making it too d.snming 
to be convincing. But in the end it is the nonotonous 
narr~tive which fin~lly numhs the repder. 
1 Tines Snt. R. 12.10.1968. 
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Chapter 4 Part B: 
The P{ce.resgue ·Novel 
Paul West 
1 
distinguished between the Bildung~roman which 
. . 
11piles up facts towards a total conception of a character" 
and the picaresque novel which 11presents life as just one 
thing after another, with the minimumof manipulation 11 •. 
It was naturel that both forms should have been revived 
by the post-war Contemporaries, who are primarily social 
novelists. The Chronicle or BildlliJgsroman novelists 
looked to the nineteenth century for their models: the 
picaresque novelists looked to the eighteenth century. 
These forms were not revived simply as a reaction to the 
Modern novel, but beceuse the Contemporaries found in them 
a peculiarly apt method of recording post-wAr British 
society. 
The use of either the chronicle or the picaresque novel 
enables the writer to r8nge widely through the classes, 
and in the picaresque novel he is eble to convey the 
flavour of society through a series of impressions or 
snapshots. In his wanderings the picaro becones involved 
in a variety of situations, oeets a variety of people and 
cuts across a m.Lrnber of social strata. The picaresque novel 
is a comedy of situations, which P. lvest 
1 
describes as: 
"people defining themselves against vicissitudes, not 
tradition"· The heroic and picaresque novel are not 
unalike in form but " • • • in the latter the actions happen 
for their own sakes, because. e.ctions, .of ~ type, are 
2 
enterte .. ining. Heroic action is always a test. " The 
1 P • vlest, 'lhe r1odern Novel, 1965. 
2 A. Alvarez, 'Art end Isolation', List., 31.1.1957. 
• 
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picaresque hero exists in a socie~ where sociPl mobili~ 
is possible; a society which is in e state of flux, as 
Britainis is. now, The picaresque hero is essentially 
rootless, a wanderer, He owes no allegiance to any class, 
and feels himself to be an outsider and onlooker, 
( The central theme of the pica.resque novel is the search 
'1 \for identi~, one of the great twentieth century themes, 
"' "Tile hero accepts the fact ~ he is, but wonders what 
kind and degree of adjectival postulate he can build upon 
his existence,'~ The uncommitted hero wanders through 
socie~ looking for some value to which he can attach 
himself, seeking to discover who and what he is. 
In 195:3 John Wain published Hurry on Ibwn, one of the first 
and most influential of the contemporary picaresque novels. 
In a discussion 2 on form in .the novel, Jqhn Wain wrote: 
"• •• quite often it happens that a form becomes viable 
again after it hes been rested for a century or nm. 
( 'll1e picaresque novel is an example of this in English 
Li.terature). 11 The picaresque novel had appeared in earlier 
twentieth century fiction in novels like J.B. Priestley's 
The Good Companions ( 1929) and Joyce Cary's novels, 
most memorably The Horse's Mouth ( 1944), but it vras not until 
the 1950s that it becmae one of the chief forms of the 
'hrentieth centuy novel, K. Allsop :3 commented thus on 
the influence of Hurry on Ibwn: 
This journeying with a cent:rel che.racter through a 
sequence of picaresque events, with the staccato 
omnivorousness of a cineme. n~rsreel stimulated a fashion 
that still continues, • • • ~rry on Down set a new 
s~le in recrudescence, of the intellectual rebel without 
a cause wandering through the deserts and jungles of the 
post-war world trying to find somewhere to pitch his tent. 
1 J. <lindin, Postwar British Fiction, 196:3. 
2 Essays on Li. terature and Ideas, 1963. 




The hero of Hurry on Down, Charles Lu.t:lley, is a young 
universi~ graduate who feels that his middle-class upbringi~g 
has been stultifying, so he resolves to 11try and find himself ;r 
by leaving his old life and going to live in a tovm where 
he knows no one and depends on no one. The rest of the 
novel is a sinple picaresque adventure story, with a1arles 
becoming in turn.: a window-clooner, car deli very driver, 
hospital attendant, chatufeur and finally a gag-writer. 
~1roug~his jobs he meets e cross-section of socie~ and has 
a variety of a.dventures. In his ll!st position, n me.terially 
comfortable one, he apparently feels he has found the 
neutrality which he was seeking. His friend 'Mr Blarney 
describes it as a racket for the type who: "fuesn't want 
to take sides in all the silly pettiness the,t goes on. 
fuesn·'·t want to spend his time scratching e.nd being 
scratched. Wa."lts to live his own life." His life by then 
includes the woraan he pursued with the ardour of a young 
man two hundred pages and nany adventures earlier. 
1 
The forn Hurry on fuwn takes is, in the opinio)1 of C .B. Co:r.. 
a solution to the structural problems which face the modern 
novelist of liberal inclinations.: 
Charles il~mley tries to escape from a degenerate society. 
He dreams of being left alone to grow naturally into his 
true self. • • • Wain 1 s humanist syapa thies vri th individual-
ism. He >fishes to make no roots in society but to be 
independent of class. • • • Wain's purpose is to sho1<1 
how extraordinarily difficult it is to realize such an 
ideal. Lu.'llley is forced back into contact with society 
by his need for money and his pession for Veronica. 
There is no possible r,re.y in which he could gradue.lly 
develop a.n independence of his own; f!S e result the 
structure of the novel is picaresque, a series of dre.mptic 
scenes to illustrate his own dilemma. Every ettempt to 
escape is followed by a reco::JID.i tal to the evil of 
society •••• no climax or resolution; during a sequence 
of adyentures he repeets the sane patterns of escape from 
society followed by reca.pture. vlain here cres.tes e. 
1 The Free Spirit, 1963. 
• 
narrative structure which can express the frustre.tions of 
a liberal who l1as lost his belief in meliorism and there-
. fore can no longer.devise plots which move inevitably 
through corifiict to some form of resolution • 
The picaresque novel depends chiefly on: three things for its 
success: the character of the hero, the story of his 
'1 adventures, and the value of its sociel commentery. · 
Considered from these three angles, Hur:cy on fuwn is not. r-
' success: Its importance in the li tera.ry history of the 
'fifties must be acknowledged
1
for to it can be credited the 
revival.of the picaresque, ;Etnd.elso the introduction of the 
vogu.e for enti-intellectua.lism.1 But es a work of li terl"ture 
it has very little merit, and even its philosophy is muzzy. 
In the first chapter Charles speaks of 11the deeper and more 
personal problems which he had shelved for years on the 
promise of this tranquil interlude. n These problens are 
never articulated and indeed the search for solutions is 
submerged in the need to scrape a living for :himself. 
Charles has not been able to seek ·answers to his problems 
before: 
••• because the Thliversi~J·had, by its three years' 
ra.11dom and shapeless cranming un:fi tted his mind for 
seriOtl_S thinking; partly because of the continued 
nagging of his circmnstances • • • and partly for the 
blunt, simple reason th8t his problems did not retllly 
edmit of any solution. 
In going to live in a working-clr ss milieu he is not e.ttempt-
ing to join the working-classes, t'lhoril hG loe,thes, and he is 
at pains to point out the difference betl-1een himself end 
••• all the expensive young men of the Thirties who 
hnd n~de, or wished'to make, or tellced of mpking, ~ 
gesture somewhat similar to his own, turni~g their 
backs on the setting the.t hc;d pampered them; and how they 
had all failed from the stc;rt because their rejection 
was moved by the desire to enter, and be at one with, 
a vaguely conceived People, whose minds and lives they 
1 A vogue which reached its lowest point with the publication 
of 150 Works of Li tera.ture He Could Ib Without, by Brigid 
Brophy, N. Levey and C. Osborne, 1967. 
• 
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could not even begin to irJagine, and who would in ~~y 
case, had they ever arcrived, have Elade their lives hell. 
At least, Charles thought with a sense of self-congratula-
tion, he had always been right about then, right to despise 
them for their idiotic attempt to look through two tele-
scopes at the same time: one fe.shioned of Geman psychology 
and pointed at themselves, the other of Rt1.ssian economics 
and directed at the English working cless. A fundaraentel 
sense. of what life re~tlly consisted of had sav~d him et 
any ra.te from such fatuities. 
'.!his passage is not ironic, e.s it might eppepr out of context. 
Wain takes his hero very much more seriously the.n it is 
possible for the reader to do. Illogical, ignorant and 
a.rrogant, he displays the smugness, self-deception and 
fatuity he professes to find in others. The tone of the 
novel is c..pparent in this extract - it is not c mood of 
rebellion, but of bad-teraper. The fiery brillicnce of a 
Jimmy Porter is toned down to e. petulant whining; the hum.our 
and satire of Lucky JiD is here a sly sl:l..iggering. 
Like so r:aany of Charles's metaphysical statements, the 
11funda.mentaJ. sense of what life roe.lly consists of" is 
left vague, end the reader is forced to conclude that what 
life really consists of is a little gentle slumming, sneering, 
despising the rich because they are rich - end finding e 
girl and a well-paid job. The more sympathetic interpretation 
that C.B. Cox gives, that Charles is sincere in his see.rching, 
but ce.nnot realise his independence for his 11every FJ.ttempt 
to escape is followed by a recommitment to the evil of 
societyn1 is supported by F.R. Karl2 who suggests that hiS 
'honesty of intention is transformed into the expedience 
of rel>lity". Or perhaps Che.rles is not looking for velues 
a.t all, but for e. ple.ce for himself in society end, in 
passing, material for a book. 
l The Free Spirit, 1963. 
2 A Reader's Guide to the Contemporary English Nove~ 1963. 
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Hurry on Down was widely nccltdmed for its non~l seriousness 
and also for its comedy. It is herd to see ~rhy. This is an 
exe.mple of his undergradue.te-sa.tirist wnner: 
F.J.s tirade wes clrmmed in an dtack of choking, for the 
labourer next to l1in, after arranging the shavir~s of 
twist in e clay pipe, had ectually gone to the length 
of lighting them_ Dense,blue smoke gathered around 
Froulish and forced its way into his eyes, nose, thront, 
f!nd lungs. Charles sterted back before he, too, should 
be overwhelmed. Getting up, he took his drink ~nd stood 
about six feet away from the evil-smelling volceno • • • • 
Froulish dragged himself to his feet; his figure could be 
dimly made out through the fog. ''lhis way! 1 shouted 
Che.rles. 'lhey he.d become characters in a film trying to 
escape from a jungle fire, or convicts breaking e,,-ray in 
a Dartnoor fog. Clawing the air in front of him, his 
fa.ce green and soaked in perspiration, Froulish energed; 
and Charles, swiftly catching his swe.ying figure, seized 
him by the arm end dragged him out in the clee.r air. 
There are me.ny other oot.pieces described in the same 
facetious manner - the lecture Frouliru1 gives on his novel, 
the scene in the night-club, Charles learning to drive, and 
so on. 
Two critics who were not dazzled by tl1e aura of success ~und 
1 
publicity which surrounded John Wain 1-1ere Anthony Burgess 
2 and Kenneth Allsop • Allsop sees Wnin p,s typifying the 
star-building system of the 'fifties. 
Wain 1 s self-confidence conbined with the clir:Jete of 
acceptance into which he first appeared have created a 
curiously freak reputation •••• it has rilostly been 
done in deliberately high-bllow terns. • • • Wain is 
1.mdoubtedly the most over-rated writer of the fifties 
and stands e.s a lesson in present-day cereerisn - ho'l'r, if 
he is aggressive enough a bout it, e writer ce.n get 
himself accepted at his oirm evP.luetion, irrespective of 
talent. 
In the light of this it is interesting to coopare the 
reception of John Wain's later novels. 11Dise.ppointing" 
seems to be the general verdict - but in fact there is 
little to choose between Hurry on fuwn end, say,". The 
Joung Visitors (1965).. In Living in the Present the 
1 The Novel Now, 1967 
2 The .Angry Decade, 1958. 
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picaresque structure is tidied up into e quest. In The 
Contenders(l958) the pice.resque element is subdued 
to more complex purposes. 
The picaresque novel was seen by many of the writers who 
followed John '\vain as a sio.ple solution to the 
problems of form. Their novels are a collection of ~nee­
dotes which serve no real purpose other the.n to entertein 
- which they often do delightfully. 'lhere is not t>brays a 
convincing reason for the hero being an outsider, so there 
is no sense of dilerr1.':1a. Edr:nmd 11/ard 1 s Summer in Retreat 
is mentioned by K • .Allsop 1 as having this failing. 
Instead of the hero's adventures being a way of viewing 
and criticising a cross-section of society from an u.YJ.uSUBl 
angle, the emphasis has shifted to recounting his sexual 
adventures. The Randy Picaresque has replaced the Social 
Picaresque. 
The picaresque novel has proved particularly attractive to 
Wl~iters whose heroes Pre working-cl~ss because it is the 
working-cless which hes been most effected by the breekdown 
of the class system a.nd the nei'l social mobility. The 
Red brick University heroes, characters like Kingsley .Arnis 's 
Lucky Jim, are usually picaresque. Educated out of their 
own class, but outsiders in the next class up the lE•dder, 
their adventures are often hilarious and their observetions 
keen. 
It would be rep.eti tious to discuss in this chapter the many 
picaresque novels in contemporary fiction, for the patterns 
vary very little. In any case most of the piceresque heroes 
1JI'e more interesting as exexuples of either the contenpora.ry 
1 K. Allsop, The Angry Decade_, 1958. 
• 
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anti-hero or as provincial heroes. The anti-hero has been 
1 
called the "standard fictional representative of his age" 
and the provincia.! novel the nu veliest post-w·er trend in 
English fiction 11 •
2 
It has been decided therefore to discuss 
the pica.resque hero within one or other of those groups. 
The picaresque anti-hero is discussed e.long with other 
types of anti-hero in Chepter 5A; the provincial picaresque 
hero is included in Chapter 4C. 
l J. Gindi.n, Postwar British FictionJ 1963 
2 The British Imagination. 1960. 
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Chapter 4 Part C: 
The Provincial Novel. 
In 1960 a critic1 wrote: 0 'llle liveliest post-war trend in 
English fiction is probably the investigation of velues in 
a provincial setting - a theme with as much social ~ s 
literary interest. 11 Since that was written there ere signs 
that the trend is'less lively. Although provincial novels 
continue to be viTi tten and be published there is a disturbing 
san1eness about most of them and few of the recent ones have 
brought ~~ything very original to the genre. As with all 
literary fashions, there has been a reaction against the 
excesses of those who jumped on the band-wagon, but when 
the provincial novel became established in the 1950s it 1:1as 
seen as an import~~t and refreshing stimulus. 
T,ypically, the provincial novel is concernea with the working-
cle.sses, and more often than. not >'lith the urbt:ln working-
classes. There is no rJiddle- or upper-class provincial 
novel. The terms "provincial" Md ''working-class 11 are 
nearly synon~~ous in current usage 1 and in' this chapter 
they are used interchangeably. The industrial north, 
particularly Yorkshire and the tvest Riding, is the most 
popular setting, althou~h thare are a number of Irish novels 
•iith a rural setting. The Irish novels fovm a distinctive 
group and will be discussed sepa.rately. 
There are a number of possible reasons why the provincial 
novel should hav.e come into prominence when it did. The 
time was ripe for a new· kind of novel to appear. 11For ten 




crfifteen years before these writers began to publish in 
the middle 'fifties, British writing seemed anaemic and 
concerned with well-executed trivia. n1 !Jlost of the writers 
had been established before the war end few of these had much 
to say abou~r even interest in the contemporary vmrld. 
The provinces and the working-classes v1ere neglected in their 
2 
novels. When the provincial novel appeared and opened up 
new territory, its originality was striking. 
The reaction against the Moderns, which was gaining strength 
at this tL~e3 created a favourable climate for the acceptance 
of the provincial novels which were Contemporary in style, 
subject and concerns. 
Although some of the viTi ters of provincial working-class 
novels were not themselves provincial or working-class4, 
most af them were5 and to the older literary Left they 
seemed a fulfilment of their hopes that an articulate 
. 6 
working-class would ooerge one day if given the chance. 
It was natural that the presence of these viTi ters, sons of 
coal-miners~ Yorkshire grocers,8school drop-outs9, should 
he.ve been regarded as in itself hopeful, however much the 
books themselves n:rs.y have displeased some of the older 
generation with their attacks on the Welfare State the 
pre-war Socialists had helped to build. It seemed that 
the proletarian novel had at last arrived. 
1 J. Gindin, Postwar British Fiction, 1963. 
2 Discussed by E. Shiels, 'British Intellectuals', EncoQ~ters, 
ed. s. Spender et al, 1953-1963. 
3 This has been discussed in Chapter 2. 
4 J. Wain and K. Arnis were not vTorking-class, ArDis was not 
born in the provinces, neither was J. Osborne. 
5 A. Silli toe, J. Braine, B. Kops, D. storey, S. Barstm-;, 
K. iVa.terhouse,A. Wesker, s. fl!idd1eton amongst them. 
6 J. Lehmann, 'Radicalism Then and Now', 1f!:§j:,., 9.8.1962. 
7 A. Si1litoe, s. Barstow, D. Storey. 
8 K. Waterhouse. 
9 A. Sillitoe, C. \1/ilson, s. Dela:1ey, B. KoprJ and others. 
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Ironically, the Welfare State was largely responsible for 
giving these young men the opportunity to become writers. 
Admittedly D.H. Lavrrence had pioneered acceptance of the 
provincial working-class novelist but it vms less Lawrence 1 s 
example than the Welfare State itself which rna.de the 
emergence of such writers likely. Free education and a 
higher stendard of living, together with the breaking-do1iln 
of class barriers made it easier for the would-be novelist 
to acquire the necessary literary techniques and sufficient 
leisure and freedom from worry and want to devote himself 
to writing. As George OTivell pointed out1 , poverty reduces 
ma.n to a.n anima.l where even his sexual urges (which are linked 
to his creative or artistic urges) are sublimated in his 
search for food. Fbr the worker who recognises that he is 
doing an essentially meanin~less job that is in no way 
fUlfilling, this knovdedge of his mm uselessness acts as a 
deterrent sexually. None of the nevr 1vave of provincial 
novelists seens to have experienced real poverty and, 
judging from their novels, neither did they lose their 
sexual urges. 
The courting of youth by commerce and the discovery of the 
"teen-ager" as a potentially valuable market created a youth-
cult in the post-vrar vTOrld, and since most of the provincial 
novelists were young, they benefitted from this attitude. 
K. Allsop2 suggests that Miche.el He.stings, an eighteen year 
old tailor 's cutter from the East End is typical of those 
who benefitted from the state of: 
a full-e~lo~nent economy, >vith a vast mor~ed juvenile 
EJB.rket, Lin whic.hl youth is cultivated, flattered and 
pampered, and bestmved with a glamour that it has never 
previously had •••• That is not necessarily e.lleging 
1 Down and Out in Paris and london,l933. 
2 The .An.K£:L Decade, 1958. 
• 
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that these ultra-young of the youth brigade ca1~ot write 
• • • • what is so regrettable c.bout the fashion of the 
fifties for publishi1~ those whose bones are barely set 
is that it does the "Vtriters themselves so much harm. 
'Ihere is nothing unique, not even new, in young people 
writing. Almost every professional writer has made his 
first attempts • • • in his teens. • • • The difference 
is that the writer- short of the authentic genius -
was aware that this was his apprentice stage • • • • not 
until today have wri tars going through this necessary 
stage been indecently encouraged by publishers to display 
their precocious jottings to the public • • • • 
Kenneth Allsop has touched on a very important point - the 
harmful effect of premature publication on the writer. Very 
few of the young provincial writers of the 'fifties have 
developed much beyond the point reached in their first 
novels, and ma11y of them have retrogressed. As J. Lehmann1 
said of the theatre: 110nce the novelty has wor-n off, unless 
genius declares itse~f, they lthe middle-classe~ will 
surely prefer to return to something that at least in pe.rt 
enters into their own middle-class world." The novelty has 
vrorn off in both the drama. and the novel, but writers have 
continued to re-write their first novels in the hopes of 
repeating their success. The need to publish and keep their 
names before the public has not allml]'ed them to develop and 
mature. The provincial novel has not ~ gone beyond the 
poli1t it reached in the 1950s, end many of the writers who 
were hailed then have since proved disappoli1ting. 1lhe 
reaction has set in and the provincial novel has lost its 
vitality. 
There were, then, a nur1ber of reasons why the provincial 
novelists ru1ould have found a ready clin~te of acceptB.11ce 
in the 'fifties. Fbr most of the novelists who were bo~~ 
and brought up in the provinces it is not necessary to seek 
reasons for their choice of provincial settings, but the 
reasons have not always been autobiographical. 




A. Silli toe expressed regret that: "Working men and women 
v1ho read do not have the privilege of seeing themselves 
honestly e.nd realistically portrayed in novels. 111 There 
is no r.ray of knowing vthether the working-classes do want 
this privilege. R. Re.binovitz2 suggests that they do, 
offering as "proof" the success of some of these novels 
when made into films, but it is more likely that cinema 
attendances were high because of other factors - the chief 
one being the sexual content of the fiL~s. Nor is it 
possible to point to the success of such stage plays as 
Osborne's or Weaker's, for theatre audiences are mainly 
middle-class. Weslmr's Centre 42 venture, which aimed at 
bringing seriO.<.ls theatre to the -vmrking-classes has not 
been e. conspicuous success. It is probable that the 
middle-classes rather than the lower-classes have profited 
from the realistic a~d honest portrayals of the latter in 
contemporary fiction. 
The provincial working-class novel has attracted middle .. 
class novelists, and there are less obvious reasons for 
their choice of such settings ru1d subjects. J. Gindin3 
suggests that the middle-class writers have examined the 
traditional attitudes of the working-classes 
••• not from any allegiance to them as such, but in e.n 
attempt to -vmrk out, for their heroes, the sanest and 
most effective way to survive in contemporary society • 
• , • British writers have come increasingly to recognize 
the applicability of traditional working class attitudes. 
The skepticism about authority and leadership, the sense 
that man controls so little of his destiny, ~!d the 
realization that what man can achieve is limited and 
personal have all reon strongly reinforced by the history 
of the last fifty years •••• The contemporary writer 
turns to the traditional values of the working class 
not to find a proletarian utopia or to endorse some vague 
notions about improving condi tiona or the equality of 
1 lvriters at \'fork 3. Pa.ris Review Interviews, 1968. 
2 The Reaction against Experinent in the English Novel, 1967. 
3 Postwar British Fiction, 1963. 
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all me...'1. Primarily, the writer values the working class 
for its tracli tional responses >·ri thin· a sod.e. ty it carmot 
control, for learning t,o li;ve vri thin a lim.i ted compass. 
One writer who did seek out th'e working classes with Hvague 
notions about • • • the equality of rwn" was furis Lessing, 
but in Th. Pursuit of the English 1 she admits that she · 
found that: 11 'Ihe people from the working clrcss are simply 
less verbally skilful, less proficient in handling the 
forms, less sophistice.ted versions of their counterp~lrts 
1ro1ho comprise the Estoblishment. 11 It is surprising thet 
she should have expected anything different, for as o 
Marxist Doris Lessir..g would be aware of the effect of e 
man's enviror..men t on his character. 
Doris Lessing's renark is interesting chiefly because she 
reaches the s~~e conclusions about the working-class as 
the y01.mg provinci~>-1 writers reach about the older generfJ.-
tion. If the picture of provincial society '\'lhich emerges 
frora the 1950s novels is to be believed, the older and 
younger generation ar8 so different as to be almost 
separate races. The genere.tion gep which occurs in every 
society has been aggrave:ted in this one by the speed at 
'!!Jhich the provincil::l working-class world has changed. It 
is not yee.rs which divide the generations; it. is vmrlds. 
A portrait of the older genert-.tion of provincis.l hero 
is given in \va.l ter Allen's All in e Lifetime ( 1959). 
Although this book was published in the latej'fifties, it 
was not one of the nelir weve of provincirl novels but an 
ex&mple of the work of an older writer, one of those who 
kept the provincial novel alive in the 'thirties. 
( B.L. Coot:J.bes, John I:Iarnpson, end Leslie Halward were~ 
l A report on post-war England published in 1960 •. 
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according to Joln1 Le~~1, sioilarly employed). In 
Reeding a Novel (1963) Walter Allen wrote that he views 
the novel as 'a sort of resistance movement aga,inst rigid 
and impersonal concepts of man end his dutiesi1 and as 
rre. revelation of the novelist's own self-discoveryu. 'll1e 
hero of _411 in D Lifetime is an old mon looking back across 
e.n epoch which radically changed the lives of his clrss. 
Billy was "altve.ys one for changing the world, you and 
your socialism n2 but he can find no ple.ce for himself in 
the wcrJ:d he helped to c::re&te. His autobiography is en 
attempt 11to find out where things went wrong; if they did. 
I'm going to come to terrJs 1-ri th myself and with life. 
At least I 'o going to try. "3 Walter Allen's hero is not 
unlike the kind of working-class man furis Lessing described 
- somewhat ina.rticulate and unsophisticated. His inarticule.cy 
is a drawbe.ck in a hero end Allen 's decision to cast the 
novel in letter form removed the possibility of the book 
being enlivened >vi th dialogue. But Billy emerges as a 
sincere, puzzled man who had fought poverty and unernploy-
ment in his youth, only to find the.t Socialism had 
created tmforeseen problems ;vhile solving these. It is 
typical of the more aware vmrking class of his generEttion 
tha.t he should heve sought a poli ticol solution. The 
yotmger generation hes no faith or interest in political 
ideologies. 'Ihe nearest they come to taking a political 
vim.r is in novels like Ala11 Silli toe's tvhich display an 
anarchic bitterness wholly foreign to Allen's generetion 
of writers. 
1 'Ra.dicalisn 'Ihen and How', 'Ihe List., 9.8.1962. 
2 Chapter I, page 7. 




The provincial hero of the 1950s is nore articulate and 
irresponsible and less im1ately conservative than the 
'thirties hero. 1Jnlike his predecessors he makes no attempt 
to hide hia working-class origins when he finds himself 
amongst the middle-classes as a result of his education. 
vli th his cocky arrogance and sharp eye for Q..:Jnt. and 
hypocrisy, his quick wit and tcdent for getting himself 
into awkward situations, he is often an attractive hero. 
He displays a sophisticated cynicism and a refusal to be 
grateful or appreciative for being better off than his 
parents were, He expresses his disgust end frustration 
very vocally - ru1d the A~'7TY Young Man became a feeture 
of the 'fifties. Not all the Angry Young Hen were working-
class but they expressed a violent dislike of the ru.iddle-
and upper-classes, preferring the working-classes who 
they found less false. In the chapter on the ru1ti-hero 
( Chapter5A) there is a discussion of the three main types 
of "rebels 11 or dissenters, represented by John Osborne's 
Jimmy Porter, YQngsley kuis's Jim Dixon and Jorlll Braine's 
Joe Lampton. Most of the heroes of provincial novels 
belong to one or other of these types and could be 
discussed in that section, but some of the provincial 
novelists are more interesting as provincials than us 
Angry Young Men or anti-heroes, snd these will be 
discussed here. 
Keith We. terhouse, Sid Chaplin, Stan Barstmv, Han Silli toe 
and some other less well-lcnown writers are very conscious 
of belonging to the provincia.! working clFss end from their 
novels it is possible to form an idee. of what it is like 
to be born a.,.'ld brought up in such a society. The heroes 
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of their novels fall roughly into two groups - the 
adolescents and those over twenty. The novels of the first 
group are often comic1 for however reel the agonies of an 
adolescent may be, they are endemic to his age group. His 
antagoniS!-n towards his pFrents and the older generetion is 
at its most violent and the desire for sexual experience 
is at its hlost obsessive. He has fewer responsibilities 
at that age than when he is older and he is very self-
absorbed. His picaresque adventures form the body of these 
novels, which usually end with the sexual initiation of the 
hero. 
Keith Waterhouse's Billy I.ii.ar (1959) is perhaps the most 
successful novels of this group and it shows the typical 
pattern very clea.rly. Billy, a.>J. undertaker 1 s clerk in a 
drab Yorkshire town, despises his working-class family, 
his job, his employer and ru~one else whom he suspects 
of being humbugs. His e.mbi tion is to go to London where 
he has the tentative offer of work as a gag-writer for a 
comedian, but although he gets cts far as buying a train 
ticket, in the end he does not leave. His "rebellion" is 
the grumble of en adolescent, l'Thich mt'lkes his defeat more 
poignant •. Billy tells the story himself in a marvelously 
vivid, lively argot. His fantasy life and the compensatory 
day-dreams which console him for the boredom and greyness 
of his real life, his misfortunes end failures end the 
appallingly tangled si tun tions in which he finds himself 
provide material for one of the best contemporary novels. 
Billy's courtship of orange-eating Barbara is a dis~ster, 
but he eventually manages to lose his virginity with a girl 
he calls the ''~itch.. She is everything Billy would like 
to be and has not the courage to be- a free spirit, an 
• 
unconventioool. f"lrson ~rho is not tied by roy place or 
group of people. 
Sid Che.r1.in 's ~'lh~- ~L.qf th~'3...,rdi:q~ (1961) shows another 
young nw.nstruggling not to become one of the sardines, to 
fulfil his mother's lodger's prophecy that: "You'll sail 
the seas. And '"~hen I say the seas, I mea.';'). deep seas, 
'cos you're not the type to hide in the bottleneck ••• 
you're no sardine. 11 Arthur, like Billy a.nd t..1.e other 
rebellious young provincials,_refuses to accept the values 
e.nd way of life of the people around him. Arthur does 
not have Billy's :J.w..ack of orea ting a fe.ntnsy world to 
serve as 8.!"1 escape-shaft out of reality, end neither does 
he have Billy's lively sense of humour. He is finally 
defeated by loneliness and joins e gang of hooligans, the 
only a1 ternati ve to boredom in a bleak end dreary northern 
town. · His first love affair is with an older women but 
he is too imrne.ture to sustain such a relationship.Following 
e gang fight he runs away fer fear of the consequences, 
returning home after some sobering adventures - the 
picnresque hero does not always enjoy his role. Arthur's 
uJ..tir:Jate fate is a question mark:will the pressures be too 
great for him to remein outside the so.rdine shoal? His 
hatred of falseness and humbug is fiercer than Billy's 
and his disillusion with the adult world more profound. 
Billy is e.ble to escape - at least in the imagination - · 
from his situation, but Arthur le.cks his re~ouroes. 
'D.le two . books have in common also a remarkably clear 
e.nd a.ccura te picture of the depressing towns -e.nd :slow, 
uriirna.gina.tive people who live in them. 
Trevor Bostock's TJp the Monke:m (1964) f'.nd Robert Holles's 
Religion and Ie.v~y PeB.ch (1962) are both entei'tainin.g 
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provincie~ novels with sioilur themes. Robert Holles's 
~Jai~t ( 1960) is the story of the struggle of two 
young army cadets to rerrt:lin independent. Inevitably, they 
fail. One commits suicide, the other conforms ~nd betrays 
his friend. The army is on extreme exnmple of o rigid 
society, end they are too week to fight it. 
Philip Co.llow' Goir:g to the Moon ( 1965), the first of 
a projected sequence, is less exuberant than Holles's 
book. It follows the usunl pattern - misunderstood 
adolescent, first love affair - but the picture it paints 
of northeinlife is grim and gray. 
We were haunting the streets, shackled invisiply, 
drifting round corners like shadows, ~d in the winter 
especially we stayed awAY from the main arteries where 
the traffic rammed through indifferent to us; long-
distance heavies, big stuff. These were rancid, poor 
days. 
The heroes of Alan Sillitoe's novels are older than those 
alrea~ discussed, and their rebellion is more thDn an 
adolescent restlessness. Arthur Seaton, the hero of 
Saturday Night ond Sunday. Moriling·(l958) is e. go-getter 
like John Braine 's Joe Lampton, \'lith the difference that 
his ambitions are not to '~etter" himself but to grab 
all he can while he can. He shares John Osborne's Jimmy 
Porter's hatred of_ the neat, nice, respecteble, smug and 
apathetic, but unlike Jimmy he ~elieves that the working 
classes still have reo.l grievances which have not.been 
cured by the Welfare State. "h'thur Seaton sees himself 
end his generation as victims, and all who represent 
authority are "them"; end "they" never cease from 
grinding the faces of the poor. Such e.n attitude links 
him crl th the p:coleto.:ri.:· n writers of the 'thirties and it 
(tlso gives his work a. slightly old-fashioned air. 
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Alan Sillitoe depicts provincial life with a harsh realiso. 
Sillitoe's world is a jungle. "Governed by unjust and 
inhumane restrictions, confronted with the essentiol 
cruelty and stupidity of hw;..en neture, it resenbles the 
j.ungle where creature fights creature without order or 
principle." 1 Arthur Seaton sees life as a cruel joke 
and retaliates with cruelty, violence and selfishness. 
Since the world is e. chee.t, he cheats everyone, from his 
foreman to his women. He has been born into e 1vorld 
where good jobs and good pay are easy to come by, but 
it is also a boring world Where he has to find udventure 
in chasing after married vTOnen, fla.un ting his conquests 
aloost in the face of their husbands, and playing one 
woman ll~dinst another,or two'others. Money is needed 
only to buy enjoyment; his standards are enti~ely 
mnteriolistic, his ends hedonistic. 
Sillitoe's style is one of habitual violence, '~deliberate 
reflection of the hated, cheated prole,. crossed by 
a certain awkward artifice which is correlative with the 
hero's self -educ£ltion. " 2 John Lehrrumn 3 praised Silli toe 
for his nbili ty to "describe e, workL""lg-class scene and 
rneke working-clf;f.SS people talk with vivid ~-U then tici ty. " 
Silli toe has been compared to D .H. lawrence (they were 
born within a few miles of each other). but his p~mise 
has not been fulfilled. 
' 4 
Only in jle loneliness of the long Distance Runner ( 1959) 
has he been able to organise his foro and overcooe the 
difficulties of his style successfully. The vigorous, 
anarchic Arthur Seaton is replaced in Key to the Door(l961) 
l J. Gindin, Postym.r British fiction, 1963 
2 F. Kermode, ~ntinuities, 1968. 
3 'Ra.dice.lism 'iii':3n and Now', '1he I4st., 9.8.1962. 
4 Discussed in chapter 5A, J?8€e 26. 
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by a vaguely nice character, Brian Seaton, Brian's 
working-class childhood in Nottingham and his years in 
Malaya on National Service are traced in exhaustive deteil. 
'Ihe book is roughly 450 pages long, With a pace so atee.dy 
and regular, and surprises trofew, thet it is almost a 
day-by-day account of Brian's growth fron child to nan. 
'Ihe General ( 1960) was described by .Anthony Burgess 
1 
as "Kafka-and-water", and of rzhe Deo.th of William Posters 
( 1965) a. critic is reported to have oo.id 2 that it t-rould 
be uphill work if the going were not so flat. 
In 1967, Sillitoe published encther hefty tome, A Tree on 
Fire, a sequl to The Death of ~allian Posters. ~s 
novel makes it clear that the intransigence of Saturday 
Night and Sunday Morning was based on sonething more lasting 
and nore radical than raucous bloody....rnindedness: Silli toe's 
proposition is that 11 , • • Revolution is the only 
re!Jtl.ining road to spiritual adv·:J,t:e." One of his heroe~ 
a comnunist, goes gun-running for the FLN in Algeria; 
the other is a talented painter who has just beco.ne 
fashionable but tries to remain exiled and unemployed 
in spirit. 'Ihe pain':er says: "The world hasn't got to 
be only lived in, ••• but it has to be contimw~ly 
attacked, raided, sabotaged, ~mu&~ plundered, insulted 
and spat on. " Col'lpa.re this with Arthur Sea ton 's words : 
", • • now he was awake. once more, ready to taCkle all 
obstacles, to break any man, or women, thnt came for him, 
to turn G>n the whole world if it bothered him too much, 
and blow it to pieces." 
David Storey, Stonley Middleton, Christina Stead and 
the playwright P..rnold Wesker can also be termed ''northern 
1 The Novel Now, 1967, 
2 A. Bur~ss, ibia, mentions it, 
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realists"· The picture they paint of life in the 
provinces is very little different from S~llitoe's 
and they share his anger and bitterness. Like Sillitoe, 
they have a penchant for rhetoric: 
1 Your life's moving in cycles to a certain end and you 
can't escape it; though you are howling and bawling 
through the Ul1iverse tha~'s closing~ on you. Can 
you escape? For you're no airman, no, pet; you're an 
earth creature. No, it's a fateful thing you came 
to Roseland, it's a fateful thing you met me, it's a 
fateful thing you met those who sucked your heart 
dry, and the hour is now, pet! it's my voice that 
is telling you the right thing; listen • • • • 
A refreshing contrast to these writers it provided by 
sto.n Pe.rstow, who had been writing for eight years 
before he achieved success with A Kind of Loving. in 
1962. Its appearance coincided with the vogue for 
the provincial novel, but its success was not wholly 
due to this happy chance. A Kind of Loving is "a tale 
of drab affection and hasty marriage 11 ,(2. set in West 
Riding. · stan Be.rstow offers none of the verbal 
fireworks of Keith Waterhouse or the passionate rhetoric 
of Weaker end Silli toe; he impresses with the sincerity 
and gentleness of his writing. Like most of the 
provincial Wri_ters, he has been compa.red to Luwrence 
but R. Rabinovitz 3 points out that he is closer to 
Bennett and Zola, for where Lawrence emphasised the hero's 
struggle with himself, Barstow's theme is the struggle 
~dth society. Lawrence's coal miner becomes, in Barstow's 
novels, "an elderly relative, lovingly posed ~n. th his 
brass-band culture &gainst the industrial background of 
the author's childhood, already doomed by the new 
technology of electric povter and cybernetics." 4 Barstow's 





realism, and he neither condescends tq,nor sentimentalises, 
the lower classes. 
lWike many of the NorthET·J writers who appeared at the same 
time as he did, Barstow has continued to set his novels 
1 ' 
in the prov.L~ces. In an article he wrote: 
Anovelist can only offer his view of the ht.lillWl predica-
ment in terms of the lcind of people and area of country 
he lmows best. That rzy work is mstly set in the 
West Riding v.ras to my advantage at first. People 
who ought to know tell me that now, with that North 
Country vogue ••• on its way out, I'd do better to 
broaden my field. \oJhen I'm ready. In the meantime 
I'm busy trying to plough that same field with a 
little deeper furrow. 
Ask Me Tomorrow (1962) is about an embryonic writer's 
bre~{-awny from the pit, and his loves, lusts and dramas 
thereafter. Jo by ( 1964) is told in dialect by a small 
boy. It t~es place in the SQ~er before the war. Joby's 
world is secure and uneventful, with the "tuppenny rush n 
at the cinema the high-light of the week, but when his 
mother gc-3s , to hospital, all this is changed. By the 
end of the book, Joby has left his childhood behind him. 
In The Watchers on the Shore ( 1966), Ba.rstov1 takes up the 
story of Vic and Ingrid, the cheracters in his first 
novel. 
A .Raging Ce.lm (1968) is Stan Ba.rstow's most ambitious 
work. His range of characters has been widened to include 
a respected town councillor, ~ lively young teacher and 
a young nan studying at Oxford, but only in his depiction 
of the affair between the teacher and the councillor's 
secretary does he show signs of having over-extended 
hioself. The novel is a closely-textured, carefully-
plotted tale of three love affairs. Barstow's characters, 
and his synpathetic and credible picture of life in 
Yorkshire, provide a necessary contrast to the novels of 
Silli toe and the other 'northern realists 11 • Barstow's · 
novels pass th~ test of ''felt life"·.;;· ·_ .'~- · 
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The Irish novelists are distinct from the other provincial 
writers, partlY beoause the,y tend to choose rural settings 
in preference to urban settings for their novels, end partly 
because of the differences between Irish and English 
provincial life. 
Poverty has not become a f olk-o.emory araong the Irish as it 
has, for the nost part, enong the English;. it is a very 
real factor in their lives. '!he Irish family structure is 
more rigid than the English, with the parents ha.ving 
greater control over their ohildren,fltJ~ ~s:it harder 
for the young hero to break away from home. The family 
ties are reinforced by Catholicism, which effects ever,y 
facet of Irish life. The young heroes who rebel, define 
thenselves e.ga.inst a stronger, more tangible force than 
the English heroes whose dissatisfaction is generalised. 
Irish life as it is depicted in most of these novels is 
primitive, bleak and ofta:-. tragic. Only the poetic beauty 
of their language and speech rhythms, and the flashes of 
robust humour, link the Irish heroes with such English 
ones es :Inith Waterhouse's Billy Liar. 
John McGehern in The 16rk ( 1965), Kevin Casey in The 
Sinner's Bell ( 1968) and Brian Moore in The Elllperor of 
Ice-Cream ( 1966), have all written well on the effect on the 
sensitive young person of the brute.lity and cruelty of 
Irish life. The pattern is familiar from other 
provincial novels, but these novels are even more harshly 
realistic than those by the "northern realists "• 
In contrast to these wri tars i~ John Broderick, who is 
older and more mature than they are. He has used none of 
the cliches of the provincial novel: his heroes are not 
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adolescents; he does not write of the working-cl~ss 
exclusively; there is none of the whinsic~l Irish blarney 
which mam such novels ~.s Bryon McMahon 'a '.!he Honey Spike 
(1967); he does not obsessively describe the mec,ls of 
potntoes down to the l~st. eye; his Ireland is not the lush 
green land of the tourist brochures, but neither is it all 
bog. The Fugitives (1962) o.nd The vlcldng of Willie Ryon 
(1965) show Broderick to-hc.ve o. more complex ond subtle 
o.ttitude to the Irish, ond po.rticulo.rly to the effect 
of ~tholicism on the Irish c~rocter, thon do mcny 
of the other Irish novelists. Both his books o.re 
economico.lly writte~o.nd are Skillfully ond neo.tly 
plotted. Broderick ~a o fine eor for dio.logue, ond his 
use of o. group of Irish women as e. l':ind of Greek 
chorus in The Fugitives, is particularly effective. 
Before leaving the provinciol novel, some mention must be 
rode of/a Scottish writer, Gordon M.1'lillio.ms, and et Welsh 
writer, Ernyr Humphreys, both of whom have recently hcd 
some criticol success. Gordon Williams in From Scenes 
Like These ( 1968 ), depicts c, rural Scotlo.nd where most of 
the agricultural work is cppo.rently done in mid-winter. 
Willi~s is a Scottish stonley Middleton, offering a 
similarly grey picture of provincial life. 
Emyr Humphreys is Ct more versatile writer. One of his 
first novels, A Toy Epic ( 1958), is o. simple to.le of three 
Welsh boys growing up together before the ~r. In a lc.ter 
novel, Outside the House of Banl (1965), Humphreys has been 
more o.mbi tious. His hero is o.n idec.listic Preacher ond 
Nationc.list who ho.s neglected his own family while helping 
others. He does not solve the clash between public o.nd 
• 
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privo.te responsibility, end in his old D.ge he even questions 
the beliefs which !utd susto.ined him, but it is too lctte 
for him to mo.ke ~'ilmC.-:; to. his fn.mily. As o. portrci t of 
lonely old age, both the hero's nnd his sister's, it is 
o. very fine piece of writing. It is less successful in 
the description of their childhood on o. Northern Welsh 
fo.rm. 
It wo.s once fo.shiono.ble for English oiddle-clo.ss novelists 
to describe the rigours of their public schools: the same 
obsessive concern with the c~onies of o.dolescenee has 
inspired nk~ of the provincio.l novelists. If the provincial 
novel is to survive o.nd not fc.de c.wo.y c.s it did in the 
1940s ond early 1950s, it must nbcndon the over-worked 
cliches of its genre. Is ho.s been very firmly esto.blished 
tho.t life for the working-class provincio.l is o. kind of 
hell, The provinciol novelists must now go beyond that 
point. The reelism of some of these writers is ~lso o. 
fo.lsific~tion: life outside London is surely more vo.ried 
than the:tr no-V~ls w would suggest • 
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Chapter 4 Part D: 
The Exotic Novel 
The English novel has been called parochinl, but against 
this must be set the considerable number of exotic novels 
written by Englishmen. There was a vogue for exotic eastern 
fantasies in the mid-eighteenth century when India came 
under British rule, and the English novel-reading public 
has never lost its taste for the exotic. &>me of the 
finest fiction in this century has been exotic, of which 
E .M. Forster's .1\ Passage to India, D .H. le.wrence 's Ka,_"lgaroo, 
Kipling's stories, the·novels of Joyce Cary and Graham 
Greene and, more recently, Olivia Manning 's Balkan Trilogy, 
are outstru1ding~ 
The exotic novel divides naturally into ~~o kinds - the 
novel written by a native of the United Kingdon which is 
set outside his o~m country, and the novel written in 
English by a native of a country outside the United 
Kingdom. The exotic novel has become very populHr since the 
war and there is a large output of contemporary fiction of 
both kinds. 
Popular novelists were quick to recognise that a banal little 
tale could be brightened up -v;ith a colourful setting.
1 
There is no thematic reason why they should set their novels 
in one country in preference to another andJalthough writers 
like Simon Harvester and Eric Ambler have given authentic 
and convincing backgrounds to their novels, they are only 
backgrounds. 
1 The use of exotic oo.ckgrounds by thriller writers is 
discussed in Chapter 7, A( l) a."ld A( 2). 
• 
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In contrast to the popular novelist's handling of the exotic 
is the tre.vel-novelist's method. Here the travelogue is all 
and there seems no ree.son why the writer should have elected 
to cast it in novel form. Andrew Sinclair's The Hallelujah 
Bum (1963), the product of a so3~rrn in America and D,J, " ) 
Enright's novels are typical of the type, with their 
descriptions of curious local customs, their guide-book 
phrases, and their assumption that the reader's ignorance 
is boundless. 
1 M. Kennedy has aptly n~med ~nd described a type of exotic 
novel which is characteristically contemporary: the Extra 
Currency Novel. 
There is a contemporary form of faking peculie.r to English 
novelists since 1945 ..... Novelists are allowed extrf:l 
currency for foreign trevel if they cen sey they need to 
travel in order to write. On the same ground they can put 
quite fl. substantial cost of such travel into Professional 
Expenses, when making up their income tax returns, Many 
of them, on the strength of this, take a holiday in 
Ravenna or J.iexico, A fevr are so very honest that they 
feel they ought to IITite a book about it •••• Sometimes, of 
course, they really want to write this book and vrould have 
written it in any case •••• 'Ihe Extra Currency :Novel 
gives a factual account of the e.u thor 's trip. There is 
generally a good deal about food • , • 'Ihere is some 
moderate sight-seeing , • , Into this travelogue are 
introduced fictitious characters •••• TI1ey have a 
livelier time, when they retire for the night, than the 
honest author probably did, A love-affair blows up, 
idyllic enough to account for tho high spirits which 
pervade the trip, sad enough to harmonize with the gloom 
in i"Thich we catch the homevmrd plane. Characters and 
setting are ••• incompatible •••• It is a phenomenon 
which aptly illustrates the nature of faking and the 
impossibility of exploiting experience in the ra~v. In a 
genuine novel the landsca.pe ••• went through some 
process of transformation before it was used. 
Francis King is such a novelist. The furk Glasses (1954) 
is set in Corfu, a land, it seems, of passion, drama, 
violence and terrible beauty. TI1e locals contrast nicely 
l 'lhe Outlaws on Parnassus, 1958 
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w·i th the cold cerebral visiting Englishma.D. 'lhe ds.rk glasses 
of the title are a symbol both of his blinru1ess and of his 
affairs with a girl and her homicidal brother. Back in 
London he looks through the glasses 1ri th one shattered lens 
and is ". • • bewildered, thrilled and, in some extraordinary 
way strengthened by the terrible, morbid beauty of this world 
as it had at last been revealed to him. He knew now that 
he vTOtud alv1ays see it like that. It would never change. n 
The Custom House (1961) and The Waves Behind the Boat (1967) 
are set in Japan, a country Francis King appears to dislike 
but which provides the sort of exotic background which 
encourages his taste for melodrama. In The Waves Behind the 
Boat he launches an innocent, amazingly innocent, young 
English wife on a voyage of self-discovery. En route she 
discovers she has lesbian tendencies, and that the brother 
and sister (exotic White Russians) who attract ru1d corrupt 
her are ambisextrous and incestuous. 
The effect of his trips abroad (Francis King works for the 
British Council) has been unfortunate on a writer who is 
held in some esteem by critics. His best fiction is set in 
Englund , a country whiCh seems to tone dovm his taste for 
melodrama. Battersea, shabby-genteel London and Brighton 
are the settings for three of his recent books. The Last 
of the Pleasure C~rdens (1965) movingly explores the effect 
of the birth of an idiot child on its parents. TI1e Widow 
( 1957) compares well with Anc,"Us \'Tilson • s 'Ihe Middle ;;ge of 
~~s Eliot (1958) which has a similar subject. It is 
perhaps his finest book, sh01·dng a. depth of understanding end 
compassion which his exotic novels contrive to hide. 
Perhaps Somerset ~-1augham and Norman LOuglas were not far 
vTrong when they suggested that Englishmen tend to go to 
pieces east of Dover. 
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Frederic" ·Raphael in The Trouble with England ( 1962) has 
achieved the unlikely feat of turning the Expense Account 
nov.el into a serious examination of the British holiday-
maker abroad. Two English couples meet by chance at a small 
hotel on the French coast. 'Jhey have nothing in common 
except their na.tionali ty
1 
and Raphael delicately traces their 
relationship from initial dislike end distrust to the point 
where they suggest they holiday together the following 
year. But one small incident cracks open the happy surface 
a."rld shows the gree.t gulf which lies between themJ and which 
they would never in normal circumstances have tried to 
close. 'Ihe Trouble with England is a short, beautifully 
controlled and understated novel - wholly unlike some of 
Raphael's earlier novels which are chaotic and uneven. 
The Limits of love ( 1960), a portrait of a Jewish family in 
London fror:J. the end of the war to the Suez crisis
1 
and 
A Wild ~~rmise (196l~a complicated thriller set in an 
imagina.ry oil-rich dictatorship, have many brilliant passages 
- Raphael is potentially one of the finest v.rri ters of this 
decade - but the overpll. impression is of a..."l over-rich 
confusiol1. 
Brian Glanville's Expense Account-novel .A Ror:J.en Marriage 
(1966) is, like Raphael's,based on his observations of the 
Englishman abroad. His bed-sitter heroine's flirtation 
with an Italian on holiday becomes serious when he, instead 
of observing the rules of the game, wants to marry her. The 
rest of the book traces the difficulties of adjustment 
and suggests the gap between thoir different ways of life. 
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It is a simple and '\'Jell-constructed, if predictable, novel. 
Brian Glanville is very good at "ordinary people" and he has 
not given the story more significance than it can bear. 
Kingsley Amis 1 s I Like it Here ( 1958) and One Fa.t English-
man (1963), and Alan Sillitoe's Key to the Door (1961) 
belong to the Expense Account group. They are set in 
Portugal, A~erica ru1d Malaya respectively and are of 
interest chiefly because they demonstrate that a widening 
of geographical horizons does not suit the talents of 
essentially insul~r novelists. 
Two more Expense Account novels are JVIichael Frayn' s ~ 
Russian Interpreter ( 1966) and .~thony Burgess's Honey for 
the Bears ( 1963), comic spy stories set in Russia. JIJei ther 
novelist claims to have "inside information 11 - their English 
heroes are a tourist and a student. Burgess's novel is the 
better of the two (Frayn's is less a novel than a collection 
of Observations) but both novelists have shovm that a visitor 
can be amused by a strange country's customs vli thout taking 
a patronising attitude. Burgess's portrait of Russia 
draws deliberate parallels >vi th America. Both novelists 
delight in turnirg the reader's preconceived notions of 
Russia and the Russians upside-dovm. 
In a discussion of the short stories of Rudyard Kipling, 
1 Somerset Maugharn wrote: 
• • • in his discovery of what is called the exotic 
story he opened a new and fruitful field to writers. 
This is the story the scene of which is set in sori1e 
coU11try little known to the majority of readers. It 
deals witn the ·reactions upon the white man of his 
sojtrn in an alien lfu!d ~nd the effect which contact 
with people of another race and colour has upon him. 
1 On Literature, 1967. 
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Although Maughaw does not mention it here, the fact that 
Kipling wrote for an Anglo-Indian audience, and not for en 
audience who lD1ew nothing of IndiaJhad a happy effect on his 
1ITi ting. He did not need to 
his settings more colourful. 
explain local customs or make 
t\.Q.I: () r-
Like~the South African 
Herman Charles Bosman, his achievement was to make the local 
become universal without consciously striving for it. 'lli.e 
besetting sin of exotic novelists is their urge to display 
their knowledge, stopping the narrative to describe a picture-
postcard cathedral which the characters never enter, or 
explaining the intricacies of a tea-drinking ceremony when 
their characters obviously profer w·hisky. 
In Olivia ~~anning 1 s Balkan Trilogy, lav1rence Durrell's 
Alexandria Quartet and Malcolm Lowry's Under the Volcano 1 
the setting is moved from the b~.ckground to the foreground. 
Malcolm Lowry 1 s IIIexican village is a vision of hell with 
Firmin already one of the damned. In Durrell's qtmrtet 
.Alexandria is e. dream-city caught in poetic prose, his 
characters its reflections. Unlike Durrell's Alexandria 
which is rrout-of-this-world 112 , Olivia Manning's lfuchnrest 
and Athens are geographically real. They are recognisable 
cities, not half-imaginary ones, but she has a poet's 
sensitivity to atmosphere and the fears and confusions of 
the times are reflected in her perceptions. Th.e cities he.ve 
personalities which are not static but which mirror the 
moods of their inhabitants. 
All good exotic novelists are sensitive to the "character" 
of their chosen settings, but they ~ore usually regard the 
background as a setting for their human characters, not as 
1 0. Maxll1ing's trilogy is discussed in the chapter on the 
Chronicle novel, 4A. Durrell's and Lowry's are discussed 
in the chapter on the Poetic novel, )B. 
2 A phrase used by S. SpeEder, '.Anglo-Saxo:r., Attitudes 1 , 
The Partisan Review· Anthology, ed. I:J. Phillips and P. Rahv, 
1962. 
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the main subject. These writers are aware of the influence 
of a co~~try on a IDEk~'s make-up but they regard this as only 
one influencing factor. 
India has attracted several such novelists, amongst them nro 
1 strongly contrasted ones, Paul Scott and R. Prawer Jhabvala. 
Paul Scott's The Birds of Paradise (1962) asks what happens 
to a me11 1 s life when the drea..rn that sustained it turns out 
be only a dream. Bill had been brought up in India but 
his father refused to let him follmv him into the India 
Service, and it is not ~~til Bill is middle-aged that he is 
able to return. He finds Lndia has changed, it has lost 
its sense of purpose - or perhaps the India he thought he 
knew never existed. His old friends lead aimless lives and 
Bill's urge to serve India has no outlet. 
In 'lhe Chinese Love Pavilion ( 1960) Tom, a young Englishman 
who believed L1dia. to be his spi~ home1 is disillusioned 
when he comes to the real India, but is persue.ded by e.n 
eccentric, violently alive botanist to stay. He is introduced 
to a man who is farming in the desert and Tom's idealism 
finds temporary fulfi~ment in working with him until the 
1var comes. At this point the novel starts going steadily 
downhill, ending with a sentimental love story that should 
film very well. 
Paul Scott is concerned with India's past. He holds the 
breakdown of the British Empire to be partly responsible for 
the enervation of British life. Gerald Hanley in The Journey 
HomeTt1ard ( 1961) is also r.1ore concerned with India's past 
than 1>1i th her present. His book is set in India soon after 
1 Paul Scott's 'fue Jewel in the Crown and The Day of the 
Scorpion are discussed in the chapter on the chronicle 
novel, 4A. 
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the British have left and she is begim1ing to tackle the 
problems of Independence. He concentrates on the events 
in one po.verty-ridden state but reaches an impasse with 
plot and characters which he solves vlith an earthquake. 
M~ch of the material and many of the characters appear in 
similar guises in Paul·Scott's booksJ~ut they are handled 
,( 
here in a more popular a~d less serious manner. 
R. Prawer .:fua bvala vrri tes about contemporary India. She was 
born of Polish parents in Germany, educated in England and 
is now married to an Indian archi teet in Delhi. These 
biographical details are relevant for they e£fect her 
perspective on her subjects and suggest her themes. li1 
her sixth novel A Backward Place (1965) one of the European 
che.racters sa.ys: "one either merges with Hindu civilisation 
or is drowned in it. 11 Her heroine, en ordinary English gir 1 
married to ~· Indian aspiring actorJhas merged. The other 
Europeans have not. An ageing blonde, the arbiter of taste, 
has not seen Europe for fifteen years and knm·rs that, 
although she claims to hate Lidia, she will never leave now. 
A penniless, bouncy woman who lives off the generosity of 
others persuades herself that India is her spiritual home. 
There is a German couple :t-lho have studied the country from 
books but see only v<hat fits in vrith their preconceived 
views. The chairwoman of the Cultural Dais is concerned 
only ~·ri th her own image and is appalled when e group of 
Indians e.ttend a cultural evening. 'Ihe tragi,-comedy of the 
&,tropeens in India today offers a refreshing contrast to 
Scott's tra.gic view of India yesterday. R, Prawer Jhabvela' s 
treatment of her characters is beautifully ironic but she 
has compassion for their v1eaknesses. Her characters reveal 
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themselves in their speech and there is little authorial 
conunent. She writes ~ lucid, astringent prose end has a 
talent for comedy. She resists the temptation to fill in 
with local colour and, paradoxiaally, this Bakes her India 
more real m1d more interesting than in the run-of-the-will 
exotic novel. The Europea~ relics of the Empire, the 
hangers-on who were left behind in the exodus, and the 
new·comers who either merge or drown in Hindu civilisation; 
these are her subjects. 
Other novelists who have written exotic F.ar Eastern novels 
are Susan Yorke in Oapi tan China ( 1961), Hary McMinnies in 
The :F.I.;yi_ng Fox ( 1956) and Katherine Sim in The Jungle Ends 
Here (1961), all of '1-Thich a.re set in Malaya. Like Anthony 
Bu.rgess in his ~ayan Trilogy (called 'Ihe Long Day ~vanes in 
.America) which he cor:1pleted in 1959, all these writers e.re 
concerned with studying the state of trru1sition in British 
colonial territories. Similar themes inform the PSrica~ 
novels of Gerald Ha'1ley ( such as The Consul at Sunset, 1951), 
Thomas Hinde ( A Place Like Home, 1962) and Anthony Burgess 's 
The Right to ru1 Ansvmt_( 1960) 
1 
which is set in an imaginary 
caliphate resembling Zanzibar. It is surprising that more 
novelists have not written on the great subject of the death 
of &! Empire s.,.!d the st·ruggles of the newly-independent 
countries but this may be because it is still an emotionall~ 
charged one, and a longer perspective is needed. 
'1he ·last novels to be discussed in this section are set in 
Europe:-- one in Germany, the other in Poland. Gabriel 
fielding in 'llie Birthday King ( 1962) has written a novel 
which reads like "some exceptionally brilliant translation 
of a great 1-m.lmowr1 liberal survivor of the Nazi regime'~ 




In the Pref~we Gabriel fielding writes that it grew- out of 
his "long obsession with the innocent malevolence of the 
Nordic mind 11 , and it is this rather than the purely historical 
portrait that concerns him. He follows the fortm1es of a 
Jewish Catholic family of industrialists in Germany from 
1939 to 1945. Ruprecht, the birthday king of the title, the 
child-for-the-day, is a scientist, a rationalist and a man 
of action w-ho consents tacitly to the regime ru1d runs the 
factory u..11 til the end of the war. He betrays his aesthetic, 
religious pacifist older brother w-ho is sent to a concentra-
tion camp, but survives to return. Other irnportant characters 
are an influential Baron whom~uprecht uses and then betrays, 
a bewildered camp Kom.rrumda.n t of the old school, his crazy 
wife a:;.1d sinister son who is one of the new Germans, 
disclaiming know-ledge, responsibility or involvement in the 
atrocities co~itted by his nation. The Birthday IQng is 
not an a.ttack on Germa.ny or the Germans; it is e.n attempt 
to understand them ru1d even to feel compassion for such e 
man as Ruprecht who is a victim of his nature ru1d heritage. 
It is a very much more successful novel than for example 
Fielding's li1 the Time of Greenbloom (1956), for Fielding's 
painstakingly careful writing is an advantage in the Germru1 
book where it is not in the English one with its lonely, 
introverted and sensitive hero. Although Gabriel Fielding 
is a published poet, his books have none of the vivid, 
intuitive flashes of the imagination which would relieve the 
sameness of his writing, but this is to quibble;for Fielding 
~tchieves his declared aio; the examination of the innocent 
malevolence of the Nordic. mind. 
The last novel to be discussed in this section is one of 




· advance the frontier of human understanding • • • The Ice 
Saints surely does. rr1 Frank Tuohy's reputation as a novelist 
rests on very few books, of ~rhich The Animal Ge.me (1957X set in 
Brazil) and 'Ihe Ice Saints ( 1964) are the best-known. For the 
latter he v1as awarded both tho James Tai t Black Memorial 
Prize and the Geoffrey Faber Memorial Prize. It is a short 
disturbing book about the effect on a Polish family of a 
visit from the English wife's sister, Rose- and of Poland's 
effect on her. It is a social ·rather than political novel 
although a comparison between Capitalist ar:d Comnmnist 
countries is implied. 'Ihe grey~ess and drabness of the 
industrial town vrhere her sister lives strike: Rose less 
forcibly than the type of character it has bred. The national 
schizophrenia which accepts the official condemnation of the 
11/'est while a..'1xiously ti1fi.ng to keep up with its fashions is 
characteristic of a people caught between an ideology and 
their very human desires. 'Ihe central proposition seems 
to be that the very different histories of these two peoples 
are such that only by a supreme imaginative effort is it 
possible to make real contact. The complexities of the 
Polish character are too deep for the intelligent but 
unimaginative a"1d essentially shallovl En.glish girl to under-
stand. "Looking back, she saw IVIirek standing in his pale· 
raincoat behind. a wire fence, and beyond him a whole landscape 
waiting for explanation. n In this beautifully subtle bool; 
there are no easy explanations ;·or a1y ready moralising; 
interpretations are left to the reader. 'Ihe Ice Saints is 
one of those rare books which sa.yr more in ~ e. hundred and 
eighty pages than most authors can sa..y in three hundred. 
l M. Ratcliffe, The Novel Today, 1968. 
• 
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TI1e exotic novels discussed so far have all been written by 
Englishmen about foreign countries, but the cate{tory of the 
exotic novel also includes novels viTitten in English by 
non-English writers. Apart from writers of European 
extraction, like v/illiam Plomer, Patrick lfuite, Doris 
Lessing, Nigel Dennis and others who are not Engliah bon1; 1 
there is a gro~,ifing body of literature by writers of non-
European extraction. Africa, particularly West Africa, the 
West Indies and India are the chief geographical areas. It 
is not possible to discuss the fiction of these countries in 
any detail - it is a very specialised field, . and not all 
the works are available in this country. But the contribution 
of some of these novelists to the character of contemporary 
fiction is such that some menti:cn of their work seems called 
for. 
2 Janheinz Jahn traces the development of what he calls 
n:r:reo-African 11 literature from its early origins, but it ivas 
not until after 1950 that African writing in English came 
to be recognised as a significant part of vrorld literature. 
It is chiefly these writers' use of language which has 
established them in this position.3 There have been a nunber 
of very individual solutions to such problems as finding a 
way to approximate to the vernacular idiom, of rl':ltabing the 
rhythms of the ven1acular without destroying the rhythms of 
EP.glish, ac'1d of distinguishing between the classes of speakers. 
Chinua Achebe in No Longer at &;>_se (1960) writes e. basically 
simple, direct prose. His characters speak the English of 
the educated, pidgin English or English seasoned with 
proverbs in the S&'Ile manner as in vernacult1r conversation. 
1 They are discussed elsewhere as they a.re not purely 'local'. 
2 A History of Neo-Mrican Literature, trens. 0. Coburn end 
Ursula Lehrburger, 1968. 




( "Do not be in a. hurry to rush into the pleasures of the 
world like the young antelope 1~10 danced himself l~e when 
the main dance was yet to come.") In his fourth novel, }:;, 
T·1an of the People ( 1966) J Ache be 1 s style has become more 
co).}1plex: 
I do honestly believe that in the fat-dripping, 
gtlilli1Y, eat-and-let-eat regine just ended - a regime which 
inspired the common saying that a mru1 could only be 
sure of what he had put away safely in his gut or, in 
language ever more suited to the times: 1you chop, me 
self I chop, palaver finish"; a regime in which you saw 
a fellow.cursed in the morning for stealing a blind m~n's 
stick and later in the evening saw him again mounting 
the altar of the new shrine in the presence of all the 
people to whisper into the ear of the chief celebrant -
in such a regime, I say, you died a good death if your 
life had inspired someone to come foTivard and shoot 
your murderer in the chest- without asking to be paid. 
Amos Tutuola 1 s 'Lhe Palm \vine DriD_ke.rd ( 1952) earned him an 
international reputation (although he is a joke amongst the 
non-literary Nigerians). He has the voice of e rna.n with 
little schooling vJho talks marve]ously. He breaks the 
grau~~a.tical rules of English with what is either a joyous 
unconcern or irrtmense subtlety, as in these passages from 
A,jaiyi. and his Inherited Poverty ( 1968\ a novel drawn, like 
his others, from folk-lore. : 
As soon as the gate-keeper heard the noises of the drum, 
he hastily opened the door he asked us to go in. It was 
like that ~ve danced to the to-vm of Creator after we had 
spent about six ;::J.onths in the jungles irJi th severe 
punishments which we received from the harr:J.ful and 
merciless creatures. 
• • • and there we met all kinds of people who were 
black, white and light blue people •••• 
Gabriel Okara. and J.P. Clark were described by a reviewer1as 
"primarily poets 11 • Okara explores the difficulty of imposing 
the alien rhythrn of English onto Ijaw patterns of thought. 
His solution is to write English which follows the patterns 
1 ~ 18.1.1968. 
• 
• 
of . Ijaw, as in this li:cw from The Voice: 
These splinters of firewood he saw and heard drop on 
the embers. 
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Wole Soyinka is best knovm as a playviTigh t, but he is also 
the author of the novel ~1e Interpreters (1965) in which he 
v<ri tes the simple f orme.l English of the 11teachers 11 , contrasted 
with the rich, poetic language of the "peasants". 
Other _4.frican writers whose work has been vmll-received 
include .Alex la Guma., Ezekiel Mphalele, Camara I.e.ye (who 
writes in French), James Ngugi, Nicholas Roland, Legson 
Kayira and Cyprian Ekwensi. 
Although it is the style of these writers which is most 
imr:Iediately striking, their novels are not simply exercises 
in verbal ingenuity. Most of them are social novelists, 
seriously and deeply concerned with the problems which f co.ce 
their peoples, and particularly with those that arise from 
the state of transition. In addition, 11almost all wast 
African novelists, even the least craftsmanlike, have one 
basic gift: they can tell a story, without self-consciousness 
or Forster's 1 Oh dear", as if this were a writer's natural 
function. 711 The form of their novels is largely traditional, 
"but the use of language and a totally different view of 
2 
life show how the tradi tb:1.al may yet be transformed. 11 The 
influence of African viTi ting in English may well open new 
directions for the novel, bringing ''new vitality to the 
language, new visions, new overtones.'~ 
A nuiJ.ber of Caribbean 'lvTiters have an international reputa-
tion. v.s. Naipaul, Samuel Selvon, Edgar I1ittleholzer and 
1 TLS 17.8.1967 
2 Ob.R. 5.2.1967. 
3 A. Wilson, 'The Dilenwa of the Contemporary Novelist', 
Approaches to the Novel, ed. J. Colmer, 1966. 
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Wilson Harris come to mind, ru1d there are a rrQQber of less 
well-knoWI1 writers like Garth St Orner, Michael a~thony, 
Earl Lovelace, George Larrillring and John Hearne whose work 
has attracted favourable critical attention. v.s. Naipaul1 
has discussed the difficulties and COI$10n failings of \'lest 
Lldian writers. His criticisms have a wider applicat:im: 
with a few modifications they are true of m0ny other 
multi-racial societies with a British Colonial inheritance, 
such as South Africa. 
Living in a borrowed culture, the "t'lest Indian, more than 
most, needs writers to tell him who he is and i·There he 
stands. Here the West Lndian writers have failed. 
Most have so far only reflected and flattered the 
prejudices of their race or colour groups. Many a writer 
has displayed a concern, visible perhqx1 only to the 
\rlest Indian, to show how reraoved his group is from 
blackr1ess, how close to whiteness •••• To the initiated 
one whole side of West Indian viTiting has little to do 
with literature, and much to do with the race vrar. 
The insecure wish to be heroically portrayed. Irony and 
satire, which might help more, are not acceptable; and 
no writer wishes to let down his group. For this reason 
the lively and inventive Trinidad dialect, which has won 
vlest Indian writing many friends and as many enemies 
abroad, is disliked by some \!Jest Indians. • • • • they 
ohj9ct to its use in books ivhich are read e.broad •••• 
The Trinidadian expects his novels, like his advertisements, 
to have a detergent purpose, and it is largely for this 
reason that there are complaints about the scarcity of 
writing about what is called the middle class •••• 
It is not easy to write about the West Indian middle 
class. The most exq1risite gifts of irony and perhaps 
malice would be required to keep the characters from 
slipping into an unremarkable mid-Atlantic whiteness. 
They would have to be treated as real people with real 
problems and responsibilities and affections- and this 
has been done - but they would also have to be treated 
as people whose lives have been corrupted by a. fantasy 
which is their oiin cross. • • • The involvement of the 
Negro vTi th the vlhi te world is one of the limitations of 
West LYldian writing, as it is the destruction of .American 
Ne8'I'o 1rri ting. The llmerican Negro's subject is his 
blackness. This can~"lot be the basis of any serious 
literature •••• 
1 'llie JI'Ii.ddle Passa.ge, 1962. lliis quotation is given at 
length because it so clearly pinpoints the reasons for 






Before leaving this rapid survey of exotic fiction, mention 
must be made of R.K. Narayan,, an Indian writer. Graham 
Greene has made him his protege ~md found a publisher for 
his ,;wrk. In e review of 'fue FJ.nancie~ Expert ( 1952), 1 
Graham Greene suggests the source of l'Jarc,yan'.s appeal: 
All Mr Uarayan 's comedies have had this undertone of 
sadness. Their gentle irony and absence of condemnation 
remind us how different comedy is in the \'lest today • 
comedy needs a strong fra~ework of social convention 
with which the author sympathizes, but does not share 
•••• the life of Malgudi - never xuffled by politics -
proceeds in exactly the same we.y e.s it has done for 
centuries, and the juxtaposition of the age-old convention 
and the modern character provides much of the comedy. 
The ~~eet-Vendor (1967), R.K. Narayan's tenth novel since 
his youthful ~nuni and Friends (1935) opens with this 
characteristic epigram: 
"Conquer ts.ste, end you will have conquered the self. " 
''Why conquer the self?" 
"I do not know, but all our sages advise us so." 
The sweet-vendor of the title is a gentle - and often 
ridiculous - aesthete, a widouer with a son he spoils but 
has no real contact with. He is sadly misused by his 
0modern" son, but he is pushed too far a11d refuses to lie 
to keep his son out of jail on an illegal liquor charge. 
The svreet-vendor gives up what is left of his life and his 
1>1ealth to the upkeep of a religious grotto. "I will seek a 
new interest - different from the set afrepeti tions performed 
for sixty years. I am a free man. 0 It is a slight story, 
staying happily within the confines of the local scene 
without the author!slosing sight of the larger issues involved, 
":s and also withoutAbeing tempted to obtrude these. Greham 
Greene suggests that Narayan is closer to Chekov than to 
any English writer, with a sense of beauty and sadness 
underlying the humour. 
1 Collected Essays, 1969. 
